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Preface 

“The California Capitol is a very male place,” a reporter for the Associated 

Press told me shortly after I joined the Sacramento bureau of rival United Press 

International.  She was right.  The portraits of governors and lieutenant 

governors that personalized the high-ceiled walls invariably depicted men; state 

Senate and Assembly proceedings were run by men and witnessed mostly by 

male lobbyists.   

Only a handful of women were among the 80 or so members of the 

Capitol Press Corps who, like me, were covering California government and 

politics in the late 1970s.  Just two women—Ivy Baker Priest, elected state 

treasurer in 1966, and March Fong Eu, who became California’s secretary of 

state in 1975—had ever been voted into statewide office in California.  As this is 

written in the spring of 2010, the Golden State has never elected a woman 

governor or lieutenant governor, and its Legislature remains 72.5% male. 

My journalistic career paralleled the advancements of women during a 

second-wave feminist movement that naturally made us very aware of our 

collective progress.  We became the first women to do this or that—in my case, 

the first woman hired in UPI’s Cleveland bureau (where a 2 a.m. walk to my car 

near the Lake Erie waterfront each night made clear why I had no female 

predecessors), and the first woman to run UPI’s Sacramento bureau, a job that 

doubled as California political editor.   

All four political women in this study were conscious of their 

groundbreaking status, touted in the biographies on their government websites 

when I reviewed them in late 2008.  M. Jodi Rell noted that she was the first 
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female Republican governor of Connecticut.  Senator Olympia Snowe was “the 

first woman in American history to serve in both houses of a state legislature 

and both houses of Congress” (“About Senator Snowe,” 2008, n.p.). Kathleen 

Sebelius was America’s first daughter of a governor to be a elected a governor 

herself.  Dianne Feinstein’s biography seemed to radiate a kind of woman 

power: 

Senator Feinstein's career has been one of firsts—she was the first 

woman president of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, the 

first woman mayor of San Francisco, the first woman elected 

senator of California, and the first woman member of the Senate 

Judiciary Committee.  Most recently, Senator Feinstein became 

the first woman to serve as the chairman of the Senate Rules and 

Administration Committee. (“About Dianne,” 2008, n.p.)  

 Despite these and other gains, women still can feel like outsiders to their 

own political system, as my interviews for this dissertation sometimes showed.  

Politics is an accommodating business, however, perhaps even capable of 

sensing its own shortfalls.  No study—and certainly not this dissertation—can 

explain why American political life has been unable to more fully integrate the 

genders.  But my findings suggest that politics does recognize its maternal 

deficits, and may acknowledge them in ways both odd and intriguing.  

Sometimes, I find, its attempts to compensate for what is missing are 

unabashedly virtuous. 
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Political Contradictions: Discussions of 

Virtue in American Life 

Rebecca Jean LaVally, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

Supervisor: Roderick P. Hart 

This dissertation asserts that American political culture faces a crisis of 

virtue and explores the role of citizens, journalists and politicians in fostering it.  

The historic election of Barack Obama on a platform of hope and change in 

2008 suggests that Americans yearn for an infusion of virtue into political life.  I 

assert, however, that we have lacked a lexicon of political virtue, or any 

systematic understanding of which virtues we value and which matter most to 

us.  Nor have we understood whether groups who constitute key elements of 

our democracy—citizens, journalists, politicians, men and women, Democrats 

and Republicans—value virtues in politics similarly or differently.  Without a 

working knowledge of the anatomy of virtue in the body politic, what is to 

prevent us from having to change again?  By charting the virtue systems of 

these key groups, I have made explicit what is implicit  to reveal that political 

virtue is more valued—and more present—than Americans likely realize.   This 

exploration, I believe, contributes to the scholarship of political communication 

by enabling a fuller and more useful understanding of American political 

culture—and of the contradictions, curiosities, and surprises that enrich it. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

A day after Barack Obama was elected president of the United States, 

pundit Mark Shields reflected on the qualities he thought the new chief 

executive would bring to the Oval Office.  Shields (2008), speaking on PBS 

television’s “The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer,” praised Obama’s “profound 

intellect” and “wonderful temperament.”  However, he added: “I'm not sure . . . 

whether he comes with the profound humility that’s required and that 

singleness of purpose” (n.p.).   

If humility is required for success in office, what happens when a 

political leader lacks modesty but has an abundance of intellect?  What if he or 

she possesses an even temperament but only a vague sense of purpose?  Does 

some magical inner alchemy make leaders undeniably great?  Shields (2008) 

may be correct that purposefulness and humility matter in the Oval Office, but 

might other qualities be necessary as well?  In endorsing Obama shortly before 

the election, editors of The New Yorker (“The talk of the town,” 2008) put a 

somewhat different spin on the attributes that Democrat Obama could bring to 

the presidency.  They pointed to his “formidable intelligence, emotional 

empathy, self-reflection, balance” (p. 58), and criticized GOP rival John McCain 

as “impulsive, impatient, self-dramatizing, erratic, and a compulsive risk-taker” 

(p. 56).   

Is it appropriate to judge candidates by their alleged virtues rather than 

by the policies they support?  McCain’s campaign manager, Rick Davis, 

declared a month before the election that the campaign was less about issues 
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than about voter impressions of the candidates (Abramowitz, 2008).  To some 

extent, scholars acknowledge that this is true in elections.  Voters use heuristic 

cues rather than a store of policy knowledge to arrive at their decisions, reports 

political scientist Samuel Popkin (1994).  Americans would rather rely on 

candidates’ personal information—on, say, their virtues—than on details of 

competing policy proposals when making their choices.   

But absent a riveting election, Americans rarely talk of virtue.  On the 

contrary, many would shrug off the concept of “political virtue” as an amusing 

oxymoron.  Thus, we do not know which virtues really matter in the day-to-day 

achievements that are important to the well-being of political life.  We certainly 

do not know which virtues matter most in our leaders—whether, for example, 

the “emotional empathy” that The New Yorker  (“The talk of the town,” 2008) 

found in Obama is more valuable than McCain’s fortitude in surviving five 

tortured years as a prisoner of war in North Vietnam.  We have not stopped to 

consider whether particular virtues might be more important to some people—

men or women, Democrats or Republicans, political leaders or ordinary citizens, 

local newspaper reporters or elite-magazine editors—than to others.  The phrase 

political virtue, that is, hardly exists in the popular lexicon.  As a result, we lack 

a suitable language for describing it in everyday political life. 

Yet I find that when asked to reflect upon the qualities that really matter 

in American politics, people can describe virtues they find important.  More 

remarkably, the citizens I interviewed for this project often found these qualities 

to exist not merely in the legendarily great presidents they had been taught to 

admire as schoolchildren, but in their own state’s most visible officeholders.  
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Initially, my interviewees seemed amused by the notion of political virtue.  

Paradoxically, though, when they tried to put it into words, they became 

suitably eloquent about such matters.   

Without question, political virtue is a tricky concept.  At one time, 

Americans admired what they saw as determination and decisiveness in 

then-President George W. Bush, who drew remarkably high approval ratings in 

the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center 

and Pentagon (Greenstein, 2003; Renshon, 2006).  Americans rallied behind 

him as he led the country into war to dislodge the Taliban in Afghanistan and to 

rid Iraq of Saddam Hussein and an alleged arsenal of weapons.  When the 

United States became mired in a costly and deadly Iraq conflict with no clear 

way out and no evidence of the fearful weapons, however, Bush’s air of 

conviction seemed to morph into something resembling a stubborn 

recklessness.  His approval ratings sank as the nation spiraled deeply into 

recession.  Bush, The New Yorker groused, was short on “competence, vision, 

and integrity” (“The talk of the town,” 2008, p. 51).  One person’s conviction, 

then, may be another’s folly.  In politics, which is more valuable: Decisiveness 

or open-mindedness?  Boldness or prudence?  A strict adherence to principle or 

a pragmatic flexibility? 

It is useful to know that in his Ethics, Aristotle (1987) argued that virtue 

is a mean between extremes, perhaps in the way warm lies between hot and 

cold.  He believed that virtue moderates passions and thus moderates behavior.  

Barack Obama has echoed this notion.  Shortly before launching his 

presidential campaign, he said, referencing the American people: “I imagine 
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they are waiting for a politics with the maturity to balance idealism and realism, 

to distinguish between what can and cannot be compromised, to admit the 

possibility that the other side might sometimes have a point” (Meacham, 2008, 

p. 24).  Political theorist William Galston (1991a) defines virtue as “a disposition 

to act rightly within a particular sphere of human experience” (p. 184).  Political 

philosopher Paul Woodruff (2001) argues that virtue lies within a being; “if 

virtues must be imposed from outside, they will always run across our grain” 

(p. 35).  “[W]e generally take ‘virtue’ to mean something completely 

disinterested, the capacity to rise above one’s own desires, ambitions, and 

preferences for the sake of the general good,” writes W. R. Newell (1991).  

Political virtues, I will assert, are the internalized attributes of leaders that 

facilitate successful outcomes in political office.  Here I am applying “successful 

outcomes” as a proxy for achieving general good.  “Among the most important 

virtues,” contends Galston (1991a), are “the functional excellences of political 

leadership” (p. 179).  Yet even virtue theorists cannot agree on what virtues are 

most likely to benefit the Republic (Sabl, 2005).  Paradoxically, however, I found 

that ordinary citizens were almost unanimous in stipulating the virtues they 

thought were most important in the day-to-day practice of politics. 

Yet the task of identifying political virtue is also complicated for everyday 

Americans, who are inclined to distrust politicians in the first place (Hibbing & 

Theiss-Morse, 2003).  Scholars for 50 years have documented a steady decline 

in political capital as Americans have grown increasingly wary of their own 

government (Berelson, Lazarsfeld, & McPhee, 1954; Campbell et al., 1960; 

Putnam, 2000).  In his acclaimed book, Bowling Alone, Robert Putnam 
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chronicles a loss of social cohesiveness as Americans have turned away from 

civic and community life.  A parallel disengagement from political culture 

represents a related yet fundamentally different issue.  Political capital, arguably 

a more complicated concept than the sort of social capital that concerns 

Putnam, refers to the reservoir of goodwill that sustains a political system. 

Our democracy, called liberal by theorists because it honors shared 

ideals of equal treatment and individual rights, exists to resolve society’s 

differences (Crick, 1972; Hartz, 1991; Lasti, 1948; Lipset, 1963).  The more 

diverse a society, the stronger its competing pressures and the greater its call 

on democracy.  But because Americans tend to associate with others like 

themselves (Bishop, 2008), dislike political disagreements (Hibbing & 

Theiss-Morse, 2003), and shun talk of politics (Eliasoph, 1998), even generous 

doses of social capital do not necessarily help Americans cope with the 

complexities of their own political system (Hibbing & Theiss-Morse). 

Barack Obama’s election on a platform of hope and change seemed 

pivotal from the moment that news anchors projected it.  His message 

resonated powerfully enough to turn some red states blue, to set records for 

voter turnout, to amass unprecedented financial donations—many in small 

amounts over the Internet—and to ignite, especially among the young, an 

enthusiasm that may burn for another generation.   

While it is far too soon to know whether the energy unleashed by 

Obama’s campaign will have staying power, the yearning it revealed has made 

the questions addressed in this study especially timely.  In expressing their 

desire for change, Americans arguably were calling for a greater infusion of 
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virtue into American political life.  As this dissertation is being written, a year 

after President Obama’s inauguration, we cannot know whether the virtues that 

were lauded in him will prove to be those that Americans most want or need in 

a leader.  But if virtue remains largely undefined, if we cannot collectively 

declare which virtues we value most, what is to prevent us from having to 

change again when Obama’s time in office is a memory?  If political culture 

does, indeed, need a virtue overhaul, what elements are currently missing?  If 

we can define and capture what is absent, how might we preserve it?   

These questions should be pondered, and a systematic effort made to 

determine how people find, perceive and judge virtue, because an ailing body 

politic cannot be cured without understanding both the malady and the 

remedies available.  Lacking a sufficiently rich lexicon of virtue, or any notion of 

a virtue hierarchy, it is easy to conclude that political virtue is an irrelevant and 

abstract concept.  Scholarly laments over a dearth of public-spiritedness in all 

three core groups within the American political system—citizens, journalists 

and politicians—offer cause for pessimism.  But by making explicit what is 

implicit about people’s political values, we may learn that virtue is more valued 

and more present than previously realized.   

The only obvious arena where politicians and virtue consistently meet is 

in people’s shared memories of venerated but long-dead presidents: George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, FDR, and others.  This raises 

another timely question.  If shared concepts of political virtue are grounded in 

an all-male presidency, is there something uniquely masculine about the 

virtues we revere in American political life?  While this question always has 
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been relevant, it recently has become quite real.  President Obama, of course, 

was elected the nation’s first African-American chief executive, a landmark 

achievement.  Even so, his victory in securing the Democratic presidential 

nomination over close competitor Hillary Clinton denied her a chance to become 

the first woman president.   

More than a hundred generations ago, Aristotle (1986), living in a Greek 

culture that prized both maleness and political activity (Salkever, 1991), 

observed in the Politics that “the male is by nature more able to lead than the 

female” (1.12.1259b2-5, p. 34).  He added: “[O]ne should view each case as the 

poet did who, speaking of a woman, said, ‘Silence brings credit to a woman,’ for 

this does not apply to a man” (1.13.1260a29-32, p. 36).  However ancient, 

Aristotle’s gender distinctions mattered because they foretold continued 

differences in perceptions of male and female political virtues.  This was 

especially important among theorists and philosophers who crafted the notions 

of governance that form the nation’s political heritage (Coole, 1988).   

In conceding defeat to Obama, Clinton memorably said she had cracked 

but failed to shatter “that highest, hardest glass ceiling” (Thrush & Gordon, 

2008, p. A6), the one that now encases an unbroken lineage of 44 male 

presidents.  Still, the extraordinary year of 2008 saw gains for women at high 

political levels.  In addition to Clinton’s string of primary-election victories from 

California to New York, former Alaska Governor Sarah Palin became the first 

female Republican nominee for vice president, and Nancy Pelosi entered a 

second year as the first female speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives.  

Yet in 2008, just 16 of the nation’s 100 senators and eight of its 50 governors, 
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Clinton and Palin among them, were women.  Do Americans undervalue, as 

Aristotle did, the worth of feminine virtue in public life?  Do political women 

self-identify and convey virtue differently than men?  What difference does 

gender difference make in U.S. politics?   

If Americans were satisfied with the state of their body politic, mapping 

an anatomy of political virtue would be superfluous.  But that is hardly the 

case.  In one of the many paradoxes of U.S. public life, Americans cherish their 

political system in theory but disdain it in action (Hibbing & Theiss-Morse, 

2003).  They are notoriously ill-informed about public affairs (Althaus, 2003; 

Edelman, 1985; Neuman, 1986; Niemi & Weisberg, 2001) and misunderstand 

how their democracy functions even when it is operating as intended (Hibbing & 

Theiss-Morse).  Americans may prize their liberties and freedoms but most 

absent themselves from public life, all but flouting the ideals of informed 

deliberation that undergird a participatory democracy.   

In the remainder of this chapter, I will explore the dimensions of the 

crisis of virtue that ails American political culture, and the roles that citizens, 

journalists and politicians are said to play in fostering it.  Where these players 

talk past each other—as they do when journalists focus on action while 

politicians emphasize inclusion—the nation’s virtue gaps are illuminated.  

Where voices converge—as they do when people say they value integrity and 

political journalists point out its presence—we can better understand what 

Americans are, indeed, receiving from public life. 

My project uncovers virtue where we had not known it existed.  It 

reveals, too, that virtue can go missing where we would most expect to find it.  
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Overall, it plots where and how political virtue fits into the day-to-day culture of 

public life, even as the concept falls outside the everyday rhetoric of American 

politics. 

Exploring What Ails Us 

Whatever their ideals of representative democracy, Americans, it is said, 

share an aversion to the political facts of life.  They want to love their Republic 

from afar, not embrace it up close.  “The last thing people want is to be more 

involved in political decision-making,” Hibbing and Theiss-Morse (2003) report, 

based on their analysis of Gallup surveys and focus groups.  “They do not want 

to make political decisions themselves; they do not want to provide much input 

to those who are assigned to make these decisions; and they would rather not 

know all the details of the decision-making process” (pp. 1-2).   

Millions of newly registered voters proved in 2008 that they would flood 

into voting booths if the stakes were high enough.  But if longstanding 

attitudinal surveys are any guide, they not only were hoping for change but also 

fervently hoping that the politicians they sent to Washington and to state 

capitols across the country would be capable of managing government on their 

own.  What Americans most desire from their political system, Hibbing and 

Theiss-Morse (2003) state, is a smoothly operating “stealth democracy” that 

does not require them to observe or even participate in it (p. 10).  They can rise 

to the challenge, in other words, but only when they feel they must. 

The great American turn-off.  Democracy ideally functions on the 

assumption that deliberation within an informed electorate will reflect an 

enlightened self-interest and the common good.  Thus, classical democratic 
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theorists such as John Stuart Mill and Jean-Jacques Rousseau believed that 

citizens “should be interested in, pay attention to, discuss and actively 

participate in politics,” observe Richard Lau and David Redlawsk (1997, p. 585).  

Any widespread turn-off to civic life puts ideals at odds with realities.  Yet a 

cottage industry of scholarship suggests an American tune-out runs broad and 

deep.  “Only during times of war, depression, or bizarre episodes such as 

Watergate does even a sizable majority of the mass public seem to pay much 

attention to political life,” observes W. Russell Neuman (1986, p. 11).   

Patriotic to the core, Americans have no desire to trade their political 

system for any other (Hibbing & Theiss-Morse, 2003).  On the other hand, most 

believe special interests have hijacked government while the people’s interests 

are overlooked (p. 105).  Their response for decades amounted to a deep 

malaise.  Research into lackluster voter-turnout patterns that have existed 

since the 1960s, summarized by Steven Rosenstone and John Mark Hansen 

(2001), finds that people’s doubts about government’s ability to meet their 

needs, combined with doubts about their own ability to decide increasingly 

complex issues, lowers the electorate’s sense of efficacy.  Compounding this, 

ties to political parties have steadily weakened since the heydays of patronage, 

meaning that people feel less personal or psychological stake in a “right” side 

winning.   

Martin P. Wattenberg (2002) observes that the United States historically 

has one of the lowest turnout rates among the world’s democracies, but also 

argues that American citizens are unduly burdened with too many elections on 
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too many issues compared with citizens elsewhere.  Neuman (1986) is far less 

forgiving of U.S. voters:  

It is remarkable that the American democratic system works as well as it 

does, given the character of the electorate.  Public ignorance and apathy 

seem to be the enduring legacy of 2500 years of political evolution.  This 

is the paradox of mass politics.  (p. 8) 

The negativity of the news media.  Journalists stand accused of 

fostering a sense of political distrust and cynicism that saps people of their will 

to engage.  Story frames and news-gathering techniques that hype political 

clashes may undermine social and political capital, theorize Robert Entman 

(1997) and W. Lance Bennett (2007).  Media norms that “seek out, simplify, and 

emphasize political conflict” can undermine “the level of trust and empathy in a 

society,” writes Entman (pp. 33-34).  Bartholomew H. Sparrow (1999) asserts 

that news outlets are themselves special interests, which ill-equips them to 

“serve democratic values” or the broader public (p. xviii).  The news media may 

purport to meet a public good, then, but function first to serve their own needs. 

Whatever virtues people may value in their leaders, their impressions of 

politicians typically come through mediated messages.  Maxwell McCombs 

(2004) posits that how journalists convey the attributes of their subjects 

influences how audiences perceive those attributes.  Shanto Iyengar and 

Donald Kinder (1987) find that, by giving prominence to some traits over others, 

television news coverage can prime the way voters judge a president’s 

character.   
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“For years on end, journalists chose to tell their audience that their 

leaders were self-interested, dishonest, and dismissive of the public good,” 

writes Thomas E. Patterson (2002).  “It was a one-sided story that had a 

predictably negative effect on Americans’ beliefs about their leaders and 

institutions” (p. 82).  Patterson asserts that journalism’s supposed tradition of 

studied impartiality has morphed into scathing political commentary with 

debilitating impacts on public perceptions of the political culture.  

Mushrooming outlets for political punditry in an Information Age compound the 

negativity, opine Karen Kaufmann, John Petrocik, and Daron Shaw (2008): 

The proliferation of political commentary—on cable television, talk radio, 

Web sites, and blogs, and in magazines and newspapers—has reshaped 

the information environment for Americans.  Much of it has an “all 

skepticism and criticism all of the time” quality, and we suspect that our 

contemporary cynicism toward politics, politicians, political parties, 

government, and the press reflects this evolving media environment.  

(p. 192) 

Questionable performances in politicians.  Does a decline in political 

capital stem from journalists’ failure to find decency in politics where it may 

exist?  Or does it reflect a failure among political leaders to more convincingly 

convey their own virtues?  Morris Fiorina, Samuel Abrams, and Jeremy Pope 

(2005) link the problem to politicians’ words and deeds.  Ordinary people, they 

assert, have little regard for “elected officials who behave like squabbling 

children in a crowded sandbox” (p. 154).  Election districts manipulated to 

become politically safe for their occupants have led to more partisan governing 
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bodies, populated by more politically extreme lawmakers prone to more conflict 

and gridlock (Drew, 2000).  Americans, in turn, have grown “impatient with 

partisan bickering and negativity,” observes Patterson (2002, p. 61).   

Elizabeth Drew (2000), too, argues that politicians are to blame for the 

hate side of Americans’ love-hate affair with governance.  She cites a “decline in 

statesmanship and leadership, civility and quality” in Washington politics 

during the last quarter of the 20th century (p. vii).  Ronald Reagan won two 

terms as president by suggesting that government was less virtuous than those 

it governed.  The perception was exacerbated, Drew says, by the corrupting 

influences of special-interest money.  As a result, “public confidence in 

government and in those who govern us is dangerously low” (p. viii). 

Issues of trust and polarization.  Perhaps no explanation for this 

alleged American turn-off to politics is more fundamental than the loss of public 

trust, which is both a symptom and a consequence of plummeting political 

capital.  Trust in government and faith in leadership are virtues that bind a 

polity.  Yet “the decline of political trust is among the most dramatic trends in 

postwar American politics,” observes Paul Abramson (1983, p. 193).  

Three-quarters of Americans surveyed in the mid-1960s felt that the 

government in Washington usually could be trusted to do the right thing; in the 

1990s, that figure was reversed (Putnam, 2000).  Nonstop campaigning 

financed by self-interests, wedge issues that divide rather than illuminate, and 

Washington mindsets emphasizing messages rather than policies all have taken 

a costly toll on the personal virtues of America’s political system, Drew (2000) 

argues.   
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Against this backdrop, Americans might be forgiven for failing to discern 

another contradiction in their political culture.  Most people appear to think 

that they are polarized into red and blue camps that divide them from one 

another.  In reality, many scholars believe, citizens are more alike than different 

in their political thinking.  Morris Fiorina et al. (2005) assert there is little 

evidence that Americans are fundamentally split even on such hot-button 

issues as abortion.  “If anything, public opinion has grown more centrist on 

such issues and more tolerant of the divergent views, values, and behavior of 

other Americans” (p. 113).  Some dispute this view, among them Bill Bishop 

(2008), who argues in The Big Sort that America’s mobile society has segregated 

itself into politically similar neighborhoods that stifle dissenting views.  Still, 

there is little doubt that Americans prefer moderation in their presidents (Hart, 

2000) and that journalists exaggerate perceptions of polarization by seeking out 

and quoting leaders with highly divergent views (Mutz, 2006). 

This, too, matters.  If Americans are largely moderate but perceive their 

leaders as sharply divergent on important policy issues, it “erodes the public’s 

faith in its institutions” (Kaufmann et al., 2008, p. 193).   

What Does All This Mean? 

“Whether politicians are seen as ‘wrong’ from the start or ‘wrong’ 

because of their exposure to the corrupting Washington system, almost all 

people are dissatisfied with the orientation of politicians,” report Hibbing and 

Theiss-Morse (2003, p. 123).  Most people assume that even ordinary people 

like themselves would be self-serving if they were politicians.  Therefore, it is 

difficult for many Americans to believe that politicians could be otherwise.  As a 
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result, Hibbing and Theiss-Morse conclude, “political participation in the United 

States is often connected to resentment, dissatisfaction, and puzzlement rather 

than to legitimacy, trust, and enlightenment” (p.10).   

At heart, Americans have trouble comprehending and appreciating what 

a functioning democracy does entail: Competition among diverse viewpoints to 

identity problems, to determine some priority for addressing them, and to 

generate proposed solutions that can trigger disagreement, compromises, 

winners and losers.  Americans believe that consensus on doing the right thing 

should be obvious and easy to attain, say Hibbing and Theiss-Morse (2003).  

Therefore, they want no part of politics: 

Participation in politics is low because people do not like politics even in 

the best of circumstances; in other words, they simply do not like the 

process of openly arriving at a decision in the face of diverse opinions.  

They do not like politics when they view it from afar and they certainly do 

not like politics when they participate in it themselves.  (p. 3)  

Accepting this inherent disgust with politics as fact and meticulously 

informed electoral deliberation as fantasy can free the mind for thinking in new 

ways about American political life.  Perhaps a key to comprehending what lies 

at the core of the American people’s contradictory feelings about self-governance 

is this finding from Hibbing and Theiss-Morse (2003): “People do not want 

responsiveness and accountability in government; they want responsiveness 

and accountability to be unnecessary” (p. 4).   

Whether or not people actually dismiss the importance of a responsive 

and accountable system, we can theorize that in a perfect republic, people 
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would have enough confidence in their leaders to remain comfortably 

uninvolved if they chose to do so.  Citizens would perceive their officeholders as 

sufficiently virtuous to merit their faith and trust. 

Hillary Clinton’s America and What Came Before 

Let us return to a question raised earlier: Is there something intrinsically 

male about political virtue?  Because my dissertation examines this issue in 

some detail, I will briefly explore its background here. 

In a nation where Hillary Clinton could blaze an unprecedented path for 

women by garnering some 18 million votes for the presidential nomination, it is 

important to recall that her own mother was born before women had the right 

to vote for president.  In her comprehensive review of women in political theory, 

Diana Coole (1988) observes that Aristotle, Aquinas, Rousseau and Hegel 

believed differences between the sexes placed women lower on a political 

hierarchy, rendering them “incapable of the freedom and rationality” required 

for public life (p. 4).  Socrates, Plato, Augustine, Wollstonecraft, Marx and 

Engels articulated a greater appreciation for gender equality yet also believed 

that women needed to “subdue their female/feminine characteristics,” including 

intuition and emotion, to merit equitable civic treatment (Coole, p. 4). 

Scholars have long pondered whether nature, nurture, or some 

combination of both have made women less likely to become visible players in 

political life.  “Political involvement has been treated as a uniquely male 

preserve, throughout history and in almost all the world’s cultures,” observes 

Sue Tolleson Rinehart (1992, p. 144).  If the American political system is less 

open to governance by women than men, however, it breaches a commitment to 
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its underlying premise of fair and equal treatment.  As Sherry B. Ortner (1998) 

starkly explains: “We find women subordinated to men in every known society” 

because men are physiologically more able than women to dominate nature, 

which gives them higher cultural status (p. 24).  Yet, argues Ronald Dworkin 

(2000) in Sovereign Virtue: “No government is legitimate that does not show 

equal concern for the fate of all those citizens over whom it claims dominion 

and from whom it claims allegiance.  Equal concern is the sovereign virtue of 

political community” (p. 1).   

Carol Gilligan (1982) provocatively argues that girls and boys grow up 

differently in ways that may influence how they approach corporate and 

political life as adults.  Disputes among girls tend to end a game, while boys 

continue playing, resolving their disagreements as they go.  Boys, she suggests, 

naturally learn to play with enemies and compete with friends, qualities that 

emulate the skills required for success in the public arena.  Girls’ empathy, on 

the other hand, has little market value.  Gilligan generated robust debate in 

feminist and other circles (Davis, 1992) by asserting that, when grown, women 

remain anchored “in a world of relationships” that focuses on “activities of care” 

as a means of success while men tend to pursue individual achievement 

(Gilligan, p. 132).  Still, her work remains a landmark in showing that any 

female tendency to equate virtue with self-sacrifice may carry profound 

consequences that inhibit female participation in public life.   

Kathleen Hall Jamieson (1995) observes that influential work grounded 

in the mid-1970s found that both men and women harbored self-defining 

gender stereotypes.  Thus they considered ambition and leadership more 
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desirable in men than in women, and an other-oriented sensitivity and 

compassion more valuable in women than in men (p. 124). 

Because women and men do experience the world differently, a gender 

gap has existed in American politics at least as long as the surveys that track it 

(Lewis-Beck, Jacoby, Norpoth, & Weisberg, 2008, p. 325).  Women vote more 

faithfully than men and are more likely to vote Democratic.  They are less 

supportive than men of going to war, more approving of gun controls, and 

“more compassionate” in favoring an activist and protective government (Fiorina 

et al., 2005, pp. 70-73).   

This male-female rift has the duel effect of illustrating the 

complementary values of America’s major parties.  This is useful for my study 

since I also examined whether virtue is inflected by party.  As Sharon E. Jarvis 

(2005) notes, Democratic voters consider themselves advocates of equality and 

social change who support government intervention in business affairs.  They 

believe themselves to be more compassionate and inclusive than Republicans.  

GOP voters are more likely to favor free enterprise over governmental 

intervention; their party is associated with business interests, self-reliance and 

support for low taxes.  Most Americans are psychologically attached, albeit in 

varying intensities, to one party or the other (Lewis-Beck et al., 2008, p. 112).   

What Do We Know about Political Virtues? 

Do feminine virtues, then, conflict with or conform to the mores that 

govern entry into political life?  Interestingly, ordinary Americans seem to favor 

more androgyny in politics.  They want politicians who are “caring, 

other-regarding, common-good-oriented decision-makers.  They want 
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empathetic, non-self-interested decision-makers,” report Hibbing and 

Theiss-Morse (2003, p. 161).  People especially want leaders to be “intimately in 

touch with the realities of the lives of ordinary people” so they will make 

decisions that reflect common interests and beliefs (p. 157).   

Like today’s Americans, Aristotle more than 2,300 years ago worried 

about the motives of those who would lead, hoping that a quest for public honor 

would infuse leaders with a desire to serve the public good (Bates, 2003).  

“Important offices,” he believed, “should be reserved for those who most embody 

political virtue” (Tessitore, 1996, p. 86).  Today’s voters evaluate candidates’ 

competence and honesty, but “there is considerable dispute” over what other 

qualities are well-regarded by the electorate (Lewis-Beck et al., 2008, p. 55-56).  

Integrity, reliability, charisma and personal traits that include warmth, humor, 

and humility are among characteristics believed to matter most to voters (Miller, 

Wattenberg, & Malanchuk, 1986).   

We know, then, that scholars worry about a declining sense of political 

capital in American public life.  Citizens, journalists, and politicians are 

variously accused of complicity in that loss.  Political theorists historically have 

put much of the responsibility for upholding civic virtue on citizens, but citizens 

would prefer virtuous leaders who can absolve them of the duty to closely 

monitor political life.  The well-being of the nation’s democracy arguably 

depends more heavily upon virtuous leaders than virtuous citizens (Sabl, 2005), 

yet virtue remains largely undefined in American politics.   

Thus, Americans may have difficulty discerning virtue when they see it 

and be unsure of what is missing when they fail to find it.  We do not know, in 
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any systematic way, what virtues politicians most value in themselves.  

Research has established that the media tend to ascribe domestic virtues to 

female politicians (Jamieson, 1995; Niven & Zilber, 2001).  But we do not know 

how female politicians describe their own virtues or whether politicians of 

different genders discuss their virtues differently. 

We do not know whether male and female citizens perceive political 

virtue differently from one another, although we do know that Americans seem 

desirous of more androgyny in their leaders.  We also know that political parties 

hold differing values, although we do not know how allegiance to party might 

affect perceptions of virtue.  Finally, we do not know whether or how the news 

media are inclined to report political virtue if and when they find it.   

Research Questions 

Given the bevy of conflicting conjectures, biases, understandings and 

misunderstandings surrounding political virtue, I will seek to answer four 

questions in this study: 

R1: Do Americans yearn consistently for a core set of political virtues in 

their leaders? 

R2: If so, what are these virtues?  Are they typically manifested explicitly 

or implicitly in American political culture?  Are they seen as being harmonious 

with, or rivaling, one another?   

R3: When communicating, do different groups—male politicians, female 

citizens, Republicans, Democrats, political journalists—prioritize political 

virtues differently? 
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R4: By better mapping the display of political virtues, how can we better 

understand issues of inclusion, disconnection and difference in American 

political life?   

Conclusion 

My findings will be reported in four chapters built around key paradoxes 

that emerged from my analysis of the projected presence or absence of eight 

core political virtues: conviviality, decisiveness, flexibility, idealism, 

inclusiveness, industriousness, integrity, and resilience. 

Chapter 3 examines citizens’ disagreements about how to define 

integrity, the virtue they considered paramount in politics. In a democracy, 

should it be marked by one’s own consistency or by accommodation of others’ 

legitimate ideas?  Partisan politics could blur the highest and lowest of political 

motives, I found, clouding perceptions of courage. 

Chapter 4 reports that politicians were strangely silent about their own 

integrity, instead relying upon their supposed critics in the press to convey it 

for them.   

Chapter 5 explores the peculiar way that people dismissed political 

conviviality, even as they demanded more of it.  Here I also probe whether 

expressions of affection that citizens heaped upon elected women in my study 

were a political plus or a soft-pedaled bias. 

Chapter 6 reveals the paradoxical nature of flexibility, which goes 

missing from the campaign trail but is welcome after elections.  Conversely, 

resilience and idealism may help win elections for candidates, but tend to melt 

away once the victors take office.   
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Chapter 7 offers a comprehensive summary of my study, explores its 

ramifications, and raises additional questions for future exploration. 

All eight political virtues do matter in American public life.  Yet some 

virtues invariably yield to others in political leaders.  In the end, all eight cannot 

be embodied at the same time.  They are not equally valued nor even commonly 

defined.  In an especially unsettling irony, perhaps, even the presence of 

political virtue may fail to satisfy the demand for it.   

Before venturing into such complex theoretical matters, however, I 

present in Chapter 2 the specific techniques used to answer the knotty 

questions inevitably surrounding a matter like political virtue. 
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Chapter 2 

Constructing an Anatomy of Political Virtue 

The stakes in answering the research questions posed in the previous 

chapter could not be higher in a perilous but interdependent world.  When 

geopolitical—and even environmental—climates are threatened by powerful 

forces, leaders must tread prudently.  “Because of the frequency and depth of 

ethical challenges they face, global leaders need a unique set of competencies in 

order to maintain their personal integrity and build a consistent set of values” 

in the organizations they run, writes Allen Morrison (2001) in the Journal of 

Business Ethics (p. 65).  Although Morrison is referring to heads of companies, 

surely his words are equally true for heads of state.  Yet Americans do not know 

what “unique set of competencies,” in Morrison’s words, should be present in 

their president, congressional leaders, or in the state and local politicians who 

also manage their complex system of governance.   

A lack of self-knowledge, whether in an individual or across a nation, can 

be an especially troubling form of ignorance.  It risks glossing over genuine 

flaws where mending is needed or, conversely, fostering needless guilt over 

shortcoming that may be fanciful.  Guilt is the powerful and potentially 

fearsome human response to perceived inadequacies, Kenneth Burke (1969b) 

tells us, for it drives people to scapegoat others to boost their own self-regard.  

When nations behave this way, as some might argue the United States has 

done in its history, international stability is threatened.  Given America’s role—

in the words of President Barack Obama (2009a)—as the world’s leading 

peacekeeper, a systematic assessment of political virtue in American public life 
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seems overdue. This study begins this quest by exploring how virtues are 

conveyed by, and projected onto, political leaders elected statewide.  

Identifying a Taxonomy of Virtue in American Politics 

We cannot begin to address the questions raised here without identifying 

a desirable set of virtues in American political culture more systematically and 

with greater specificity.  My interest lies in (1) the virtues that have helped 

politicians serve to sustain and enrich society and (2) how these virtues are 

conveyed by leaders and projected by others.  Recall that I observed that the 

only arena where politicians and virtue consistently intersect is in the public 

memory of revered U.S. presidents.  If we want to know what virtues are most 

admired in American culture, it is to these chief executives that we must turn. 

As a first step, I have reviewed scholarly and popular literature on 

American presidents, including biographies and autobiographies, to discern a 

set of virtues said to be common among political elites.  I created a group of 

ascribed virtues (86 in all)—such as inspiring, hard-working, confident, calm 

under pressure, savvy, and goal-oriented—that detailed the positive qualities 

about U.S. presidents appearing most frequently in this body of literature.   

In developing a heuristic taxonomy that could be used to identify and 

label distinct clusters, I initially grouped the qualities on my list under a dozen 

constructs, such as resourcefulness, persuasiveness, and conviction.  None of 

these three appear on my final list, however, for I continued to narrow and 

recast them to create a set of eight that were both distinct and comprehensive.  

My final taxonomy—conviviality, resilience, idealism, industriousness, 

decisiveness, flexibility, inclusiveness, and integrity—encompasses most of the 
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qualities in the original set of 86.  Table 1 lists their described manifestations 

and outcomes, which will be used to guide their application in my study. 

Table 1 

Eight Political Virtues, and Descriptions of Their Manifestations and Outcomes 

Virtues:  
Qualities that 
contribute to 

success in office 

Manifestations/Behaviors:  
How virtues are displayed  

Outcomes:  
How people respond to 

virtuous behavior 

1.  Conviviality  Attractive, appealing; forms 
relationships easily; conveys a 
sense of style, showmanship; uses 
storytelling, wit and humor.   

Charms, enthralls; may be 
described as charismatic, 
magnetic, dynamic, outgoing.  
Intrigues, captivates the 
media. 

2.  Resilience  Composed and clear-headed 
under pressure, conveys 
optimism, withstands criticism, 
recovers from setbacks. 

Perceived as having strength of 
character. 

3.  Idealism  Promotes American values, 
conveys patriotism, offers a vision 
for improving the future.   

Stirs emotion; inspires, often 
through eloquent rhetoric.   

4.  Industriousness Works long hours, displays great 
energy, stays on top of the game.  
Demonstrates knowledge of the 
job and issues.   

Considered disciplined, 
competent, intelligent. 

5.  Decisiveness Makes informed, reasoned, timely, 
unwavering judgments.  Takes 
charge; takes action.  Leads the 
party and the electorate.   

Seen as rising to the occasion; 
perceived as strong, bold, 
confident. 

6.  Flexibility Attuned to cultural change, shows 
good timing, negotiates 
compromises, open to considering 
opposing viewpoints.   

Considered intuitive, 
insightful, strategic, 
pragmatic.   

7.  Inclusiveness Involves, considers and associates 
with people of diverse 
backgrounds and interests.  
Unpretentious.   

Considered empathetic, 
compassionate, “of the people.”  
Perceived to value the 
contributions of others.   

8.  Integrity  Places the public good above 
self-interest; demonstrates 
honesty, conscience.  Adheres to a 
code of personal ethics, keeps 
promises. 

Considered responsible; may 
appear courageous in some 
situations.  Perceived to 
possess a sense of right and 
wrong. 
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Virtue in Three Voices 

A primary way to learn whether and where virtue “clusters” in our 

political culture, I will argue, is to determine what politicians, the news media 

and citizens have to say about it.  If these three groups are complicit in a 

decline of political capital, then they also would be integral to establishing a 

functional, interconnected democracy fueled by civic faith. 

Although the concept of political virtue dates to Aristotle, my study 

resurrects this dormant notion to develop new knowledge and new ways of 

thinking about it.  Others have researched the voices of politicians, journalists 

and citizens to interpret what they may be saying, or not saying, to one another.  

Some of these studies directly, and others only indirectly, concern virtue in 

politics.  Below I have highlighted some of this research, followed by comments 

that illustrate how my findings differ from or build upon these discoveries. 

o Differences—and Similarities—Among Voices.  Applying a computer 

analysis to texts from presidential campaign years from 1948 through 

1996, Roderick P. Hart (2000) finds marked differences among the voices 

of politicians, journalists and citizens.  Politicians were more optimistic, 

journalists more pessimistic, and the words of ordinary citizens (in 

letters to newspaper editors) fell between them in promoting an 

alternative agenda.  Simply put, the three did not connect.  In 

longitudinal surveys since 1988, Judith S. Trent, Cady Short-Thompson, 

Paul A. Mongeau, Meribeth S. Metzler, and Jimmie D. Trent (2005) have 

found that journalists and citizens consistently give high marks to 

honesty in attributing qualities to an “ideal” candidate.  Republicans and 
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women also find high moral values more important than do Democrats 

and men.  I find that voices of politicians and journalists exhibit many 

similarities in addressing virtue—that they speak to one another.  

Politicians ascribe virtues to themselves that journalists value reporting.  

Democratic and Republican officeholders value virtue similarly to one 

another.  My study finds, too, that integrity matters to journalists and to 

citizens—yet, oddly, officeholders rarely speak of it in themselves.   

o Negative Voices Among Journalists and Citizens.  Greater journalistic 

attention to political speeches and campaign rhetoric does not produce 

more enlightenment but more negativity and less substance, argue 

Robert Licther and Ted Smith (1996).  Journalists create common 

caricatures to interpret the personal characteristics of candidates that 

play out in their collective stories and even in comedians’ jokes, observe 

Kathleen Hall Jamieson and Paul Waldman (2003).  Thus, in 2000, Al 

Gore was said to be “a dishonest panderer” and George W. Bush “a 

dim-witted neophyte” (p. 42).  My study, which moves away from 

established findings on the negativity of campaign reporting to analyze 

virtue coverage in day-to-day political life, finds the published words of 

citizens (expressed in letters to the editor) to be far more disparaging of 

politicians than are journalists’ articles.   

o Pro-Government Bias in the News Media.  In her ethnography of 

suburban life, Nina Eliasoph (1998) reports that local newspapers 

covered public hearings as attempts by public officials “to convey neutral 

information to ignorant, frightened citizens.”  Balance often was missing 
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from these news stories.  Activists, rather than being treated as 

“responsible citizens of democracy,” were ignored by reporters or 

portrayed as self-serving (p. 213).  Eliasoph reinforces theorizing dating 

to Gaye Tuchman (1978) and Todd Gitlin (1980) that mainstream 

journalism favors political elites.  Paradoxically, despite their alleged 

negativity, my study’s newspapers describe political virtue as more often 

present than absent.  Might a pro-government bias be responsible for 

reports of virtue in politicians?  Or are reporters simply better positioned 

than others to monitor displays of political virtue and, as a result, to report 

them when they see them? 

o Media effects.  Research establishes that media coverage affects what 

citizens think and talk about, a phenomenon identified by Maxwell 

McCombs (2004) as agenda-setting.  Television news, in story frames 

that emphasize some details and ignore others, can prime audiences to 

alter political judgments about a policy, candidate or political leader 

(Iyengar & Kinder, 1987).  The way stories are organized, or framed,  

affects what is emphasized or left out.  Thomas Nelson, Rosalee Clawson, 

and Zoe Oxley (1997) report that framing differences can affect the 

degree to which television viewers will feel politically tolerant.  

Agenda-setting, priming and framing theories suggest that how the media 

cover virtue in a political leader influences the way audiences perceive that 

leader’s virtue.  Most notably among leaders in my study, U.S. Senator 

Christopher Dodd of Connecticut received especially negative media 

attention over allegations of conflicts of interest.  Newspaper accusations 
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of Dodd’s integrity lapses far outnumbered those of my study’s other 

politicians.  Among the citizens I interviewed in Connecticut, only two gave 

the benefit of the doubt to Dodd, a five-term senator, while many 

expressed strongly negative opinions of him that echoed the published 

allegations, including those made in letters to the editor.   

o What Virtues Do People Want?  Voters most often desire trustworthiness, 

principled character, strength and compassion in political candidates, 

asserts Doris A. Graber (2002).  Jamieson and Waldman (2003) similarly 

point to integrity, competence, leadership and empathy.  My respondents 

told me they admired these qualities as well.  More significantly, they 

frequently went beyond merely describing desirable qualities to 

volunteering that they actually found these virtues in their own governors 

or U.S. senators.  This finding seems ironic, given Americans’ 

well-established dislike for politics and politicians. 

o Qualities Exhibited by Presidents. Characteristics in presidents from 

Theodore Roosevelt to George H. W. Bush are clustered into four groups 

by James David Barber (1992) on a two-by-two grid of activity-passivity 

in approach and positive-negative in outlook on life.  These are “crude 

clues to character” that boil down to assessing how much energy a 

president invested in the office and how much he enjoyed it, Barber 

explains (p. 9).  Active-positive presidents relished the presidency; they 

were productive and adaptable.  “Active-negative” presidents were 

ambitious, but with only a vaguely defined sense of self-worth.  A 

“passive-positive” chief executive would be a compliant leader who craves 
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affection.  The “passive-negative” president is dutiful but withdrawn.  My 

table of eight virtues looks to positive manifestations of these qualities to 

compliment the upside of Barber’s categories.  He identifies Lyndon 

Johnson, for instance, as active-negative, a man who worked at a 

“fantastic pace” although he was “discouraged much of the time” (p. 79).  

Dwight Eisenhower was passive-negative, “a sucker for duty” (p. 181).  

This type “retreats to principle” and “inspires trust” through incorruptibility 

(p. 182).  Harry Truman was active-positive, frank and straight-talking 

(p. 319).  My virtue taxonomy translates the Johnson, Eisenhower and 

Truman qualities as industriousness, integrity and decisiveness.   

o Masculine and Feminine Political Voices.  William Benoit and John 

McHale (2003) have created a taxonomy of four self-descriptions 

referenced in campaign discourse—sincerity, morality, empathy and 

drive.  Applying a computer-assisted content analysis, they find that 

winners focus more on drive and losers on empathy.  This suggests that 

winners, once in office, will project “masculine” virtues associated with 

getting things done over more “feminine” virtues that are other-oriented.  

In an analysis of websites of members of the U.S. House of 

Representatives, David Niven and Jeremy Zilber (2001) discovered that, 

contrary to stereotypes of women politicians as outsiders interested 

mostly in women’s issues, politicians of both genders conveyed equally 

diverse policy interests and portrayed themselves as participants in 

Washington’s power struggles.  My analysis finds that female and male 

officeholders convey a common set of political virtues.  They put their 
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greatest emphasis on inclusiveness, arguably a feminine virtue, followed 

by decisiveness—more stereotypically masculine.  Both genders put little 

weight on the feminine quality of conviviality, even though citizens 

implicitly crave it. 

Previous research, and the concepts and theories that it buttresses, seem 

to suggest something of a virtue crisis at present.  But these works do not 

explore its dimensions or point to how it might be resolved.  By mapping the 

degree to which perceptions of virtue conflict or converge when discussed by 

politicians, journalists and citizens, my work reveals a more nuanced and, I 

believe, more accurate understanding of where virtue can be found—or found 

missing—in public life. 

Analyzing the Voices of Politicians 

One might wonder why women remain a distinct minority in politics if, as 

John R. Hibbings and Elizabeth Theiss-Morse (2003) suggest, people seem to 

admire traditionally feminine virtues in politicians.  Yet politics operates in a 

world where geopolitical boundaries historically have been defined by male-

driven conflict.  Elisabeth Gidengil, Janine Giles, and Melanee Thomas (2008) 

report that American and Canadian women of all ages, even those who are 

college-educated, feel less confident of their abilities to navigate politics than do 

men.  Ongoing waves of feminism seem to have made little difference in this 

regard, they report: 

The fact that younger women are no more confident than older women of 

their ability to understand politics suggests that exposure to second- and 
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third-wave feminism has done little to counter the effects of traditional 

female political socialization.  (p. 557) 

If substantial numbers of women continue to feel insecure at the very 

thought of politics, what hope might there be for change?   

Exploring answers to questions such as these required analyzing and 

comparing how officeholders of each gender describe their own virtues in 

carrying out the day-to-day work of politics.  There were many conceivable ways 

to compare voices.  I could have conducted an ethnography by following men 

and women as they interacted with colleagues, lobbyists, and constituents, and 

dutifully recorded the virtue statements they made.  Such a study would be 

limited by time and place, however, and I believed it was important to study 

politicians across the United States.  To do so, I could have asked selected 

politicians to respond to survey questions based on my taxonomy of virtue.  

However, standardized questionnaires with a given set of responses—typically 

ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree—are blunt instruments for 

gauging the cultural nuances I was seeking to understand.   

Alternatively, I could have interviewed politicians by using open-ended 

questions, asking them to describe their own virtues in light of the taxonomy I 

developed.  Yet it mattered much less how politicians conveyed their virtues to 

me than how they communicated them to their constituents.  To overcome that 

drawback, I could have applied my taxonomy to analyze gender differences in 

speeches delivered by politicians.  While this would be intriguing, it would not 

be sufficiently comprehensive in an Internet age.  Such a study, which could 
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have been performed long ago, would fail to capture the diverse ways politicians 

communicate today.   

The best choice, I believe, was to analyze how officeholders described 

their virtues on the official government websites under their control.  Websites 

today often include audiovisual feeds and photographs as well as news releases, 

e-mail newsletters, speech texts, policy statements and issue stands, offering a 

rich array of ways to determine how virtues are referenced.   

To compensate for the effects of partisan politics, I studied two pair of 

politicians from each of four states—California, Kansas, Maine and 

Connecticut.  I created a sample balanced by gender, political party, and 

political office that included equal numbers of women and men, Democrats and 

Republicans, and governors and U.S. senators.  Put another way, in each of the 

four states, I studied one governor and one senior senator counterbalanced by 

gender and party.  All eight of these politicians were established vote-getters 

and none was up for re-election in 2008.  Table 2 lists them.   

Politicians’ roles demand that they meet expectations (Hart & Daughton, 

2005), so they would be expected to reference their virtues on their websites.  

Appendix A lists some limitations of this portion of the study, such as the 

common practice of having staff members, rather than the politicians 

themselves, create materials that are posted on official websites.  I compensated 

for this by focusing upon person-specific materials.  For instance, I reviewed at 

least eight news releases on each site because they typically contained 

politicians’ quotes.  Appendix A identifies materials on Senate and 
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gubernatorial websites that were included and excluded.  Also listed are the 

critical probes that I used in interrogating these sites. 

Table 2 

Officeholders Who Were Subjects of My Analysis 

State Officeholder  Party Elective History in This Office 

California  U.S. Sen. Dianne 
Feinstein 

Dem Elected to fill an unexpired term in 1992 
and to a third full term in 2006. 

California Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger 

Rep Elected to a full term in 2006 after 
winning election in 2003 to replace 
recalled Governor Gray Davis. 

Kansas U.S. Sen. Sam 
Brownback 

Rep Elected in 2004 to second term.  (Quit his 
race for 2008 presidential nomination in 
October, 2007.) 

Kansas Gov. Kathleen 
Sebelius  

Dem Elected to a second term in 2006.  
(Confirmed by the U.S. Senate in April, 
2009, after completion of my research, as 
head of the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services.) 

Maine U.S. Sen. Olympia 
Snow 

Rep Elected to a third term in 2006. 

Maine Gov. John Baldacci Dem Elected to a second term in 2006.   

Connecticut U.S. Sen. Christopher 
Dodd 

Dem Elected to a fifth term in 2004.  (Quit his 
race for 2008 presidential nomination in 
January, 2008.) 

Connecticut Gov. M. Jodi Rell  Rep Ascended from lieutenant governor to 
governor in 2004 when previous governor 
resigned; elected governor in 2006.   

 

How I examined political websites.  Content analysis could have been 

used here, but I believe that the more sweeping approach of rhetorical criticism 

enabled a better understanding of the cultural forces of interest to me.  

Sentences from website texts were examined for virtue references that 

conformed with the descriptions in my taxonomy of virtue in Table 1.  I noted 
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which virtues the politician ascribed to themselves, how frequently they did so, 

and the context in which those virtues were referenced.   

Texts were examined in reverse chronological order beginning with those 

dated October 30, 2008.  This date was picked to help prevent any wholesale 

shifts in the political climate after the November 4, 2008, presidential election 

from skewing my findings on how officeholders routinely express their virtues.  

A cross-section of texts was gathered from the websites of each of the eight 

politicians in my sample until 12,000 words had been compiled for each site.  

(The figure of 12,000 was effectively set by the site of Olympia Snowe, which 

contained the least varied materials needed for my study.) Tabulated results 

enabled comparisons of claimed virtues among politicians.  I also examined 

audio clips, audiovisual feeds, photographs and overall website tone to explore 

how they projected political virtues, whether explicitly or implicitly. 

My analysis was designed to reveal what virtue profiles emerged from 

politicians’ websites.  Given that virtues in my taxonomy largely described a 

male presidency, it was especially important to compare how women and men 

laid claim to them.  I was not seeking to perpetuate stereotypes but to discover 

differences.  In some cases, the absence of difference proved to be the bigger 

discovery. 

Analyzing the Voices of Journalists 

Given that most people know their politicians through the mass media, 

citizens might be forgiven for failing to discern much virtue in politics.  

News-gathering norms that favor drama, fragmentation, and disorder, in the 

parlance of W. Lance Bennett (2007), seemingly allow little room for identifying 
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virtuous behavior.  Lapses in virtue are, of course, another matter.  When 

politicians fall from virtue, journalists’ commentary can be scathing and 

traditional media structures offer little means for rebuttal.  Witness this broad 

dismissal of virtue in California politics by Sacramento Bee columnist Dan 

Walters (2008): 

According to poll after poll, Californians are disgusted with the 

Legislature and only slightly less so with a governor [Arnold 

Schwarzenegger] who was elected five years ago on a pledge to close the 

budget deficit and make state government work, but who has utterly 

failed on both counts.  (p. A3) 

Whatever the accuracy of Walters’ lament, Bennett likely would find the 

columnist’s assertions fragmented.  Walters offers no explanation for the 

profound failure of virtue he espies, other than to suggest elsewhere in his 

column that “California’s system of governance is unworkable” (p. A3).   

As a kind of counterbalance to such pessimism, much of the daily diet of 

news that emanates from statehouses and Washington, D.C., addresses the 

nuts and bolts of policy developments.  This reportage can be bland fare, as 

lacking in assessments of virtue as political commentary is ripe with it.  It 

seems reasonable to ask, then: “If a constituent wants to identify the virtues 

guiding the day-to-day decision-making of his or her governor, what composite 

might emerge from reading news stories, editorials, political columns and even 

published letters to the editor in the local newspaper?”  

Since Hibbing and Theiss-Morse (2003) report that people almost 

instinctively believe that politicians are bent on self-gain, we might assume that 
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citizens are unlikely to rely solely on politicians’ websites for understanding 

what their leaders are up to.  Where media and political voices do agree, we 

would have reason to believe that virtue claims may be supported.  This 

matters, too, if we hope to develop a truly nuanced understanding of virtue in 

American politics. 

Here it is important to note that prior scholarship generally finds political 

news coverage to be even-handed (Hart, 2000; Jones, 2004; Lee, 2005), 

although this does not extend to coverage of male and female political 

candidates.  Journalists may reinforce cultural biases that tether political 

women to a private realm, a realm where their public worth is often downplayed 

or dismissed (Jamieson, 1995; Kahn & Goldenberg, 1991).   

How I analyzed media coverage.  Given that newspaper stories are 

associated with a greater depth of knowledge in their audiences than are 

television news accounts (Chaffee & Kanihan, 1997), it seemed more useful to 

examine print articles than broadcast news to understand how journalists 

discuss political virtue.  In keeping with my sample pairs of politicians from 

California, Kansas, Connecticut and Maine, I analyzed articles containing the 

names of these politicians in the two largest-circulation newspapers in their 

states, as determined by the Audit Bureau of Circulations.1

As with the website texts, my unit of analysis consisted of newspaper 

sentences referring to a politician’s virtue.  I used LexisNexis to search for 

 Table 3 identifies 

these newspapers.   

                                                 
1 Circulation figures were based on six-month averages as of September 30, 2008 

obtained from the bureau’s website at 
<http://abcas3.accessabc.com/ecirc/newsform.asp>. 
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articles—including stories, op-ed pieces, editorials, columns and letters to the 

editor—containing the names of the politicians and published on October 30,  

Table 3 

Newspapers Analyzed for Coverage of Virtue in Officeholders 

State Officeholders Newspapers 

California Sen. Dianne Feinstein, 
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 

Los Angeles Times and San Francisco 
Chronicle 

Kansas Sen. Sam Brownback,  
Gov. Kathleen Sebelius 

Topeka Capital-Journal and Wichita 
Eagle 

Maine Sen. Olympia Snowe,  
Gov. John Baldacci 

Portland Press Herald/Maine Sunday 
Telegram2

Connecticut 

 and Bangor News 

Sen. Christopher Dodd,  
Gov. M. Jodi Rell 

Hartford Courant and Connecticut 
Post3

 

 

2008 or earlier.  I searched in reverse chronological order until I found 50 

distinct references to any of the virtues in my taxonomy for each politician in 

each of the two relevant newspapers, for a total of 100 references per politician.   

My tallies noted whether references were positive or negative.  If a 

politician were reported to have missed an important vote, for instance, that 

would be a negative reference to industriousness.  If more than one virtue 

appeared to apply, I noted the others but used the one that seemed primary. 

Eleven academic and professional colleagues reviewed how I had labeled these 

sets of 50 ascriptions to help ensure that my labels agreed with how a 

reasonable person might describe a particular virtue, consistent with how the 

                                                 
2 The Portland Press Herald and Maine Sunday Telegram are a Monday-to-Saturday 

newspaper and a Sunday paper published by the same company with the same 
news staff. Their stories appear on LexisNexis under Portland Press Herald.  

3 The Connecticut Post is identified as the Connecticut Post Online on LexisNexis. 
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eight political virtues were delineated in Table 1.  Individuals were assigned 

separate lists, which together totaled all 800 virtues.  For 54 of these virtues, or 

6.75%, a reviewer applied a label in addition to mine.  For 75, or 9.38%,  a 

reviewer labeled the virtue differently. (I accepted 12 of these changes.) 

Tallying the numbers and types of virtues assigned to each politician 

revealed how media mores, even if primed for covering conflict and disorder, 

conveyed political virtue.  In compiling these data, it was important to 

distinguish between articles authored by journalists and those, such as letters 

to the editor, written by non-journalists.  As a first step in analyzing the data, I 

addressed two overarching questions:  

(1) Which virtues were most valued?  Which were least regarded? 

(2) How did virtues emerging from newspaper accounts differ from those on 

politicians’ websites?  What did their discrepancies reveal about 

perceptions of virtue in American political life? 

In looking at letters to the editor and other commentaries by non-

journalists on opinion pages, I determined whether non-journalists reinforced 

or disputed perceptions of virtue conveyed by journalists and what this 

interplay meant.   

Finally, I examined how mediated virtue was inflected by gender or party.  

Did the newspapers reveal gender differences when ascribing virtues to 

politicians?  Were there distinct party differences?  Specifically, I compared 

self-descriptions and media ascriptions of male and female politicians, and of 

Democrats and Republicans, to learn how media messages compared to 

politicians’ own understandings of political virtue.   
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Analyzing the Voices of the People 

The final step of my three-level analysis looked at how ordinary 

Americans think about political virtue.  I considered several options for this.  

While it would be relatively easy to tabulate data from polls and survey 

questions, these instruments often fail to capture more subtle forces at work.  

Using focus groups would overcome this drawback, but they pose daunting 

logistical challenges, including a need for respondents to meet at the same time 

and place.  This was particularly problematic because I sought to capture the 

viewpoints of Americans in four states (those with governors and U.S. senators 

of opposite parties and genders).   

For these reasons, telephone interviews with people living in my sample 

states—California, Kansas, Connecticut and Maine—offered the best means for 

gauging how Americans perceive political virtue in general and the virtue of 

their governors and U.S. senators in particular.  Interview responses gave me a 

bottom-up way to interpret the top-down messages crafted by the politicians 

and reporters in my sample.   

Any number of methods could have been used, too, when selecting 

interview subjects for this project.  But it seemed especially important to access 

thoughtful consumers of news who were at least moderately attuned to public 

life.  Their names and hometowns needed to be readily available for locating 

their phone numbers through online directories.  Given these criteria, the 

authors of letters to the editors of the newspapers in my sample emerged as the 

most promising group.  Published letters from ordinary people that were signed 
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with real names and hometowns suggested an interview pool of informed and 

motivated persons with a gutsy willingness to wade into public life.   

I acknowledge that some editors consider their letter-writers to be cranky 

or quirky, if not downright crazy, as Karin Wahl-Jorgensen (2007) reports in her 

comprehensive book on newspaper letters, Journalists and the Public.  But some 

editors and publishers so highly value the civic spirit of their letter-writers that 

they host receptions for them (Carey, 1997).  Letter-writers differ from other 

folks, suggests Hart (2000), mostly by exuding a political irrepressibility that, 

frankly, ought to make them excellent interviewees.  One drawback of relying on 

this population was that its members statistically are better-off financially, 

better educated, older, and more male than the general populace (Reader, 

Stempel, & Daniel, 2004).  Interviews with equal numbers of women and men 

moderated such effects.  Overall, I believe, the traits that kept this population 

from being representative of Americans as a whole were offset by its greater 

attention to public affairs.  My sample population was more likely than the 

population at large to hold informed impressions of both political virtue and my 

sample’s politicians.   

How I conducted interviews.  I interviewed randomly selected writers of 

letters that were published between late 2008 and early 2009 on any topic in 

the eight newspapers in my study.  Most people who answered my telephone 

inquiries were willing to discuss my questions.  Three male and three female 

letter-writers were interviewed from each newspaper, for a total of 12 each in 

California, Kansas, Connecticut and Maine.  Two respondents in Maine and one 
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in Connecticut answered my questions by e-mail, rather than by telephone, due 

to scheduling constraints. 

 Slightly more than half of my interviewees—25 of 48—identified 

themselves as Democrats.  The great majority of women I interviewed—18 of 

24—fell into the Democratic column.  Four women were registered as 

Republicans and two as independents.  Male interviewees tilted slightly toward 

the GOP: Ten identified themselves as Republicans, seven as independents and 

seven as Democrats.   

Interviews began with open-ended questions that asked what qualities 

interviewees admired and what they found missing in politicians they liked and 

disliked.  Then, moving away from specific politicians, I asked them to name 

three virtues that were important to their definition of success for any politician 

in office, and whether these virtues appeared frequently, occasionally or only 

seldom in politics.  The remainder of the interviews were quite specific: I asked 

what qualities they admired in their state’s politicians—the governor and senior 

senator—who were the subjects of my study.  I also asked what qualities would 

make these politicians more effective leaders.  A complete schedule of interview 

questions is included in Appendix B.  

In my initial interviews, I asked respondents to rank—by top, middle, 

and bottom—the importance of the eight political virtues in my taxonomy.  After 

16 interviews, however, at the suggestion of a respondent who sought to convey 

more nuance, I began asking people to rate the virtues on a scale of 1 to 10, 

with 10 being highest.  Five respondents chose to rank the virtues in 

descending order by giving a separate number to each one.  Actually, this was 
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the richest data-collection method, but it required extra time, patience, interest 

and effort by respondents.   

I divided all responses into three categories: highest-rated, middle-rated, 

and lowest-rated virtues.  Virtues judged highest were numbered three on this 

adjusted scale, the middle virtues were designated two, and the lowest were 

rated one.  This is the scale used in reporting my results. 

 When quoting my respondents in this study, I have used pseudonyms 

that begin with the first letter of their state or, in the case of California and 

Connecticut, the first two letters. 

Conclusion 

This project opens a conversation about political virtue that many 

Americans seem willing to have, given Barack Obama’s groundbreaking election 

on a promise of hope and change.  It sheds light on eight virtues that scholarly 

and popular literature prize in public leadership.  In doing this, it offers a 

tangible way of defining and measuring virtue projections in American political 

life.   

My analysis examines virtue messages across states where women and 

men of each party served as top officeholders.  These states’ locations the West, 

Midwest and New England serve to help illuminate or offset regional differences.   

In some ways, the constituents of these four states may be especially 

virtuous, willing to elect politicians of either gender or party as their foremost 

leaders.  Remarkably, after learning that I had seen their letters to the editor 

and wanted to discuss  political virtue for a doctoral dissertation, only about 

half a dozen people declined my requests for interviews.  On the contrary, most 
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letter-writers  whom I contacted seemed intrigued by the notion of political 

virtue.  Many proved willing to puzzle over the topic for considerably longer 

than the 30 minutes that I requested.  Six women respondents (but no men), 

initially said they doubted that they would have much to contribute.  They 

underestimated themselves, however.  Conversations with respondents, from 

clerks to professors, often were intensely thoughtful and reflective.  Relatively 

few conveyed pessimism about the prospects of finding any virtue in politics at 

all.  Respondents’ opinions, interspersed throughout my study but especially 

emphasized in Chapter 3, counter popular perceptions that Americans are 

disengaged from their political system and disdainful of its leaders.   

Culling 800 references, positive and negative, to political virtue from 

newspaper articles required reviewing more than one million words.  

Straightforward public-policy stories often lacked much drama and therefore 

much virtue.  When virtue ascriptions did appear, frequently they were in the 

quotations that reporters chose to use, no doubt inserted to spark interest.  In 

this way, virtue discussions made the stories more compelling.  My study 

expands media theory by addressing a question on the flip side of journalists’ 

well-known attraction to the negative: When do media mores permit discussing 

political virtues positively?   

I also enter an ongoing conversation in feminist theory by exploring how 

women versus men described their political virtues and how constituents and 

reporters discussed them as well.  Oddly, although many respondents 

expressed affection for female politicians in my study, this was not true for the 

male leaders.  I will examine reasons for that in some depth.  Finally, in probing 
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virtue messages transmitted by new media and old media, I find that new 

technologies offer a fresh template for engaging new generations in political 

conversations that the traditional media may be ill-equipped to pursue.   

On multiple levels and in multiple voices, then, my study moves beyond 

political skepticism to reveal what Americans might value in public life and 

where it might be found.  My exploration contributes, I believe, to the 

scholarship of political communication by enabling a richer, fuller and more 

useful understanding of American political culture—and of the contradictions, 

curiosities, and surprises that texture it. 
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Chapter 3 

The Paradox of Citizenship: Agreement without Consensus  

Philosophers and political theorists since antiquity have pondered, 

without agreement, what constitutes a virtuous public life.  Aristotle (1987) is 

widely credited with launching the quest in his Nicomachean Ethics by labeling 

“high-mindedness”—a kind of virtuous self-consciousness—the “crown of the 

virtues, as it enhances them, and cannot exist apart from them” (p. 122).  

Topping an exhaustive catalogue of human virtues, Aristotle said, was 

magnanimity—the pride felt in possessing them all.   

Renaissance political theorist Machiavelli (1532/1950), for all his 

legendary deviousness, observed “how laudable it is for a prince to keep good 

faith” with his subjects (p. 63).  Further conflating human virtue and political 

theory, enlightenment thinker Montesquieu (1748/1977) identified love of 

country, requiring a mindfulness of the public interest, as the top political 

virtue.  “Such a love, demanding the constant preference for public over 

self-interest, is the source of all the subordinate virtues,” he opined (p. 201).   

In more contemporary times, Bernard Crick (1972) praises prudence and 

adaptability in the practice of politics.  Ronald Dworkin (2000) labels equality 

the sovereign virtue of political life and liberal tolerance “indispensable” to it 

(p. 211).  From still another perspective, William S. Galston (1991b) observes a 

need for leaders to cultivate a common sense of purpose that puts wise goals 

ahead of popular whim, while Stephen P. Macedo (1990) praises the value of 

decisive leadership free of undue pressures or influence.   
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Given this seemingly infinite array of scholarly and popular options, one 

might expect that writers of letters to newspaper editors would produce highly 

varied lists of virtues when asked by an interviewer to name the qualities most 

important to successful political leadership.  As it turns out, they frequently 

chuckled or laughed outright when, during the opening moments of our 

conversations, I said that I was studying virtue in politics.  But once our 

interviews were underway, their incredulity over a seeming oxymoron gave way 

to a remarkable unanimity in describing what they believed mattered in elected 

leaders.   

Michael, a retired sales and marketing executive, put a metaphoric twist 

on his version of the response: 

Do you cook?  All good soups start with onions, carrots and celery, right?  

I think all good politicians start with honesty, integrity and an ability to 

put the good of the constituency above their personal ambitions.  

Courage always helps. 

Michael’s recipe for a hearty political life was echoed among the 23 other 

men and 24 women I interviewed in Michael’s state of Maine as well as in 

Connecticut, Kansas and California.  These respondents, all of whom said they 

were registered voters, typically made a habit of staying on top of politics, of 

keeping current with public affairs.  They described themselves as politically 

engaged.  In answering my open-ended questions, they claimed that integrity 

was paramount in political life. 

Integrity, they said, meant “putting the needs of the nation ahead of 

personal desires,” being “willing to stick with beliefs despite pressure from 
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outside,” and “doing the right thing — understanding the consequences and 

still doing the right thing.”  This is the virtue, they said, that safeguards upright 

behavior, foretells wise decision-making and lays the foundation for political 

courage.  It “speaks to a person’s moral convictions and moral standing” and 

guides all that follows, said Karl, a Kansas minister.  Without integrity, 

“whatever happens is not success” even if looks like a political victory, said 

Kesia, an anthropology professor in Kansas. 

Near the end of each interview, I described the eight political virtues 

formally identified in my study and asked citizens to rate them.  On an adjusted 

scale of one to three, with three being highest, integrity soared past the others 

with a near-perfect rating of 2.94.  As Chart 1 shows, a tightly bunched second 

tier followed.  Conviviality, with a rating of 1.6, trailed in last place.   

Chart 1  

Ranking of Eight Political Virtues by 48 Interviewees 
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During the open-ended portion of our conversations, people often linked 

qualities associated with integrity (as listed in Table 1 in Chapter 2) and 
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honesty in a kind of matched set.  One virtue entails truthfulness and the other 

builds on it, they explained.  As Coleman, an unemployed Connecticut truck 

driver put it: “Honesty being if you say something, mean it.  Integrity being if 

you’re going to go into public office, you’ve got to be an upright figure and stay 

that way.”   

All of this suggests that it ought to be relatively easy to reach consensus 

on a virtuous politics that satisfies citizens’ hunger for leadership.  Seemingly, 

that is, integrity should be capable of being identified clearly and definitively.  

As Stephen L. Carter (1996) writes in his book by that name, integrity is marked 

by commitment and steadfastness.  Politicians with integrity “mean what they 

say,” Carter asserts, which is a reason “we so dislike politicians who seem to 

change their positions with the winds” (p. 32).  In his book, Presidential 

Courage, Michael Beschloss (2007) similarly asserts that the bravest American 

presidents made a practice of doing the right thing regardless of its popularity.  

Lincoln, for instance, “could not recall a single time he had erred as president 

by following his own judgment,” Beschloss writes.  “By contrast, when he 

‘yielded to the views of others,’ he usually regretted it” (p. 102). 

But if we believe that citizens universally yearn for political leaders who 

steadfastly follow their own counsel, who stick with their positions whether 

popular or unpopular, we would be wrong.  Although my respondents felt that 

virtuous leaders ought to put the public interest ahead of self-interest, they 

fundamentally disagreed about what that should look like in practice. 

True, some told me, integrity’s hallmark should be consistency, which 

would provide citizens with a measure of predictability about leaders.  But 
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others believed that integrity in a representative system requires openness, that 

it is the duty of political leaders to acknowledge, consider and adjust to 

competing ideas and others’ viewpoints. 

Cary, a California school principal, called integrity “central to the way one 

views the world and how one views oneself as you struggle with things.”  This 

matters, he said, because great leaders in the model of Lincoln, Churchill and 

Ghandi did struggle.  He puts Barack Obama in this category, too.  They have “a 

kind of elasticity of their thinking” that enables “an understanding of ambiguity 

and paradox and avoidance of the easy answer.”  While it is true that politicians 

should honor their own values, “whatever they are,” Cary said, political leaders 

also must grapple with the issues of their times as “their minds adapt to 

circumstances.”  Cary believed that the greatest of politicians exist “in the 

moment and can see themselves in a flow of political history that affects their 

thinking.”   

Caitlin, a California college professor, was far more worried about 

politicians who “get entrenched” in their thinking than those attuned to the 

thinking of others.  “You tend to research and look at information that reaffirms 

beliefs you already have,” Caitlin said.  “It’s hard to get out of that track.  Really 

being able to have an openness for diverse points of view is difficult.”  For 

instance, she said, former President George W. Bush “had a sense of 

righteousness about decisions . . . a closed-mindedness about consulting with 

others whose expertise could have informed those decisions.”  In contrast, 

President Barack Obama, she said, “has a high level of critical thinking, is open 

to different points of view and [he] can research in an analytical way.”  Obama 
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might be less predictable in his responses to public-policy conundrums than 

was Bush but, in Caitlin’s view, Obama was more public-minded. 

My respondents did not universally believe that politicians must be 

steadfast or even that they needed greater amounts of integrity.  If integrity 

means holding fast to one’s beliefs, then it is possible to have too much of it, 

argued Caddy, a caterer and private chef in California.  “There are a lot of 

conservative leaders who hold strong opinions, but it just so happens that I 

vehemently disagree with their opinions,” she said.  Whether more integrity in a 

political leader would be “a change for the better or the worse, in my opinion, 

would depend on who that politician was and what was important to him.” 

Possessing a full measure of integrity could mean, then, laboring to find a 

right course rather than knowing what is right.  This turns the widely honored 

notion of consistency on its head in favor of considering, at least to some 

degree, the prevailing political winds.  Leaders with integrity in a representative 

democracy ought to be open to varying approaches, these respondents argued, 

in recognition of shifting circumstances and of others’ legitimate ideas. 

Given these disparate opinions, two questions beckon: If Americans 

cannot agree on what political integrity should look like in practice, how can 

they possibly agree on which political leaders and which political acts reflect 

integrity?  Is integrity genuinely attainable in political life without some 

consensus about it means to the electorate itself?   

We Are Unpracticed in Valuing Politics 

In this chapter I explore the paradoxes that arise when Americans 

attempt to label the political qualities they care most about.  Accustomed to a 
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culture that is quick to criticize its politicians, my interviewees sometimes 

admitted they were unsure what they found valuable in politics.  “I’m interested 

in what you’re asking and I’m even interested in what I’m coming up with and 

it’s very difficult for me,” said Candice, a retired lawyer in California.  “I’m 

realizing as I talk to you that . . . I don’t have a vocabulary or a system of 

analysis to answer these questions in a more substantive way and in a more 

confident way.  I’m just grasping at straws and at rhetoric.”   

Even so, people became comfortable with the term virtue as we talked.  

Political courage was a virtue that mattered, they said.  So was forthrightness, 

a spirit of bipartisanship, and keeping faith with those who elected you.  People 

said they disliked mean-spiritedness in politicians or any implication that 

leaders considered themselves above the rules that apply to ordinary people.   

Some respondents wanted consistency and flexibility in their leaders and 

saw no contradiction between them.  But others acknowledged bewilderment at 

their own inconsistencies as they attempted to describe the virtues of an ideal 

politician.  Observed Cambria, also a retired California lawyer, “As we talk, I’m 

not sure I have any realism in my positions at all.”  Among the virtues that 

Cambria considered most important in politics was “independence of thought,” 

meaning that a leader could work to solve problems outside the boundaries of 

partisan politics.  Yet, she added, mavericks who think independently may 

alienate rather than consolidate the support they need to create policy.  “I don’t 

think I’m cynical about it,” Cambria said, “but I do think if every politician had 

all the virtues I’d like them to have it might not work out very well.”   
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Confusion, contradiction and discord about how people discern and label 

virtue in politics would not have surprised 19th-century German philosopher 

Friedrich Nietzsche.  Words such as integrity, conviction, consistency, flexibility 

and independence elicit different meanings in different people unless they 

describe experiences shared at some gut level, Nietzsche (1886/1968) opined in 

Beyond Good and Evil.  “To understand one another, it is not enough that one 

use the same words; one also has to use the same words for the same species of 

inner experiences; in the end one has to have one’s experience in common” 

(p. 403).  As Lester H. Hunt (1991) explains in Nietzsche and the Origin of Virtue: 

“Things that are shared are generally ordinary because things that are good 

tend to be unusual.  Thus the good tends to elude the grasp of language” 

(p. 78).  In other words, if integrity and its related virtues were less 

extraordinary, they would be easier to recognize and understand.   

By the time I conducted my longest interview, a 72-minute conversation 

with Cary, the school principal, I had talked with 40 people in four states.  

Responses clearly were converging and diverging in intriguing ways.  As a 

former history teacher and the only African-American in my sample, Cary 

offered a helpful depth of insight as I discussed these trends with him.  His 

words appear frequently in this chapter, as do those of Karl, the Kansas 

minister whose observations at times provide an important counterpoint to 

Cary’s. 

Obama Has Raised the Bar on Virtue 

Overall, observations from the 25 Democrats, 14 Republicans and nine 

independents in my sample suggest that Barack Obama has raised the bar on 
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political virtue.  Not everyone is an Obama fan, of course.  Yet opinions voiced 

by his backers necessarily color this period in American political culture and 

powerfully flavor my study.  Interviewed within weeks of Obama’s inauguration 

as president, these citizens discussed virtues they cared about as well as the 

paradoxes inherent in them.  Their comments suggest that finding a way to 

appropriately label virtue had gained special importance in the age of Obama. 

Some respondents, for example, called Obama’s election a virtue turning 

point, a sea change that proved something had been amiss before.  Observed 

Democrat Megan, an English-as-a-second-language schoolteacher in Maine: “A 

major theme of this past election was ending politics as usual.  Everyone kind 

of understood what that meant, because so much of the way things get done is 

not necessarily according to what’s right or in people’s best interest.”  Democrat 

Kassandra, a special-education paraprofessional in a school district in Kansas, 

pondered whether American political culture was undergoing a wholesale shift 

in values: “I’m hoping that there is some kind of conscious thing going on at 

this time, that we’re going to have to see things in a very different way.”  Cary, a 

political independent, said the economic meltdown that accompanied the exit of 

the George W. Bush administration contributed to a perceived need for a virtue 

overhaul: 

I think Mr.  Obama tapped into a reserve of moral purpose in political life 

that had been dormant because political life has been . . . just 

self-serving, power, [about] me.  Of course this was kind of exemplified in 

the political commitment to Wall Street and that whole cluster of political 

and social values . . . discovered to be bankrupt.   
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Almost from the moment he entered the Oval Office, Obama articulated a 

new ethos.  He declared an end to the “revolving door” that had lobbyists and 

policymakers routinely exchanging job titles; he called for shutting down the 

Guantanamo Bay detention center where suspects had been held sans habeas 

corpus; he revealed, condemned and ended the CIA’s use of torture techniques.  

“That Mr.  Obama . . . is trying to be an ethical leader . . . is such a tremendous 

relief to me,” said Meredith, a Maine Democrat and jazz musician.   

But given that many of these comments came from Democrats, might 

allegiance to political party influence how they perceived virtue?  While citizens 

agree on the worth of integrity, do they differ by party about other virtues?  Can 

people discern virtue in those with whom they disagree?  To begin to address 

these questions, Chart 2 compares the value that my sample’s Democrats, 

Republicans and independents awarded each of the eight political virtues in my 

study.  Responses do indeed suggest differences by party.  Democrats ranked 

inclusiveness second to integrity.  Republicans and independents put resilience 

and industriousness in second place, ahead of inclusiveness.  Democrats 

valued flexibility over decisiveness, a ranking reversed among Republicans.   

These differences are somewhat consistent with how voters perceive 

party stereotypes.  As explained in Chapter 1, Democrats consider themselves 

oriented toward collective, progressive change, while Republicans value 

individual merit and a free-enterprise stance.  Party differences that surfaced in 

my sample suggest that it is important to pay attention to how people claim 

party affiliations as well as how they label political virtue.   
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Chart 2  

Comparison of Virtue Ratings by Democrats, Republicans and Independents  
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Note.  Virtues listed in order of interview questions. 

Probing the Influence of Age on Valuing Virtue 

In general, newspaper letter-writers tend to be older than the general 

population.  Unsurprisingly, this was also true of my interviewees, whose ages 

of 40 to 85 raise questions about whether age might affect how people value 

virtue.  Perhaps opinions shift as people move from middle to older age, or 

perhaps inherent generational differences exist in a sample with a 45-year age 

span.  To help sort out these possibilities, I compared virtue ratings by the 22 

citizens who were under 60 with ratings by the 26 who were older.  As Chart 3 

shows, differences seem less distinct than those associated with party 

affiliation.  Both age groups, for instance, rated inclusiveness almost identically.   

People in my sample born before 1949 did appear to give somewhat more 

weight to resilience, industriousness, flexibility and decisiveness, and less to 

idealism and conviviality, than those born later.  Perhaps we would expect this  
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Chart 3  

Comparison of Virtue Ratings and Rankings by Interviewees Over and Under 

60 Years of Age 
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from a resilient generation that, for the most part, endured World War II and 

industriously and pragmatically modernized the nation in its aftermath.  But 

because age did not seem to matter greatly in how virtue was valued in my 

sample, I have omitted ages when quoting interviewees in my text.   

Demographic information for each of my 48 subjects—including age, 

party affiliation, household income, years of education, and level of political 

engagement—can be found in Appendix C.  

Do Party Ties Blind Us to the Presence of Virtue? 

Setting aside age as a factor, then, let us return to considering whether 

and how partisanship might affect perceptions of virtue in a leader.  When 

asked in open-ended questioning to think of a politician they admired, 

Democrats mostly thought of Democratic leaders.  Republicans mostly thought 

of their own as well.  Independents, not surprisingly, mixed it up.  A few people 
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in my sample—in a spirit of bipartisanship—named multiple politicians from 

both parties.  Appendix D lists my interviewees, their party affiliations, and the 

leaders they said they admired.   

Of course, some Republicans told me, Ronald Reagan embodied what 

people want in a politician.  Of course, some Democrats told me, Barack Obama 

personifies what people are seeking in a political leader.   

For years, Reagan and Bill Clinton shared similar status as popular icons 

of their respective parties.  Reagan, the late GOP president, still retains his 

allure; five of the 14 Republicans and two independents said they admired him, 

making him the most popular Republican in my sample.  Clinton’s standing has 

given way to Obama’s; no one named Clinton, the former Democratic president, 

as a leader whose virtues they admired.  In contrast, the popular Obama was 

picked by 13 of 25 Democrats, plus two independents and a Republican.   

By nature and ideology, Obama and Reagan—each considered an ideal 

leader by their followings—would seem polar opposites.  The conservative 

Reagan rode into the Oval Office in 1980 on an anti-tax tidal wave with a vow to 

rein in the federal bureaucracy.  He believed that government was “too big, too 

bothersome and too anti-business,” in the words of biographer Lou Cannon 

(1991), and enjoyed quipping that “government does not solve problems, it 

subsidizes them” (p. 90).  Cannon and others paint Reagan as tightly scripted, 

although his image has benefited from revisionists who argue that he had a 

greater depth than previously recognized (Conley, 2003).  Still, Stephen 

Skowronek (2003) points to an enduring difficulty in reconciling the amiable 

Reagan’s famed reputation as a “Great Communicator” of American values with 
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his tendency for “incoherence, misstatement of fact, and fantasy” in 

extemporaneous remarks (pp. 415-416).  That Reagan was more complex than 

initially conveyed in the literature, however, seems certain (Blessing & Skleder, 

2003).   

In contrast to Reagan, Obama, progressive and well-spoken, views 

government as a tool for public service that ought to “help provide a foundation 

for opportunity,” a sentiment conveyed in his book, The Audacity of Hope (2006, 

p. 356).  In accepting the 2008 Democratic presidential nomination, Obama 

(2008) argued that a “discredited Republican philosophy” that implicitly dated to 

Reagan had abandoned the citizenry: “Out of work?  Tough luck, you're on your 

own.  No health care?  The market will fix it.  You're on your own.”  

Multicultural by birth and rearing, Obama is said to possess “cultural 

intelligence” (Pollard, 2008, n.p.), intellectual vigor (DeYoung, 2008, p. A1), and 

a penchant for deliberateness (Glastris, 2008, p. 4).   

Certainly there would be no reason to believe that most Americans who 

respected Reagan’s approach to governance would also esteem Obama’s, or vice 

versa.  On the contrary, people who trusted one leader might well distrust the 

other.  If such assumptions are true, how might the virtue profiles of these two 

popular men be contrasted?  In searching for answers, I paid particular 

attention to how Reagan’s admirers labeled his virtues and to how Obama’s 

followers labeled his. 

Virtues found in Reagan included “honesty with the American people,” 

“morality and ethics,” “integrity,” “leadership,” “communication skills,” and the 
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ability “to work with Congress.”  People also pointed to “the inspiration he had 

on the country as a whole” and “his visions of the moral issues for the country.”   

Furthermore, admirers called Mr.  Reagan “gracious,” “optimistic,” “a 

very knowledgeable man,” “the right man,” “a man of character,” “a man of 

principle over politics.”  They said that “he talked about the freedom of 

American democracy transcending communism,” that he “stood unashamedly 

on the principles that molded our great country,” that he had “a grasp of what 

the average flyover-state, middle-income American was about,” that “he did the 

job, you could trust him.” 

The persona embodied here is that of a moral, ethical, gracious and 

decent man, the right leader for the job, one who was capable of inspiring the 

country and working with Congress in a principled way on behalf of ordinary 

Americans, all in accordance with the country’s ideals.   

For their part, Obama enthusiasts praised his “intellectual honesty,” 

“integrity of spirit,” “moral and ethical uprightness” and “ability to articulate 

what he believes and why he believes it.”  They cited his “great compassion,” 

“inclusive vision of the future,” “consistent commitment to public service,” and 

awareness of history.  They spoke of his “intellectual strength and insight,” 

“ability to lead,” “openness to others’ ideas” and of his “upbeat tone, clear head 

and . . . steadiness.”  People also called Obama “thoughtful,” “reasonable,” 

“pragmatic,” “transparent” and “courageous.”   

The profile emerging from these claims is that of a moral, ethical, 

articulate and visionary man who serves with commitment and compassion; an 
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intelligent, perceptive, open and able leader who is optimistic, realistic, brave 

and steady. 

Defying intuition, many of the labels in these two descriptions are 

interchangeable.  If erroneously told that the first person described was Obama, 

many Democrats might nod in agreement.  If wrongly told that the second 

archetype depicted Reagan, many Republicans likely would concur.   

We surely would not have expected such dissimilar leaders to be 

assigned such similar virtue portraits, and likely neither would the polity.  

Would Reagan supporters be as inclined as Democrats to attach the Obama 

persona to Obama?  Would Obama backers similarly recognize that the labels 

in Reagan’s persona in fact described Reagan?  While a definitive answer would 

require experimentation, it seems unlikely that the answers would be “yes.”  

Quite possibly, loyalties to each leader’s ideology helped color respondents’ 

perceptions.   

Research is mixed on whether such “personal characteristics” as a 

politician’s appearance, intelligence, temperament and style make a difference 

in election outcomes (King, 2002, p. 21).  Political scientist Anthony King 

hypothesizes that voters are influenced by a politician’s personal qualities when 

they already have a strong preference for that politician (p. 42).  Although 

virtues go beyond personal characteristics in describing the good that lies 

within, King’s hypothesis suggests that if Reagan’s and Obama’s admirers 

initially were drawn to the respective leader’s ideology, they were secondarily 

drawn to that leader’s virtues.  Consistent with this hypothesis, the virtues of 

the leader with whom they disagreed would make little difference to them.   
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These findings, coupled with the time-tested concept of selective 

perception—that we are open to receiving messages with which we already 

agree but are unreceptive to those we are prepared to dispute—suggest that we 

may fail to appreciate the virtues, not just the messages, of politicians we 

oppose.  If people are closed to the notion that political friends and foes may 

share similar virtues, it bodes poorly for fostering the greater sense of 

commonality that people say they desire in politics. 

Just two Republicans and one Democrat—of 39 partisan interviewees—

named a modern-day politician of the opposing party as someone they admired.  

Yet my Reagan-Obama exercise suggests that partisan icons may be more alike 

than different when it comes to the admirable qualities they project.   

Political Virtue and Religious Virtue  

Barack Obama emerged in my study as a kind of counterforce to virtue 

deficits that respondents labeled in his predecessor, Republican George W. 

Bush.  In a sort of yin and yang of virtue, people who said they admired 

qualities such as reflection or openness in Obama typically complained of their 

absence in Bush.  Just one interviewee praised a Bush virtue, citing his 

consistency in fighting terrorism.  Overall, respondents seemed to believe that 

the Bush years took a virtue toll.  “I just feel he let the country down . . . 

morally, in a sense,” said Mitchell, a Maine Republican. 

In choosing the word “morally,” did Mitchell entwine notions of religious 

and political virtue?  Are the two naturally linked, even in a nation that 

ostensibly separates church doctrine from governmental functioning?  Many of 

my respondents believed so. 
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Given the rise of the Religious Right during the Reagan years (Freedman, 

2008), we might assume that Right-leaning respondents would be more inclined 

than those on the Left to voice a preference for infusing governance with some 

sense of moral purpose.  Historian Frank Lambert (2008) observes, for instance, 

that the Religious Right’s suburban “megachurches” have turned in recent 

years to cable television and Internet crusades to mobilize their flocks behind 

public-policy proposals and candidate campaigns (p. 10).  In the wake of the 

2004 presidential election, news stories and columns reported that “moral 

values” had weighed heavily on the voters who decided George W. Bush’s victory 

for a second term (e.g., Goodman, 2004).   

We might especially assume that Left-leaning respondents, in a 

self-conscious contrast with those on the Right, would tread cautiously when 

discussing moral values and public virtues.  Given Thomas Jefferson’s storied 

insistence on distinguishing the spiritual from the secular (Randall, 1994), this 

seems all the more likely.  Once again, though, all of these assumptions turn 

out to be wrong.   

Republicans, Democrats and independents voiced a desire for greater 

“moral uprightness” and “moral conviction” in political life.  In what Roderick P. 

Hart (1977) and others call “civic piety,” my interviewees asserted that 

behaviors broadly perceived as morally correct ought to be ingrained in the 

political culture.  Here they subtly echoed French theorist Alexis de 

Tocqueville’s 19th-century observation that religion sets boundaries on what 

otherwise could be dangerously unrestrained freedoms in American life.  “[A]t 

the same time that the law permits the American people to do everything,” 
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Tocqueville (1835, 1840/2000) wrote in Democracy in America, “religion 

prevents them from conceiving everything and forbids them to dare everything” 

(p. 280).  Similarly, Italian political philosopher Machiavelli (1531/1950) in his 

Discourses highlighted “the importance of giving religion a prominent influence 

in a state” to mitigate the baser instincts of people to put their own needs 

ahead of the common good (p. 149).   

Democrat Meredith, the Maine musician who said she felt relieved by 

Obama’s leadership, called “honesty, moral conviction and compassion” the 

most important qualities for success in political office.  Asked what might 

change if her preference for integrity was more widely distributed, she replied: 

“The ethos of the entire nation would elevate.  We would be a nation better able 

to care for ourselves and each other.  There would be much more positive 

energy.”   

Another Maine Democrat, Megan, said that for her to label a politician 

successful in office, that leader would have to meet “my definition of moral, 

ethical uprightness and responsibility.”  A majority of politicians, she said, fail 

to conduct the people’s business “in accord with my definition of upright.”  Her 

voice rising and her words coming faster, Megan added that “the way our 

country runs would change” if her definition of moral uprightness were met.  

“Everything, you know, everything would be different, totally different,” said 

Megan, a schoolteacher.  She added: 

There have been many federal mandates which have gone unfunded and 

cut the legs out from under our school districts and that is an example of 

blatant hypocrisy, of politicians trying to point to something they have 
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passed [but not funded] . . ..  Because of that, we’ve had to cut all kinds 

of other things . . ..  That’s not my definition of moral uprightness.   

Cody, a Connecticut independent, said a political leader ideally should be 

“someone who is morally upright, who is chosen to lead, rather than someone 

who has the ambition for power.”  A heavy-equipment salesman of Palestinian 

descent, Cody pointed to Mohammed as a moral leader whose advocacy of 

“blind justice” would translate into fairer U.S. policies toward the Palestinian 

people if practiced by the United States, Cody said.  But that notion of integrity, 

he added, would require Americans to become blind to their own 

Judeo-Christian roots and sympathies.   

In The Spirit of the Laws, Tocqueville’s mentor, Montesquieu 

(1748/1977), posited that “all political vices are not moral vices, and that all 

moral vices are not political vices” (p. 274).  A handful of respondents did insist 

that religious virtues should expiate political vices, that religion and politics in a 

perfect world would be explicitly joined.  “For whatever reason, liberal 

Democrats seem to disagree with Scripture almost totally and conservative 

Republicans seem to agree with Scripture, so that makes it pretty plain to me,” 

observed Collin, a registered independent in Connecticut.   

Yet others who valued religion struggled to find a middle-ground that 

could unite the believer and the skeptic in a kind of civic faith.  If Christianity’s 

greatest commandment is to love God with all one’s might, suggested 

Republican Karl, the Kansas minister, then virtuous political leaders could be 

those who pick a cause upon which to place a high moral value—and honor it 

with commitment.   
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In American political life, then, claims of integrity are influenced not only 

by ideologies of partisanship but by moral convictions that flirt with the 

religious.  Both a Religious Right and a Religious Left have achieved “moments 

of success” in shaping American policies since the New Deal, when liberal 

Protestants, Catholics and Jews held sway, reports historian Lambert (2008).  

Policy goals might differ, then, but everyday Americans—Republicans, 

Democrats and independents—seem to desire moral fiber in their governance. 

As Hart (1977) observed in The Political Pulpit, public utterances in 

America are infused with references to the deity that create a social compact 

between religion and government.  But my respondents took civic piety to 

another level by insisting on morally satisfying public policies.  That Megan 

found it civically permissible to utter moral uprightness in the same breath with 

federal mandates is interesting and useful.  Yet the nation’s historic religious 

divides over its public policies complicate the notion of a morally upright 

political leadership.  Given that my respondents had difficulty defining integrity, 

what criteria would they use to separate the moral from the immoral in public 

policymaking?   

Even as they claimed that morality was crucial to integrity, my 

interviewees drew the line at excess.  They professed a loathing for 

self-righteousness, which they associated with political arrogance.  Cary, for 

example, was irritated by politicians who lack what he called intellectual 

humility, an awareness “that you’re never in full knowledge of everything.”  

Respondents, then, paradoxically wanted politicians to care about the nation’s 

problems without being certain of their solutions.  As Cary put it, political leaders 
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who exude certainty “come across as arrogant, self-righteous and pompous and 

I don’t like that in public figures.”   

Virtue and Courage 

Nowhere are domestic clashes of righteousness more intense than over 

the persistently controversial issue of abortion, which sorely tests any notion 

that political integrity can accommodate openness or flexibility.  As my study 

was beginning, Kansas offered a case in point.  Then-Governor Kathleen 

Sebelius, a Catholic Democrat, was ordered by her archbishop to refrain from 

receiving Holy Communion because of her public support for the Constitutional 

right to abortion in violation of her church’s teaching (Carlson, 2008b, p. 1A).  

Sebelius’s tug of war between her public role and private faith sparked a flurry 

of letters to the editor examining her integrity, including this one in the Topeka 

Capital-Journal: 

God bless Archbishop Joseph F. Naumann for taking a courageous stand 

regarding Gov. Kathleen Sebelius’s stance on Kansas’ unborn 

children . . ..  It is a tragedy she boldly calls herself a Catholic when she 

has so arrogantly mocked the pro-life teachings of the Catholic Church.  

(Lacore, 2008, p. 4) 

Issues such as these test political courage by pitting internally held 

convictions against externally applied pressures.  If integrity is hidden within a 

politician, perhaps courage represents the opposite—a virtue placed on public 

display.  Aristotle (1987) cautions in his Ethics that acts of seeming courage 

may be illusory, however.  What appears to be courage—soldiers advancing 

toward an enemy, for instance—may not be courage at all if a battalion behind 
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the advancers is shooting deserters.  True courage, says Aristotle, has virtue 

rather than self-interest as its motive.  It is “longing for what is noble” (p. 91), 

he continues, not for what is politically expedient.  Courage requires facing up 

to fear.  “It is the endurance of painful things . . . that entitles people to be 

called courageous” (p. 96). 

My respondents said that courage too often goes missing in political 

culture.  But because recognizing courage requires an understanding of 

personal motive, how can Americans assess a politician’s virtue from afar?  

“Motives are shorthand terms for situations,” observes Kenneth Burke (1984, 

p. 29) in what might be a clue.  Perhaps Sebelius, in her situation as governor 

of all Kansans, believed that an obligation to honor the Constitution took 

precedence over her faith.  A Wichita Eagle letter-writer saw it that way: “I 

applaud Sebelius for doing her job.  I expect no less” (Rogers, 1998, p. 2).   

Burke’s (1969a) pentad, a rhetorical tool for analyzing the drama in a 

situation by contrasting its components—the act, agent, agency, scene and 

purpose—illustrates that perceptions of motive can shift as varying elements in 

the drama are emphasized, deemphasized, or renamed.  The Topeka 

Capital-Journal letter-writer labeled as defiance Sebelius’s act and purpose, set 

in the scene of her church.  The Wichita Eagle letter-writer put the same act in 

a different scene or setting, the governor’s office, which lent it a different 

purpose—Sebelius was “doing her job.”  The questions for us: Does the public 

side of politics help us discern whether motives are noble and whether pain is 

endured (in Aristotle’s terms)?  Or are motives, and therefore political courage, 

shifting and illusory?  Do ideologies affect perceptions here, too?   
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At times political courage seems real enough.  The late President John F. 

Kennedy (1956) in his Pulitzer-Prize-winning book, Profiles in Courage, said 

courage can surface when a leader’s decisions go against his or her party or 

against regional or local pressures.  Like Kennedy, historian Michael Beschloss 

(2007) cites examples of leaders’ bravery in his more contemporary Presidential 

Courage.  In examining the meaning of political courage, Jason A. Scorza (2001) 

writes that “special forms of courage exhibited by loyal citizen-soldiers, 

pragmatic officeholders, and idealistic citizens all are needed, from time to time, 

by societies that aspire to social justice, stability, and personal freedom” 

(p. 660).  If a just society both requires and values political courage, then we 

might assume it is empirically recognizable.   

Two situations of particular interest to my respondents in Connecticut 

and Maine allow us to explore such matters.  The first: Did U.S. Senator Joseph 

Lieberman of Connecticut, who was the Democrats’ vice presidential nominee in 

2000, display courage or disloyalty when he publicly endorsed Obama’s GOP 

rival for president, U.S. Senator John McCain of Arizona, at the 2008 

Republican National Convention?  “He took a huge risk by putting his fortunes 

in McCain’s hands, and it’s the people of Connecticut who stand to lose,” the 

Connecticut Post editorialized afterward (“Lieberman’s split,” 2008, n.p.).   

The second case: Did courageous adherence to duty, or abandonment of 

it, lead Republican U.S. Senators Olympia Snowe and Susan Collins of Maine to 

join then-Republican Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania in providing the needed 

procedural votes for passing Obama’s economic stimulus package soon after 

the president’s inauguration (to the dismay of their fellow GOP senators; 
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Bradbury, 2009, p. A1)?  “For their efforts, their Republican colleagues have 

mocked and insulted them,” editorialized the Bangor Daily News (“No time for 

fiddling,” 2009, p. A6).  Not a single Republican had voted for the package in 

the House.   

Far from offering any clear-cut answers, my respondents’ opinions 

differed starkly over whether these senators had shown integrity or partisan 

deceit.  Conrad, a Connecticut Democrat and retired school administrator, 

observed that Lieberman won reelection to the Senate in 2006 as an 

independent after losing his Democratic primary.  Conrad labeled Lieberman’s 

political actions disloyal and dishonest: “When he turns his back first on the 

Democratic Party in Connecticut and second on the Democratic Party nationally 

. . . [it] leaves a bitter pill in my mouth because I don’t think he’s honest and 

forthright.”  Concurring with Conrad, independent Cody called Lieberman a 

“very duplicitous man.” 

But Republican Karl said that, although he differed with Lieberman over 

social issues, he considered the Senator’s steadfastness to be a hallmark of 

integrity:  

I am probably, on the social side, the direct opposite of what he is.  He 

believes in abortion, I don’t.  He’s more liberal as far as spending money 

and I’m not, but I respect him because he’s a man of principle.  From 

what I’ve seen he’s consistent . . ..  I can respect a guy who is different 

from me, who is maybe diametrically opposed to me in some areas.  

Show me that they’re acting as a person of conviction.   

Independent Compton also praised Lieberman’s integrity: 
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His big agreement with the Republicans was the handling of the Iraq war 

. . . and I think he really believed that . . ..  He’s been consistent with his 

views, so I think it’s integrity.  He could have easily switched to keep his 

standing in his party . . ..  If he had toed the party line, he would have 

been elected overwhelmingly [as a Democrat in the primary].   

Here, a Republican and an independent saw a noble high-mindedness in 

Lieberman’s rebuff of his former Democratic colleagues, while a Democrat and 

an independent considered his behavior dishonest.  In a similar vein, some 

Republicans said they considered Snowe and Collins to be less than 

straightforward—Republicans in name only, or RINOs, who misled their 

constituents.  “I feel they are being dishonest in calling themselves Republicans 

when, in fact, their approach to politics is distinctly Democratic,” said Maine 

Republican Mark. 

But what Republicans saw as deception, some Maine Democrats labeled 

courage.  “Courage—that’s exactly what Snowe and Collins just did [in 

supporting the stimulus package]; they had the courage to go against the easy 

thing, toeing the party line,” said Mona.  Said Mel, speaking of Snowe: “OK, 

she’s independent.  I think she is courageous, I think she does care about the 

people, I think she does take risks.” 

One person’s principled stand, then, can be another’s desertion of duty 

when it comes to bucking party demands—Kennedy’s definition of courage 

notwithstanding.  Because it is rooted in motive, in how a situation is perceived 

at the time of enactment, political courage is therefore ambiguous rather than 

obvious.  The union of political courage and integrity, and their antitheses—the 
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marriage of self-interest and deception—surely become interchanged in people’s 

minds.   

Nietzsche believed that all individuals within a system contribute to one 

another’s character.  Thus “profoundly useful friends and enemies” alike 

determine the constructs of one’s virtue (Hunt, 1991, p. 178).  Within America’s 

intensely partisan political system, do the courageous and the self-interested 

shape the character of all who participate?  Does this explain why so many 

Americans paint politicians with a single brush, why they find political courage 

to be so scarce, so elusive?  My findings suggest that, in the political arena at 

least, when all players take the field, the highest and lowest of motives can be 

interchangeable.   

Where Political Virtue Does and Does Not Lie 

In a cold paradox of political theory, Machiavelli (1532/1950) argues in 

The Prince that achieving good results sometimes requires bad actions.  A leader 

should “not deviate from what is good, if possible,” Machiavelli advises, yet 

should “be able to do evil” if necessary (p. 65).  Although a leader should appear 

virtuous, he opined, virtue itself need not be an organic presence.  Putting their 

own spin on Machiavelli’s message, some interviewees said that politicians 

must necessarily achieve their ends through devious means.  As Republican 

Max, a machinist in Maine, explained it: “I think the nature of being a 

politician, you have to sometimes, I don’t want to say lie, sometimes you might 

have to mislead or do or say things that you don’t really believe in order to get 

your agenda.”  Democrat Casper, a retired physician in California, said that “no 

politician is truly honest in an absolute sense . . ..  Every politician will have to 
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lie sooner or later because the nature of a politician is to win an election . . ..  

To do so, one has to at the very least shave the truth.”   

In the five centuries since he penned his ideas, Machiavelli has come to 

symbolize political trickery in contrast to the kind of ethics championed by 

Aristotle.  But the surprise in my interviews was that even the most cynical of 

citizens often were able to temper their Machiavellian suspicions with a kind of 

Aristotelian hope.  “They [politicians] really have a lot of personal integrity and 

just decency,” Casper added later in our interview.   

Collette, a former legislative staffer in Connecticut, suggested that the 

very practice of politics lacks integrity: “Once you’re in there and you actually 

see what’s going on . . . you realized it’s just a bunch of men—and I say that 

because they’re predominantly men—playing games . . ..  It’s ego; it’s power.”  

But, she, too, mused later in the interview: “There’s got to be a good a politician 

out there, there has to be.” 

Kirby, the Kansas magazine editor, said that at our civic cores we want to 

believe that politicians are capable of achieving great virtue, even when they let 

us down.  We know they are fallible, he said, but we need to believe they can be 

greater.  “I think it’s too speculative to say how it would be if everyone [in 

politics] met the ideal; it apparently isn’t going to happen,” Kirby said.  “And yet 

that is what we have to hope for, that is what motivates our vote.”   

“Our democracy—it’s true that it’s the best system in the world today,” 

opined Cody, the Connecticut citizen of Palestinian ancestry.  Yet, he added, 

“It’s also the most corruptible system in the world today,” given a relentless 

cycle of costly campaigns fueled by contributions supplied by special interests.  
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He and others worried that politicians, caught in this cycle, inevitably become 

beholden to those who donate.   

All told, then, did my respondents believe that politicians can and do 

function with integrity in the American political system?  Meredith had her 

doubts.  The ambition required to run for political office, she said, made her 

inherently suspicious of anyone seeking election.  “I see the corruption that 

power brings, the greed, the self-serving actions, the sense of entitlement, the 

game-playing of political party allegiances,” she said.  Yet even Meredith was 

not willing to give up on virtue altogether.  Recall, once again, that she had 

labeled Obama’s brand of leadership “a tremendous relief” to her.  To this, she 

added: “The dignity and purposeful intelligence that Mr.  Obama seems to 

project is a source of great hope to me.” 

Kirby, age 76, seemed to echo the guarded optimism of 55-year-old 

Meredith when he said: “I suppose every new election you start out hopeful and 

pleased to a large extent and eventually you get disappointed . . ..  [B]ut I 

continue to hold the opinion that I have never been more impressed or hopeful 

than I am now.” 

Perhaps Machiavelli foresaw Mr.  Obama’s ascendance in a political 

culture troubled by its doubts about virtue.  Every generation or so, Machiavelli 

theorized in his third book of Discourses, bodies politic that had threatened to 

break under the strain of evil and self-serving political inclinations could be 

renewed.  What it takes, he wrote, is a merger of fortune and virtu—a politicized 

sense of virtue sometimes translated as valor—to spawn an inspiring new 
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leader.  A number of my respondents found such a merger to be housed in 

Barack Obama. 

Conclusion 

The nation’s Founders had less confidence in democratic purity than in 

filtering populist desires through representative governance.  This preference 

marked the beginning of a uniquely American brand of civic irony.  As Jennifer 

R. Mercieca (2008) observes, “America’s democratic style functions as a 

powerfully enticing legerdemain—a slight of hand” that offers only ambiguous 

promises to empower the people.  In a poignant paradox, “the people know 

themselves not to be in power, yet the people want to believe that they are in 

power” (p. 448).   

Given that Americans continue to stubbornly mislabel their system of 

government a democracy rather than a republic, perhaps we should not be 

surprised that they are uncertain how virtue can be exercised within it.  In this 

chapter, I uncovered myriad incongruities when my respondents tried to clearly 

define virtue in a political system that is often opaque to them at best. 

Consider Coleman and Keaton, who disagreed in the starkest of terms 

about whether leaders ought to follow the will of the people.  Said Coleman, a 

political independent in Connecticut: “That’s a big problem with most 

politicians.  They try to appease constituents rather than look at issues in 

general.  Screw the constituents.”  Keaton, a Kansas Republican, countered: “If 

their constituents want to legalize homicide, that’s the way they should vote.  

Even though it goes against their beliefs, they should do what their constituents 

want.”   
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These two respondents epitomize how people talk past one another when 

describing what matters to them in political life.  People may admire the same 

virtues—integrity, honesty, morality, courage, empathy and more.  But they do 

not label them the same way, thus contributing to a crucial paradox in American 

politics—agreement without consensus.  In other words, my respondents shared 

the belief that political virtue could be found, but they steadfastly disagreed 

with one another when it came to assessing empirical manifestations of political 

virtue.  Their “model,” in short, did not fit the world in which they lived. 

Some of my respondents felt that politics should be true to itself; others 

felt it should acknowledge popular will.  Still others insisted that 

problem-solving ought to come before partisan ideology.  Yet ideology invariably 

colors how people label and value virtue in their leaders.  Compromise, 

although foundational to managing diversity in political affairs, can seem like 

capitulation if it means straying from conviction.  Not all people, then, will ever 

agree on the manifestation of virtue in any public leader or political act.   

Yet, oddly enough, people of opposing ideologies often identify 

remarkably similar virtues in leaders as diverse as Barack Obama and Ronald 

Reagan.  The consubstantial nature of Obama’s and Reagan’s profiles suggests 

that in every acclaimed Democrat there is something of a Ronald Reagan and 

that, in the future, every revered Republican likely will embody a touch of 

Barack Obama. 

Such paradoxes are potentially troubling, especially if we become 

accustomed to finding virtue only where we want to find it.  Is it possible that 

we fear the presence of integrity, and its companion virtue of moral conviction, 
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in those whose ideologies we oppose?  If integrity means adhering to beliefs 

even in the face of disapproval, why would we not fear it in a political foe?  

Perhaps Caddy voiced a deep-seated truism when she said that more integrity in 

politics might not be a good thing unless it exists in a leader she admires.   

If integrity requires an unyielding nature, how can high-minded leaders 

make common cause during bipartisan problem-solving?  If politicians who 

cross party lines are thought to be traitorous, how can compromises be 

reached?  If we adhere to ideologies we believe are morally upright, how can we 

see our political foes as anything but immoral?  On the other hand, if integrity 

becomes overly accommodating, what keeps policies from shifting with the 

winds?  What keeps integrity whole, virtuous?   

Hope for resolving these tensions lies, oddly, in the failure to achieve 

consensus about what integrity means in the first place.  Recall that some of 

my respondents valued consistency, some flexibility, and others demanded both 

in their leaders.  When I discussed with Cary how this dilemma might be 

resolved, he responded that consistency in honoring one’s core values is 

different from holding fast to policy choices.  “Obviously we want certain 

consistencies, especially of virtue and character,” Cary told me.  “But . . . new 

information comes to light and people just refuse to change their mind, that’s a 

virtue?  I see that as stubbornness and intellectual immaturity.”   

In other words, if a leader holds fast to a fixed set of values, integrity 

could permit changing positions on policy issues in a manner consistent with 

those values as circumstances change.  In this way, leaders can be both 

consistent and flexible.   
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Yale law professor Stephen L. Carter (1996) similarly opines that what 

people fundamentally desire in a leader, even beyond consistency, is thoughtful 

reflection on what that leader stands for.  “Although we rarely acknowledge the 

point,” he argues, “we like our leaders to be morally reflective people, 

individuals for whom a difficult problem is an occasion for careful thought” 

(p. 30).  Whether a leader chooses to yield or hold fast on any given issue, 

people want to believe that the decision has been made with some deliberation, 

he writes.  Straying from consistency is tricky terrain for any politician to 

negotiate.  But, Carter argues, people do value a kind of reflective 

reasonableness over a reflexive rigidity.  “I believe it is that reflective character, 

more than the steadfastness, that we truly value,” he writes (p. 31).   

If Carter (1996) is correct, then this chapter’s findings may ultimately 

mean that people want leaders of integrity who stand firm but who are 

thoughtful in ways that do not preclude changing their opinions when change is 

warranted.  Perhaps this brand of virtuous politics, the capacity to distinguish 

between values and opinions, can help to create a working consensus.   

As for the larger questions raised here—including how we might come to 

accept labels of morality and courage in our ideological foes—Kenneth Burke 

likely would argue for shifting the focus to our similarities, for putting 

identification ahead of division.  Yet partisanship is founded, and thrives, on 

political difference.  Politics would not be politics otherwise.  For Americans, 

perhaps virtue lies in acknowledging their several blind spots even as they 

recognize their consummate diversity as a people. 
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I have ended this chapter by focusing on my respondents’ concerns 

about the influence of special interests because that is where people seem to 

feel particularly troubled—and especially impotent—when assessing public life.  

In the next chapter, I will explore how special-interest influence is monitored 

and constrained in the United States, and what messages newspapers send to 

citizens about their leaders’ integrity.   
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Chapter 4 

The Paradox of Leadership: Deferring Claims of Integrity 

“Unseemly” would hardly begin to describe it.  Just a month after Barack 

Obama was elected president, Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich was arrested 

for a “brazen and stunning display of corruption” that included allegations he 

had schemed to sell his appointment to fill Obama’s vacated U.S. Senate seat.  

U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald opined to the Chicago Sun-Times that 

Blagojevich’s “conduct would make Lincoln roll over in his grave” (Korecki, 

2008, p. B2).  A few weeks later, the Illinois Senate removed the governor from 

office. 

Conviction of politicians on federal corruption charges became so 

common in Connecticut that some citizens I interviewed called their state 

“Corrupticut.”  Former Governor John Rowland served 10 months in prison for 

trading his influence for more than $100,000 in gifts.  After his guilty plea, the 

Connecticut Post reported that “the Corrupticut list” of guilty officials had grown 

to “a governor, two Waterbury mayors, a Bridgeport mayor, a former state 

treasurer, a sitting judge, Meriden's former town manager and many of their 

associates” (Mayko & Dixon, 2004, n.p.). 

In Massachusetts, three consecutive House speakers have faced criminal 

charges, most recently Salvatore DiMasi, who was indicted in June, 2009, for 

allegedly rigging multimillion-dollar state contracting bids (Monahan, 2009, 

p. 1).  “The public has seen more than enough of business as usual on Beacon 

Hill, where evidence of payoffs can wind up everywhere from the undergarments 
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of former state Senator Dianne Wilkerson to the e-mail messages of DiMasi's 

cronies,” editorialized the Boston Globe under the headline, “Up to here with 

corruption” (2009, p. 14). 

For all the Globe’s stated dismay, journalists typically leap at reporting 

the kinds of integrity breaches illustrated in these federal cases.  If disputes are 

a staple of political reporting, corruption offers its most gripping tales and 

juiciest headlines.  “Almost all journalists relish conflict,” observes Michael 

Schudson (2008) in his book, Why Democracies Need an Unlovable Press (p. 57).  

Concedes a fellow defender of the American press, Roderick P. Hart (2000), in 

Campaign Talk: “Political news is reliably negative” (p. 173). 

Yet scholars do worry over fallout from media negativity.  Journalists 

who strive to avoid being manipulated by politicians, writes Schudson (2008), 

wind up casting political leaders “as self-interested, cynically manipulative, and 

contemptuous of the general public” (p. 58).  Robert Entman (1997) asserts that 

political coverage playing up the negative threatens social capital.  Media norms 

that typically “seek out, simplify, and emphasize political conflict” run counter 

to safeguarding “the level of trust and empathy in a society,” he argues 

(pp. 33-34). 

Thomas E. Patterson (2000) reports that a content analyses across a 

20-year span found that coverage of presidential candidates, federal agencies 

and Congress had grown uniformly more negative than positive.  “As portrayed 

by the press, America’s public leadership is almost universally inept and 

self-serving,” states Patterson in his report, Doing Well and Doing Good, housed 

at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government (p. 10).  “The 
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real bias of the press today is . . . a pronounced tendency to report what is 

wrong with politics and politicians rather than what is right” (p. 14).  Similarly, 

journalist James Fallows (1996) writes in Breaking the News that if political 

reporters  

held themselves as responsible for the rise of public cynicism as they 

hold “venal” politicians and the “selfish” public; if they considered that 

the license they have to criticize and defame come with an implied 

responsibility to serve the public—if they did all or any of these things, 

they would make journalism more useful, public life stronger, and 

themselves far more worthy of esteem.  (p. 270) 

Given this spate of criticism, we would hardly expect research to find 

that newspapers are illuminating the virtues of their states’ leaders.  If 

newspapers alluded to political virtue at all, we might suppose, they would 

surely report its absence.   

Yet I found the opposite.  Leading newspapers that I analyzed in 

California, Kansas, Connecticut and Maine conveyed hundreds of instances of 

virtue in their state’s chief executives and senior U.S. senators.  These virtue 

messages—embedded in news and feature stories, editorials, op-ed pieces, 

opinion columns, and letters to the editor—were, overall, far more likely to find 

virtue than to find it missing. 

The Topeka Capital-Journal, for instance, editorialized that 

then-Governor Kathleen Sebelius, “has spent much of her career fashioning a 

persona as a consensus-builder more interested in crafting responsible policy 

than pursuing a political agenda” (“Rocky road,” 2008, p. 4).  A front-page story 
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in the Portland Press Herald, solidly relayed the flexibility of U.S. Senators 

Olympia Snowe and Susan Collins of Maine by reporting, without attribution, 

that they had “established themselves as independent thinkers who are willing 

to buck the party line” (Bradbury, 2008, p. A1).  Even when messages were 

more subtle, political virtues were clear.  An op-ed piece in the San Francisco 

Chronicle credited the California governor with inclusiveness, showing he had a 

heart: 

The fate of this [health care] measure now rests with Gov. Arnold 

Schwarzenegger, who highlighted the issue with poignancy in his State of 

the State address.  The governor cited the plight of a self-employed San 

Diego man who lost his coverage after being diagnosed with lymphoma.  

(Diaz, 2008, p. G4)  

Sometimes journalists—sometimes grudgingly—proclaimed virtue from 

the rooftops.  Los Angeles Times political columnist Skelton (2008b), a 

decades-long veteran of the California Capitol Press Corps, lauded a show of 

industriousness, flexibility and idealism at the state Capitol in this way:  

Put down the pitchforks.  Stop hurling the bricks.  Politicians in the state 

Capitol have not been total screw-ups this year . . ..  [T]he scene wasn’t 

all ugly.  In some spots, it was downright visionary.  In fact, there were 

several admirable instances of politicians legislating the way they're 

ideally supposed to, using the system the way it’s set up, by calmly 

conferring and compromising.  (p. B1) 

Despite constraints imposed by journalistic mores of fairness and 

impartiality, I found that political reporters were quite willing to highlight virtue 
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when they happened upon it.  Favorite story frames that dramatize or 

personalize the news (Bennett, 2007) could illuminate virtue in ways either 

subdued or showy.  For instance, the Portland Press Herald published an 

extended quotation from David Farmer, Maine Governor John Baldacci’s 

spokesman, that quietly but clearly conveyed Baldacci’s decisiveness: 

“A casino is not good economic development.  The governor is opposed, no 

matter who is behind it,” Farmer said.  “You are taking money out of 

people’s pockets based on a false hope of an easy fortune.  With a casino, 

the house always wins.”  (Bell, 2008, p. A1, emphasis added) 

Had the story’s author, Bell, merely reported that “according to his spokesman, 

the governor is opposed to a casino,” Baldacci would not have appeared as 

boldly confident or determined—decisive qualities that, the literature shows, 

Americans admire in their leaders.  At the same time, of course, Farmer’s 

quotation intensifies the controversy, etching a proverbial line in the sand that 

ratchets up the story’s drama.   

Somewhat splashier, a human-interest story by the Associated Press, 

published in The Topeka Capital-Journal, personalized Sebelius as a model 

citizen for swapping the Governor’s Office for the courthouse when accepting a 

summons for jury duty: 

“I’d love to serve on a jury.  I’ve never had that opportunity,” Sebelius 

said before entering the courthouse.  “I think it’s important that 

everybody take that civic responsibility.”  . . . “I’m really pleased that 

she’s here,” said District Judge Nancy Parrish, the county’s chief judge.  
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“It is a good message to prospective jurors.”  (“Governor called,” 2008, 

n.p.) 

The same media norms criticized for introducing negativity and 

superficiality into political stories, then, also can be used to describe politicians 

acting as strong, responsible and otherwise virtuous public leaders.   

What newspapers bestow, of course, they can take away.  Negative virtue 

claims could appear, just as positive ascriptions did, on either news or opinion 

pages.  The Topeka Capital-Journal, for instance, questioned the 

industriousness of U.S. Senator Sam Brownback in a front-page story: 

“Brownback was absent from 135 of those 442 votes, some of them on 

important legislation.  During one 14-day period in the middle of July, the 

senator missed 38 of 39 votes” (Carlson, 2008a, p. A1).  A letter to the editor in 

the San Francisco Chronicle similarly took issue with industriousness in U.S. 

Senator Dianne Feinstein: 

There is a major election about to take place and the Democratic Party 

has nominated a candidate, but our Democratic senator, Dianne 

Feinstein, seems not to be aware of this, as her voice is silent and her 

support is not evident . . ..  She has just gone into hiding.  There is also a 

major financial meltdown in our country, yet our senator is apparently 

on vacation, or couldn’t care less, or does not have the ability to even try 

to assist in improving the situation.  Where are you Sen. Feinstein, now 

that we need you?  (Weitzman, 2008, p. B4) 

All told, however, leading newspapers in California, Kansas, Connecticut 

and Maine published 2.4 times more positive than negative virtue ascriptions 
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for the eight politicians in my study.  That this is surprising suggests that 

favorable attributions are largely overlooked by audiences while negative 

ascriptions are disproportionately noted and remembered.   

Why is this the case?  If newspapers are willing to report that leaders 

have shown industriousness, inclusiveness, decisiveness, flexibility and more, 

why do negative images seem more enduring in the public consciousness?  Why 

are Americans most inclined to believe what is unflattering about their 

politicians?  One possibility is that popular and scholarly attention to campaign 

coverage—where disputes and controversies are most rife—overwhelms what 

occurs in political life between the campaigns, those moments when virtue is 

applied to governance to make political systems function.   

Some, however, likely would not be surprised at the upbeat nature of my 

findings.  A body of critical scholarship (e.g., Herman & Chomsky, 2002; 

McChesney, 1999, 2004; Tuchman, 1978) argues that news organizations—

their ownership concentrated in a handful of cartel-like corporations 

(Bagdikian, 2004)—are enmeshed in the political system they purport to cover.  

“The media are no longer, if they ever were, primarily institutions of public life 

but profit or loss centers for large corporations,” observe Denis McQuail, Doris 

Graber, and Pippa Norris (1998, p. 253).  Critics argue that for-profit media, 

however they may be struggling to find viable models in an Internet age, are 

designed as conduits between advertisers and consumers rather than 

information hubs for the civic-minded.  Bartholomew H. Sparrow (1999) in his 

book, Uncertain Guardians, observes that news outlets are better equipped to 

serve their own concerns than citizens’ needs for civic watchdogs.   
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My findings suggest a middle course between criticisms that American 

political journalists are too negative and not negative enough.  Newspapers are 

not places where politicians are either routinely derided or praised, I find.  My 

analysis points to a subtler reconstruction of the modern politician, a story I 

will tell in the following pages. 

Tallying Positive and Negative Ascriptions of Virtue 

In gathering my data, I collected 50 ascriptions, whether positive or 

negative, of any of the eight political virtues referenced for each governor and 

each senior senator in California, Kansas, Connecticut and Maine from each of 

their state’s two highest-circulation newspapers. I gathered claims in reverse 

chronological order, beginning October 30, 2008. These procedures created 16 

lists of claims, two lists per politician.  As shown in Table 4, positive ascriptions 

led negative claims on 14 of the lists, sometimes by resounding margins. 

Senator Christopher Dodd, who had a solid positive-to-negative tally of 

31-19 in the Connecticut Post, received almost the reverse ratio in the Hartford 

Courant—18 positives to 32 negatives.  Dodd’s exceptional case will be explored 

later in this chapter.  The only other deviation from a net positive count was the 

tie for U.S. Senator Sam Brownback in The Topeka Capital-Journal.   

If political reporters are attack dogs preoccupied with stoking 

controversy, why are the positive-to-negative ratios for Senators Feinstein and 

Snowe, and for Governor Baldacci, overwhelmingly positive?  On the other 

hand, if reporters are lap dogs who complacently accept whatever political 

morsels are fed them, why are the positive margins for Governors 

Schwarzenegger in the Los Angeles Times and Jodi Rell in the Hartford Courant  
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Table 4 

Total Positive and Negative Claims for Virtue Ascribed to Eight Politicians by the 

Two Highest-Circulation Newspapers in Their States, and Publication Date of the 

50th Virtue Collected in Each Paper 

Politician Newspaper Positive 
Claims 

Negative 
Claims 

 Date of 50th 
Virtue 

Sen. Dianne Feinstein Los Angeles Times 46 4 2-4-08 

Sen. Dianne Feinstein 
San Francisco 
Chronicle 40 10 

12-6-07 

Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger Los Angeles Times 27 23 

9-25-08 

Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger 

San Francisco 
Chronicle 29 21 

9-10-08 

Sen. Sam Brownback Wichita Eagle 39 11 11-11-07 

Sen. Sam Brownback 
Topeka 
Capital-Journal 25 25 

1-23-07 

Gov. Kathleen Sebelius Wichita Eagle 39 11 6-6-08 

Gov. Kathleen Sebelius 
Topeka 
Capital-Journal 31 19 

5-28-08 

Sen. Christopher Dodd Hartford Courant 18 32 6-25-08 

Sen. Christopher Dodd Connecticut Post 31 19 7-10-08 

Gov. M. Jodi Rell Hartford Courant 27 23 9-10-08 

Gov. M. Jodi Rell Connecticut Post 37 13 8-8-08 

Sen. Olympia Snowe Bangor News 45 5 4-24-08 

Sen. Olympia Snowe Portland Press Herald 42 8 9-30-07 

Gov. John Baldacci Bangor News 46 4 8-16-08 

Gov. John Baldacci Portland Press Herald 42 8 4-2-08 

Total  564 236  
 

so narrow?  What accounts for the mixed results for Senators Dodd and 

Brownback between the two leading newspapers in their states?  At a 

minimum, these figures show that the press is more positive than negative in 
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what it publishes about the performance of political leaders, although not 

uniformly so. 

Sparrow (1999) suggests that political journalists stray from their 

professionally preferred roles as watchdogs to become either attack dogs or lap 

dogs depending upon whether they are covering contests laden with conflict or 

staid policy matters generating little disagreement.  Media norms hamstring 

reporters in probing issues and actions if the stories appear one-sided, he 

observes.  Given Sparrow’s observations, might politicians who accrued the 

narrowest positive-to-negative ratios be most willing to wade into the fray?   

Ascriptions of Integrity 

Some might suspect that lapsed integrity would be the most frequent 

claim to surface in my study.  But that was not quite the case.  Charts 4 and 5 

show newspapers’ total positive and total negative ascriptions, respectively, for 

all eight virtues.  The 128 positives for decisiveness narrowly edged out 

123 negatives for integrity, making assertions that leaders had acted decisively 

my study’s most common claim.  Furthermore, for every claim of lapsed integrity, 

I found nearly three claims of decisiveness, industriousness or inclusiveness, the 

three virtues most often attributed positively by newspapers.  Even less 

expected than this ratio of good virtues to bad were the 88 claims that showed 

the presence of integrity in politicians. A closer look at the numbers reveals an 

even more fundamental surprise.  The reader may recall that virtue claims 

appeared in news and opinion sections; they were contributed by journalists 

and non-journalists alike, including writers of letters to the editor.  At first 

blush, one might assume that the substantial list of integrity lapses was  
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Chart 4 

Positive Virtue Claims in the Two Largest-Circulation Newspapers of California, 

Kansas, Maine and Connecticut 
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Chart 5 

Negative Virtue Claims in the Two Largest-Circulation Newspapers of California, 

Kansas, Maine and Connecticut 
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produced mostly by journalists, given their legendary skepticism.  Appearing to 

support this assumption, Hart (2000) observes that the words of letter-writers 

tend to be more positive than journalists’ reportage.  Hart’s computer analysis of 

letters to the editor and news articles published over a 48-year period shows 

that while “letter-writers are often cranky, they are far more upbeat than the  

average news story.”  Hart adds: “Perhaps that is why, when pressed, voters 

identify more readily with political leaders than with media personnel, persons 

who seem unable to find good news to report” (p. 211). 

While reporters are scorned for having scant good news to offer a 

troubled world, letter-writers are praised and appreciated by editors for a 

certain nobility of spirit.  The Masthead, the journal of the National Conference 

of Editorial Writers, observes that 

letters, at their best, are a window into how events of the day are seen by 

folks who don’t pontificate for a living, and who are not necessarily 

experts, but who simply take the trouble to express convictions of ideas 

in their own way.  By so doing, they add to the public dialogue and 

contribute an important dimension to opinion pages.  In a sense, letters 

democratize debate.  (Cranberg, 2004, pp. 10-11)  

Sometimes, I found, letter-writers were willing to connect the dots to 

suggest integrity.  James Carpenter (2008a), for instance, wrote in letter to the 

Wichita Eagle: “Gov. Kathleen Sebelius was elected to represent the people of 

Kansas, not certain groups, and has done so with class, dignity and 

impartiality” (p. A2). 
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As it turned out, however, this citizen’s praise was far from 

commonplace.  On the contrary, most of the 123 claims of lapsed integrity I 

counted in newspapers were not made by journalists but by letter-writers, 

partisan commentators, or others outside the realm of day-to-day 

newsgathering.  Political reporting—based on facts and observations—more often 

identified the presence of integrity.  Opinion pieces—driven by arguments and 

perceptions—more often found integrity missing.  A resounding 54 of the 65 

integrity claims I counted in letters to the editor were negative, a downbeat ratio 

of 5-1.   

When claims from non-journalists are removed from my study’s 88 

positive and 123 negative ascriptions of integrity, the 1-to-1.4 

positive-to-negative ratio is almost exactly reversed.  Journalists’ claims 

produced a net positive for political integrity, at 75 to 56, or 1.34 favorable 

claims for every negative one.  This is a paradox indeed.  How did hardened 

political reporters become the purveyors of integrity versus those who wrote 

letters to the editor? 

As Schudson (2008) suggests, political journalists do care about the 

political arena.  They and the politicians they cover inhabit the same world—far 

removed from most citizens.  They spar with one another in news conferences, 

puzzle over the same policy details in legislation, labor in the same ornately 

appointed buildings, share conversations over drinks in the same bars.  

Journalists arguably are better positioned than most citizens to bear witness to 

integrity in leaders, where it exists.  Because they care about public affairs, and 
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are vested in promoting the same sort of caring in others, they have some 

motivation to report virtue when they see it.   

Other factors, too, help explain why my study’s non-journalists were 

more eager than journalists to claim shortfalls in integrity.  Opinion writers are 

not required to adhere to reporters’ standards of fairness.  Thus, it can be a 

simple matter for a letter-writer to argue an integrity lapse in a commentary—

alleging, for instance that a politician has voted to take “this country in the 

wrong direction” (Ragsdale, 2008, n.p.)—than for a reporter to question integrity 

in a fact-based news story.  Furthermore, people may be more likely to write to 

newspapers when they are disgruntled than when they are pleased.  Thus, a 

single journalist’s critique of a politician’s integrity may fuel a spate of negative 

assertions in follow-up letters and other commentaries.  Finally, editors may 

run more negative than positive integrity claims from opinion-writers because 

they are lively or generically appropriate (i.e., they conform to the “grumpiness” 

expected of letter-writers).   

Also surprisingly, given popular criticisms that story frames are 

tailor-made for negativity, I found that favored news frames of conflict offered 

considerable room for relaying integrity.  As Entman (1993) explains, reporters 

in framing stories use or discard elements “in such a way as to promote a 

particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation and/or 

treatment recommendation” (p. 52).  In framing political conflicts, I found, 

stories could pit the public good against some threatened policy evil, casting 

politicians who aligned with the public interest as morally upright.  Because 

virtue has to be shown to be known, using quotations could convey a 
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politician’s stated feelings, beliefs or motives in ways that buttressed story 

frames of right over wrong.   

The Bangor Daily News, for instance, in contrasting the good of 

affordable home-heating oil with the evil of death by freezing, claimed integrity 

(as well as decisiveness and industriousness) for Senator Olympia Snowe:  

Snowe expressed anger at her colleagues in Congress for failing to 

increase funding for LIHEAP [the Low Income Home Energy Assistance 

Program] before beginning their five-week summer break on Aug.  1 

[decisiveness].  She vowed to continue the battle in September 

[industriousness].  “It’s a basic commodity that can make a difference 

between life and death,” she said of heating oil.  “I think the federal 

government needs to step up to the plate [integrity, in taking 

responsibility for acting on the side of life against death].”  (Gagnon, 

2008, p. A1) 

Journalists’ and Non-Journalists’ Integrity Claims  

Positive and negative integrity ascriptions for each politician in my study 

are shown in Chart 6.  Senators Feinstein and Snowe, along with Governor 

Baldacci, received net positives.  However, if letters to the editor were deducted, 

Senator Brownback would have been in solid positive territory as well.  A 

whopping 16 of his 19 negative integrity ascriptions came from letter-writers, 

who frequently criticized Brownback’s policy positions as wrong-headed.  As 

letter-writer Gregory Bontrager (2008) wrote in the Wichita Eagle: 

Of all the problems wrought by my party of choice, the biggest 

disappointment is Sen. Sam Brownback, R-Kan . . ..  Now, all I see is a 
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politician pandering to an increasing population of illegal aliens in the 

hope of garnering votes at the expense and welfare of his fellow 

citizens . . ..  We see in Brownback a disturbing thing that happens to 

many politicians who have held office too long—they forget they hold 

office to serve constituents, not their own re-election.  (p. A2) 

On the other hand, journalists’ integrity claims could portray Brownback 

as responsible and consistent.  For instance, Topeka Capital-Journal reporter  

Chart 6 

Total Numbers of Positive and Negative Integrity Claims Published in Newspapers 

for Eight Politicians, by Positive Claims 
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Tim Carpenter (2008b), in publishing a Brownback quotation that advocated 

reduced auto emissions, noted that Brownback owned environmentally friendly 

vehicles: “‘It is through investment that we're going to move forward on 

technologies that use less carbon and reduces [sic]carbon dioxide emissions,’ 

said Brownback, owner of two hybrid cars” (p. 6).  Although it editorialized 
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against the action, the Wichita Eagle did acknowledge that “five of six Kansans 

on Capitol Hill [including Brownback] who voted against the financial-market 

rescue believed they were standing fast on principle” (“Delegation let,” 2008, 

p. A2).   

Subtracting integrity claims by non-journalists also would cut the stack 

of integrity lapses against Senator Dodd by more than half, from 38 to 17.  As 

Chart 7 shows, counting claims solely from journalists would bring Dodd’s  

Chart 7 

Positive and Negative Integrity Claims after Deducting Claims from 

Non-Journalists from Newspaper Ascriptions, by Positive Claims 
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negative ascriptions into line with 16 for Rell and not far from the 13 received 

by Schwarzenegger, softening Dodd’s status as my study’s overwhelming 

frontrunner for faltering integrity.   

Still, journalists came down hard on four politicians—Dodd, Rell, 

Schwarzenegger and, to a lesser extent, Sebelius—thereby illustrating that the 

press as a whole is neither consistently positive nor predictably negative 
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vis-a-vis integrity.  Perhaps the papers in Maine were less inclined to critically 

review Snowe and Baldacci than were the Connecticut papers to question the 

integrity of Rell and Dodd.  Perhaps, too, given that three of the four recipients 

of net integrity deficits were governors, gubernatorial actions generally receive 

more scrutiny from a state’s newspapers than do those of senators located in 

more distant Washington, D.C.  As Table 4 showed, time spans covered by each 

set of 50 published virtues usually were longer for senators than for governors.  

Self-Ascriptions of Virtue by Politicians 

Of course, politicians can short-circuit cumbersome—and 

unpredictable—media assessments by creating their own virtue profiles on their 

websites.  Here, unimpeded by media mores, space limits or story frames, 

politicians can control postings to showcase their virtues as they wish.  Given 

that citizens put a premium on integrity, yet suspect that politicians are driven 

by grand egos and selfish desires (Hibbing & Theiss-Morse, 2003), we might 

assume that political leaders would jump at the chance to call attention to their 

own high-mindedness on their government websites. 

Once again, we would be largely mistaken.  In reviewing 12,000 words 

from the websites of each of my sample’s leaders, I counted self-ascriptions of 

virtue ranging from a low of 37 claims on Governor Schwarzenegger’s site to a 

high of 65 on Senator Brownback’s.  Among a collective 402 claims across 

96,000 words on all their sites were just 34 ascriptions of integrity, only 8.5% of 

all claims.   

 Far from focusing on integrity, politicians most often found in themselves 

the same three virtues that journalists most frequently attributed to them, 
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although with a different emphasis.  Newspapers typically featured 

decisiveness, the leadership virtue.  But Chart 8 shows that my study’s 

incumbents—well-versed in campaigning for jobs that serve people—most 

frequently claimed inclusiveness.  In devoting fully a third of their 

self-ascriptions to this virtue, politicians strived to show that they were 

other-oriented, a quality that researchers tell us citizens especially value 

(Hibbing & Theiss-Morse, 2003).  However, by putting their virtue emphases on  

Chart 8 

Tallies for Positive Virtue Claims on Politicians’ Official Websites 
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connecting, leading, and working hard, politicians spoke most directly to the 

story interests of the reporters who covered them, not to the citizens who most 

desired something loftier in their leaders. 

Journalists and politicians themselves separately agreed, then, that 

politicians are most likely to display virtues of inclusiveness, decisiveness and 

industriousness, arguably the workhorses contributing to the  everyday 

operations of governance.  Unexpectedly, however, I found that newspapers put 
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more emphasis than politicians did on adding a positive dose of integrity to the 

mix.  As a percentage of positive claims, newspaper were nearly twice as likely 

to suggest that politicians had integrity as were politicians themselves. 

Here we find another paradox.  Why would politicians defer to the 

temperamental watchdogs of the press to illustrate their own high-mindedness?  

The matter is complex.  As Aristotle (1987) muses in Ethics, declaring oneself 

modest can be considered shameless (p. 60).  The conceited, he opined, “are 

foolish and ignorant of themselves, and make themselves conspicuous by being 

so” (p. 127).  Claiming high-mindedness misses the mark, becoming a 

self-aggrandizing contradiction of virtue.  In asserting that virtue reflects a 

mean, Aristotle argued that both excess and deficiency were fatal (p. 45).  This 

means that boasting about one’s integrity is nearly as bad as lacking it 

altogether.   

Given this irony, how can a politician win?  Table 1 in Chapter 2 

suggested that integrity can be shown in many ways—by adhering to a personal 

code of ethics, by placing the public interest ahead of self-interest, by showing 

courage.  But I found that politicians on their websites were more demure.  

They simply claimed that they were responsible people who knew right from 

wrong and left it at that.  (Senators Brownback and Snowe did this most often.) 

For meatier attributions of integrity, third-person rhetoric, it turned out, was all 

but essential.  Governor Rell, for instance, used the third-person to state in her 

website biography: “She restored faith, integrity and trust back to state 

government.”  Brownback put high-minded attributes in the words of unnamed 

others: “His colleagues say he is one of the most sincere people in Congress, 
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and even those who don’t agree with him never doubt his conviction and 

appreciate the respectful way he debates even the most contentious of issues.”   

Newspapers as third-parties, then, are better positioned to ascribe integrity to 

leaders than leaders are to claim it for themselves.  But how does this work in 

practice?  What profiles might emerge when newspapers attribute integrity to 

leaders who are reluctant to showcase it in themselves?  To begin to answer 

these questions, Chart 9 compares the ratio of integrity ascriptions on each 

politician’s website to the ratio of integrity claims that each leader received from 

his or her state’s newspapers.   

Chart 9 

Percentage of Claims for Integrity on Each Politician’s Website Compared with 

Percentage of Positive Claims for Integrity in Each Politicians’ 100 Newspaper 

Claims, by Websites 
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As we see here, only Dodd and Rell had a higher ratio of integrity claims 

on their sites than were attributed to them in the newspapers.  Dodd’s negative 

coverage has been noted before.  Rell, in the same papers that covered Dodd, 
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also was subjected to several attacks on her integrity, as when a state report 

found that her chief of staff had used state equipment on public time in Rell’s 

gubernatorial campaign (“Ms.  Moody’s Wrong,” 2008, p. A14).   

Most intriguingly, the Los Angeles Times and San Francisco Chronicle 

together bestowed 28 ascriptions of integrity on Feinstein and Schwarzenegger.  

Yet Feinstein made only three integrity claims (among 53 self-ascriptions of 

virtue) on a site that she is free to manage while Schwarzenegger, in my 

analysis, made none.  Given politicians’ seeming diffidence about such matters, 

media ascriptions of integrity take on special significance.  Citizens prize 

integrity, yet citizen-letter writers are most prone to lament its absence.  It is 

left to political reporters to find true integrity where they can find it. 

Crafting Integrity Profiles in Leaders 

Since the Los Angeles Times made most of the California papers’ positive 

integrity ascriptions, I will give it special attention here.  Several of the paper’s 

14 attributions for Feinstein centered on her response to a collision in Los 

Angeles between a passenger commuter train and a freight train that killed 

more than two dozen people in 2008.  In dramatizing a Washington hearing on 

the tragedy, the Times positioned Feinstein as a veritable female David taking 

on the Goliath of an entrenched railroad bureaucracy: 

Feinstein left the hour-long hearing clearly exasperated with what she 

heard, calling the Federal Railroad Administration “an old boys’ club” in 

an interview.  “I think they sit down and talk to the railroads,” Feinstein 

said.  “I think they do what the railroads want.”  (Hymon & Dizikes, 

2008, p. B1) 
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The story places Feinstein on the side of the public against a 

self-interested industry.  Although the quotations indeed are Feinstein’s, they 

were extracted in an interview and the story’s reporters, as third parties, 

pointed to Feinstein’s passion in conveying them.  Two weeks later, Feinstein 

remained troubled over railroad industry oversight, winning her another 

integrity claim in the Times: “‘One of my findings has been that industry groups 

candidly get too cozy with the people they’re supposed to regulate,’ she said. 

‘That’s a problem and it’s got to stop’ ” (Oldham, 2008, p. B1).   

Times columnist Skelton (2008a), writing of politicians’ failed attempts to 

negotiate a resolution of California’s perennial water battles, conveyed 

Feinstein’s sense of integrity in this way: “‘They could get it done,’ Feinstein told 

me, ‘if people would do what they’re elected to do, which is to lead and solve 

problems, even if it’s painful, and cut across special interests and do the right 

thing’ ” (p. B1).  In passing along to his readers what Feinstein had told him, 

Skelton gave a third-party blessing to her claim that politicians ought to be 

public-minded, a high-water mark of political integrity.  Had Feinstein delivered 

the same quotation in a news release, she probably would have sounded 

self-righteous.  What emerges, then, is a Feinstein persona that reflects a sense 

of righteous outrage unleashed on behalf of the public interest.  These claims 

were crafted largely in Feinstein’s own words but relayed under cover of 

journalistic detachment. 

Conversely, journalistic norms also offer politicians whose integrity has 

been sullied a chance to redeem it.  A Los Angeles Times report that 

Schwarzenegger had accepted travel funds secretly donated by special interests 
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included an integrity claim for the governor from a third-party staffer.  

Gubernatorial spokesman Aaron McLear was quoted as saying, “Gov. 

Schwarzenegger does what he believes to be in the best interest of the people of 

California, not any political party or special interest, and a look at his record 

makes that clear” (Halper, 2008, p. B3).  Precisely on point, this claim would 

have sounded self-serving if mouthed by Schwarzenegger himself.  Media 

practices that make quoting a politician’s spokesperson as acceptable as 

quoting his or her boss let Schwarzenegger defend himself without sounding 

defensive.  Thus, the story’s two negative integrity claims were partially offset by 

McLear’s positive quotation (albeit a quotation positioned in the last paragraph). 

Media norms and practices, then, are as capable of claiming that 

integrity exists in a politician as that it does not.  As my Feinstein examples 

show, journalists willingly feature integrity in their reportage even though 

politicians themselves may hesitate to make such claims directly (with the 

possible exception of their paid political ads during a campaign season).  

Journalists’ willingness to convey integrity’s presence as well as its absence 

becomes crucial for the wellbeing of a polity looking for hope and inspiration 

about affairs of governance. 

The Schwarzenegger persona that emerged from his set of integrity 

claims in the Times was not as burnished as Feinstein’s.  Schwarzenegger 

received an overall integrity deficit of 11 negatives to eight positives in the 

paper.  Feinstein, however, emerged with an integrity surplus—her 14 positive 

ascriptions were counteracted by only one negative integrity claim from a letter 
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to the editor.4

On the other side of the continent, we have a different story with a more 

troublesome ending.  As we shall see, letters and other commentaries in the 

Connecticut papers castigating Senator Christopher Dodd’s integrity often were 

snide or sarcastic.  What emerges from that story is a veritable tug of war 

among political journalists and non-journalists about Dodd’s virtue.   

 Might Feinstein’s perennial popularity among Californians 

(Mitchell, 2008, A19) be tied to the integrity persona that emerged, at least 

during my study, in her state’s largest newspaper? 

How did a tidal wave of negativity wash over a five-term U.S. senator who 

was acknowledged to be exceptionally hard-working and accused of no legal 

wrongdoing?  Why did he seem powerless to stop the flood?  These are 

important questions.  To answer them, I will conclude this chapter by probing 

how integrity claims crested against Dodd and then examine crucial differences 

in the way journalists and non-journalists made their assertions.   

Dodd’s Integrity versus Dodd’s Industriousness 

Dodd’s negative integrity count of 3-38 is startling given that, as chair of 

the Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee, he was a central 

player in the upper house during the time of my study.  Situated at the vortex 

of the congressional response to the spreading mortgage and financial crises, 

Dodd convened his committee for dozens of hearings, authored cornerstone 

legislation and received high marks from his state’s leading newspapers for his 

                                                 
4 The letter-writer, George Dobosh (2008), said that Feinstein was “unfit to represent 

us” because of her support for the Senate confirmation of U.S. Attorney General 
Michael B. Mukasey, who, Dobosh stated, backed the use of torture (p. A16). 
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persistence.  He accrued more claims for industriousness—at 24—than any 

other leader in my study. 

But Dodd’s position and actions made him vulnerable to matters of 

perception.  Ascriptions of industriousness in Washington news stories can be 

dry and overly nuanced, while claims of faulty integrity are often spellbinding, 

especially when penned in the colorful language of citizens, local columnists, 

and partisan foes.  Dodd was not accused of criminality and was cleared of 

wrongdoing by the Senate Ethics Committee in August of 2009 (Olivarez-Giles, 

2009, p. B2).  But the rash of integrity charges that burned across opinion 

pages in 2008 seemed contagious.   

Negative integrity claims in the Hartford Courant and Connecticut Post 

centered on a favorable break that Dodd received on interest rates, fees and 

points from Countrywide Financial Corporation when he refinanced his two 

home mortgages with the company (Urban, 2008a, n.p.).  His critics accused 

Dodd of failing to head off the mounting home-mortgage crisis and Wall Street 

meltdown (Alexander, 2008, p. C2).  They implied that he was swayed by his 

favorable treatment from Countrywide and by receipt of more than $13 million 

in campaign donations from the financial industry (Mislick, 2008, p. A11).   

Personally threatened by the symptoms of the crisis—an epidemic of 

home foreclosures, a plunging stock market and sweeping layoffs—citizen 

letter-writers vented their anger at Dodd over the lax regulatory environment 

that even Dodd blamed for the chaos.  They remained angry, too, that Dodd had 

moved his family to Iowa in 2007 for a presidential bid that went nowhere.  The 
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senator abandoned his campaign for the Democratic nomination in January, 

2008, after faring poorly in Iowa. 

Dodd responded to the negativity with assertions that he had not known 

that Countrywide had given him special treatment.  Yet he delayed releasing his 

mortgage documents to reporters, fueling speculation about what they might 

contain (Rennie, 2008b).  As a defense, Dodd vowed to keep working hard 

(Pazniokas, 2008, p. A1).   

But Senator Dodd did not make the kinds of self-assertions when 

defending his integrity that (my analysis has shown) a politician can readily 

make.  Instead, he opened himself up to questions: Did he know right from 

wrong?  Did he create the appearance of conflict by receiving industry 

contributions and favors?  Rather than directly addressing such queries, Dodd 

blamed others for the financial crisis by saying: 

It’s important to note that these events that we talked about are not 

natural disasters.  They happened, in my view, because of 

mismanagement and deregulation that occurred on basically an 

eight-year-old coffee break by the [Bush] administration.  (Urban, 2008a, 

n.p.)  

Dodd said he would never let a campaign contribution affect the causes 

he cared about or the hearings he held, but opinion-writers were buying none of 

it.  Connecticut Post columnist Charles Walsh (2008) dismissed Dodd’s 

protestations this way: “How many times do we have to hear that kind of empty 

assurance from a politician who has somehow allowed an industry to get away 
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with . . . well, if not actual murder, at least high crimes and really bad 

felonies?” (n.p.). 

Meanwhile, reporters covering Dodd in Washington were writing about 

his central role in legislation tackling the nation’s foreclosures and the Wall 

Street crisis.  Yet, back home, opinion pages crackled with rancor as critics 

complained that the economic-bailout bill negotiated by Dodd was stuffed with 

pork.  Witness this example of dueling claims, first for industriousness, 

attributed by one of the Connecticut Post’s Washington journalists, and then for 

lapsed integrity, claimed by a Connecticut Post letter-writer: 

After a grueling week of negotiations, Connecticut Sen. Chris Dodd 

seemed relaxed early Sunday evening as congressional leaders laid out a 

107-page bill to stave off a financial ice age that economic leaders warn 

could otherwise befall the U.S. economy.  As chairman of the Senate 

Banking Committee, Dodd spent long days and nights with other 

legislative leaders to turn Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson’s three-page 

request for a $700 billion blank check to purchase bad loans into 

legislation that protects taxpayer dollars.  (Urban, 2008b, n.p.)  

Dodd you [sic] should be ashamed of himself—Connecticut taxpayers pay 

the highest taxes in the nation and he just keeps on loading up the 

spending with no regard to us hard-working folks.  Maybe he should 

move permanently to Iowa . . ..  These Washington politicians with big 

egos are very arrogant to load this rescue plan up with pork when we are 

all told this is a financial crisis.  (Nimons, 2008, n.p.) 
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Although published months apart, the following excerpts also illustrate 

how the dispassionate claims of Washington’s media elite diverged dramatically 

from the sound-bite outrage of stewing citizens.  The first is from an opinion 

piece by Connecticut Post Washington reporter Peter Urban (2008c) and the 

second from a letter by Pat Brady (2008) published in the Harford Courant: 

The interest rate Dodd received [from Countrywide] does not appear to be 

out of line with the average rates given at the time for similar refinanced 

mortgages.  Dodd has denied any wrongdoing, repeatedly stating that 

they negotiated a competitive rate available to anyone with good credit 

and a previous relationship with the company.  (Urban, 2008c, n.p.) 

He [Dodd] distances himself from the people of the state, and his 

responses to this sorry Countrywide affair are self-righteous, arrogant 

and self-absorbed . . ..  Unfortunately, too few Nutmeggers understand 

that his most recent actions are either dumb, dishonest or both.  (Brady, 

2008, p. A8) 

Dodd seemed bewildered and rather miffed by the rancor, especially 

given the effort he was putting into addressing the economic crises.  The Post’s 

John Burgeson (2008), in awarding Dodd another claim of industriousness, 

quoted the senator’s perplexity:  

“I chaired the committee for 20 months—I arrived in town and I got 

handed this issue,” he [Dodd] said.  “I’ve written all of the major 

legislation over the last year to try to provide some mitigation for people 

who were losing their homes.  So I’m a little bit surprised since this 
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problem began back a number of years ago, it didn’t start 20 months 

ago.”  (n.p.) 

In sum, a boatload of industriousness claims from journalists could not 

offset a tsunami of integrity lapses perceived by citizens.  As Chapter 3 showed, 

industriousness is a second-tier virtue in the view of the citizenry.  Multiple 

claims of lesser virtues, even workhorse virtues, do not add up to the vaulted 

virtue of integrity.  Dodd and the Washington journalists who covered him were 

talking past citizens.  Because people believed that Dodd’s tarnished integrity 

negatively affected his work in the Senate, his industriousness became 

irrelevant.  That case was made clear in this Courant letter:  

Where was Sen. Dodd when some of these financial disasters were 

unfolding? . . .  He should resign from his position as chairman of the 

banking committee.  After having this cozy relationship with some of 

these financial institutions, there is no way he can remain unbiased in 

creating legislation to prevent any of this from happening again.  

(Mislick, 2008, p. A11) 

Dodd’s virtue also took a mauling from Republican attackers in the 

Courant.  Former GOP legislator Kevin Rennie’s commentaries, for instance, 

lobbed nine of the 38 negative integrity claims at Dodd, including this 

condemnation: 

The customs and expectations of Washington continue to bewilder us.  

Dodd exemplifies its worst rituals . . ..  Dodd’s campaign finance reports 

are available to the public, so he can’t use the shroud of surly distortions 
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he wraps around his dubious mortgage documents to hide his 

fundraising.  (Rennie, 2008a, p. C3) 

Dodd’s supporters may have received equal time in Courant op-ed 

commentaries, but their arguments were unequal to the task.  They, too, used 

claims of industriousness, once Dodd’s strong suit but now an empty virtue, 

when trying to defend him (Curry, 2008; Freiser, 2008).  Only ascriptions of 

integrity—third-party assertions of Dodd’s moral uprightness and sense of 

personal ethics—could have helped cool the flames.  Yet Dodd continued to 

insist that industriousness was the answer, even as the alleged lapses sent his 

opinion-poll numbers plummeting (Pazniokas, 2008).  “The best politics,” Dodd 

responded, “is just do your job” (p. A1).   

How Did My Interviewees React to the Negative Dodd Claims? 

Perhaps the reader, remembering my interviews in Chapter 3, wonders 

how the sea of integrity claims made against Dodd influenced the Connecticut 

citizens with whom I spoke.  This question matters, for scholarship tells us that 

the media can prime how audiences judge their leaders (Iyengar, 1991) and 

influence how people perceive their leaders’ attributes (McCombs, 2004).  Given 

the way newspapers talked about Dodd, it makes sense to consider how citizens 

received the messages. 

Among the dozen Connecticut residents I interviewed, Democrats and 

Republicans alike said they believed the raft of negative integrity ascriptions 

had put Dodd in serious trouble. Just two people, both Democrats, said they 

continued to give Dodd the benefit of the doubt.  One of them, Cora, opined: “I 

have a hard time believing that he did anything really wrong.  Maybe stupid, 
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maybe not really thinking something through, and I think his mistake was not 

saying that right away.”   

The paradoxes of integrity explored here tell us that Cora is correct in her 

final thought—that Dodd could make things right only by conceding that 

something was wrong.  B. L. Ware and Wil A. Linkugel (1973) observe that 

public figures can attempt to defend themselves from character attacks by 

denying wrongdoing, explaining their motives, justifying their actions or seeking 

vindication by discrediting their accusers.  Yet Dodd had denied wrongdoing 

and blamed others without effect.  Citizens seemed in no mood for explanations 

or justifications.  By asserting that he knew what integrity ought to look like, 

Dodd could have admitted that his actions looked disingenuous.  Claiming 

innocence, that is, required admitting some guilt.   

Juxtaposing comments from Republicans and Democrats illustrates how 

citizens’ concerns about Dodd’s integrity overwhelmed his acknowledged record 

of industriousness:  

Republican Courtney:  

He’s in a mess now.  He’s too cozy with the banking industry . . ..  I think 

he’s been a good senator for the state of Connecticut, but I think he got 

used to running with the more wealthy crowd, and liked it.   

Democrat Colleen: 

It’s disturbing, because you like a particular person when he comes on 

the scene and all of a sudden he becomes somebody else 20 years later. 

Republican Cooper: 
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In my opinion he lacks ethics and he hasn’t been truthful on a lot of 

things . . . especially with this finance mess that we’re in.   

Democrat Conrad:  

There are a couple of missteps related to his mortgage situation that are 

disturbing . . . and a little disappointing to be honest with you.   

Political independent Compton observed that, when it comes to taking favors 

and campaign contributions from the financial industry, perceptions matter if 

you are the chair of the Senate Banking Committee: 

I’m not sure if he could have done anything to slow down all the bad 

moves that the banks made . . ..  [But] if the chairman of Citicorp 

donates to your campaign, and the chairman of Bank of America, it can’t 

ever look good if you make a vote that favors them.  I don’t know how 

that could work. 

There is no question, then, that politicians accused of putting 

self-interest ahead of public interest strike a raw nerve in the polity.  When this 

happens, published media claims, whatever their source, can be intensely 

memorable and deeply damaging, no matter what other virtues a politician 

might project.  Ordinary citizens can turn the attack into a blood sport by biting 

deeper than political reporters can, an observation that seems ironic but proves 

true. 

Dodd, acknowledging that he was “very aware of my present political 

standing here at home” announced in January, 2010, in Connecticut that he 

would not seek election to a sixth Senate term (“Text of Dodd remarks,” 

January 6, 2010, n.p.).   
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Conclusion 

For all their skepticism and love of scandal, journalists were 

unexpectedly buoyant about political culture.  An overwhelming 70.5% of all 

virtues ascribed by newspapers were positive.  But it was the commentary of 

non-journalists that turned my integrity counts negative.  Citizens on opinion 

pages merged suspicion and guilt to denounce leaders in ways unthinkable in 

political news-writing or even journalistic commentary.    

As newspapers fight to survive in an Internet age, civic debate is 

increasingly dominated by bloggers prone to commenting on news reports 

without doing their own fact-gathering.  News is decreasingly informed by the 

voices of career journalists, laid off by the thousands in the first decade of the 

21st century.   

The untamed negativity of citizen voices seems a threat to high-minded 

discourse, especially when online news stories are immediately followed by 

scores of anonymously posted reader opinions.  Whatever its acknowledged 

flaws, journalism is corralled by mores grounded in even-handedness.  When 

compared with angry citizen voices, for instance, Topeka Capital-Journal and 

Wichita Eagle editorials that criticized Kathleen Sebelius or Sam Brownback 

while also praising their integrity seem positively decent (“Delegation let,” 2008; 

“Rocky road,” 2008). 

If newspapers are more inclined to convey the presence than the absence 

of virtue, why is political coverage so roundly criticized as disturbingly negative?  

One reason may be that Americans—who, on the whole, are notoriously averse 

to political discord (Eliasoph, 1998)—fail to appreciate that virtue can lie in 
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conflict.  Politics is as much about conflict as compromise, as concerned with 

principled stands as with pragmatic yielding.  When Senator Dianne Feinstein 

took on an “old boys’ network” for its lax regulation of railroad safety or when 

Senator Olympia Snowe berated Congress for figuratively leaving her 

constituents out in the cold, the rhetoric was negative.  But their quests were 

public-spirited, a set of virtuous conflicts. 

In Maine, Kansas and California, four politicians—two Democrats and 

two Republicans, two women and two men—emerged in journalists’ claims as 

veritable beacons of integrity.  Ascriptions of high-mindedness, then, were not 

limited to one party or one gender.  Overall, newspapers and political leaders 

themselves constructed the American politician as a bold, firm and confident 

person who was on top of his or her game, and mindful of the needs of others. 

But would this image emerge if we asked an everyday American to 

describe an everyday politician?  It seems unlikely.  If journalists are willing to 

describe politicians as mostly virtuous, why does the citizenry miss that 

message?  Do eye-catching stories of integrity lapses, such as former Illinois 

Governor Blagojevich’s attempted sale of Obama’s Senate seat, overwhelm 

duller but more positive constructions of virtue?  If people are focused upon 

fearing what is worst in public life—the trading of political influence for 

personal gain—do they naturally overlook reports of more upstanding conduct?  

Media theories and concepts, including second-level agenda setting and 

priming, suggest that they do. 

Maxwell McCombs (2004) defines second-level agenda-setting as the 

media’s transmission of the salience of an object’s attributes—in this case, a 
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politician’s virtue.  In making virtue claims, the news media can “tell us how to 

think” about virtue in leaders.  This is especially true if an audience is 

predisposed to find virtue claims salient (p. 71).   

If citizens are “primed” by news of political scandals to pay attention to 

negative claims when they make judgments about leaders (Iyengar, 1991), then 

virtue lapses would be particularly salient for them.  People predisposed to 

attend to negative behaviors in politics could tune out positive ascriptions of 

virtue—even if the positive stories were more frequent.  As McCombs (2004) 

observes, some attributes “are more likely than others to be noticed and 

remembered by the audience quite apart from their frequency of appearance or 

dominance in the message” (p. 92). 

Citizens seemed to latch onto Senator Dodd’s alleged conflicts of interest 

as especially salient.  These allegations, concerned with putting self-interest 

ahead of public interest, probably were emblematic of suspicions people harbor 

about politicians in general (Hibbing & Theiss-Morse, 2003).  Unfortunately, 

such suspicions periodically are confirmed by stories of integrity shortfalls that 

push claims of virtuous behavior off the front pages. 

Although people abhor self-righteousness in their leaders, they can work 

up a righteous wrath about their leaders.  A single letter-writer named William 

Nimons, for example, made more integrity claims against Dodd in four letters 

published in the Hartford Courant than appeared for Dodd in both Connecticut 

papers combined.   

Why did letter-writers turn out to be so negative?  Karin Wahl-Jorgensen 

(2002), in her observations at a California newspaper she called The Bay 
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Herald, discovered that it is one thing to applaud letter-writers as civic-minded 

and quite another to monitor what they say.  “In the newsroom there was a 

sense that if left to its own devices, the public debate would turn into a 

dangerously irrational creature, an unpredictable monster,” she writes (p. 197). 

Although editors do feel duty-bound to publish the letters they receive, 

Wahl-Jorgenson (2007) reports in her book, Journalists and the Public, that “the 

ugliness of actual public discourse” means letters can be “rude, impolite, 

disrespectful, or downright sexist, racist or intolerant.”  This forces editors to 

make “crucial decisions about the tone and composition” of the public debate 

among citizens on the letters pages (p. 100).  Surely that is an argument for 

retaining the gatekeepers. 

In the final analysis, if politicians come under a kind of genetic suspicion 

from the polity, yet are constrained when asserting their own high-mindedness, 

how are people to know where integrity lies?  An answer to that question might 

be found in how political reporters go about their jobs, tracking and 

illuminating virtue both positively and negatively.  Even so, only the most 

diligent consumers will uncover the nuggets buried among mountains of policy 

reportage. 

If integrity is the standout virtue, then, and decisiveness, 

industriousness and inclusiveness are the daily workhorses of governance, 

what other virtues matter in politics?  When found, are they powerful enough to 

temper the negativity?  Once again, as the next two chapters will show, the 

answers are not what one might think at first blush.   
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Chapter 5 

The Paradox of Relationships: Conviviality as a Sign of 

High-Mindedness 

America’s most fondly remembered presidents typically were convivial 

leaders—engaging storytellers and winsome charmers who appeared larger than 

life in the company of others.  Among them, John F. Kennedy and Theodore 

Roosevelt were thought to be dynamic (Bailey, 1978; Greenstein, 2004), Dwight 

D. Eisenhower was seen as magnetic (Bailey), and Andrew Jackson was said to 

be charismatic, a leader who enjoyed a kind of mystical connection with the 

people (Chambers, 1971). 

Conviviality is the relationship virtue, a talent for attracting and 

appealing to others.  Abraham Lincoln had a “knack for personal relationships” 

that helped smooth differences with his rivals (Current, 1971, p. 140).  Ronald 

Reagan could beguile “people of any rank or station” (Cannon, 1991, p. 55).  

Franklin D, Roosevelt, “fairly oozing infectious confidence, was a geyser of 

warmth, buoyancy, cheerfulness, friendliness, and captivating personal 

magnetism” (Bailey, 1978, p. 158).   

Even presidents with conviviality deficits could admire the “populist 

virtue” in others.  Richard M. Nixon (1990) observed that no chief executive was 

more “outgoing and genial” than Eisenhower, for whom he served as vice 

president (p. 268).  Conviviality, at heart, is about liking and being liked in 

politics—a sentiment that, this chapter will show, is far from oxymoronic.   

At its most potent, conviviality combines the personal with the physical, 

creating a capacity to overwhelm people by sheer presence.  As historian Doris 
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Kearns (1976) wrote of Lyndon B. Johnson: “I saw a ruddy giant of a man with 

a strong mobile face, and a presence whose manifest energy dominated an 

entire room” (p. 2).  Biographer David Maraniss (1995) observes that people 

found it “exhilarating” to be in Bill Clinton’s “orbit,” for life around him was 

“more vital, closer to the edge, less routine, more physically and intellectually 

challenging” (p. 383).   

Conviviality can be politically persuasive as well as personally appealing.  

But how important is it to the quality of public life?  In a culture notoriously 

suspicious of its own leaders (Abramson, 1983; Drew, 2000; Hibbing & 

Theiss-Morse, 2003; Putnam, 2000), is conviviality a nicety or a necessity?  

Some scholars argue it is crucial.  As Thomas A. Bailey (1978) writes in 

Presidential Greatness, “politics is essentially the art of dealing with people,” so 

that establishing connections with other human beings is fundamental to 

cultivating popular goodwill (p. 189).  As one of my respondents, Cambria, wryly 

observed, “It’s obvious that whatever the opposite of conviviality is, you don’t 

want to be that!” Concurred Kirby, “It sure doesn’t help if a person isn’t 

pleasant and does not enjoy people.” 

Yet conviviality turns out to be an elusive virtue.  The easy rapport that 

politicians typically share with the corps of reporters who cover them daily, for 

instance, loses out to journalistic norms when the stories appear in the 

morning papers.  Audio feeds of Senator Sam Brownback’s appearances on 

local radio talk shows (available on his website) capture this good-natured 

repartee, suggesting the presence of a personable leader.  Yet Brownback 

received only two claims of conviviality among 100 virtue ascriptions from his 
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home-state’s newspapers.  Similarly, my review of 12,000 words on his website 

produced just one conviviality claim—a quotation from New York Times 

columnist Nicholas D. Kristof (2004), inserted into Brownback’s bibliography.  

Kristof declared Brownback “one of the most conservative, religious, 

fascinating—and, in many ways, admirable—politicians in America today” 

(p. A31). 

What is lost to public life when adjectives such as “fascinating” are 

snubbed by reporters in favor of conveying acts and facts?  Does it make a 

difference that conviviality goes missing?  In this chapter I argue that it matters 

a great deal.  People do yearn, I have found, for some personal tie with their 

leaders, even though my study’s interlocutors tried to suppress that craving.  

And where conviviality goes, I argue, so goes integrity, the most prized virtue.  

When conviviality is shut out, the personal side of politics is stripped away.  As 

a result, politics can seem robbed of its human essence.   

Exploring the relationship virtue illuminates the gender differences that 

surface in how citizens and newspapers describe politicians.  Male and female 

leaders, it turns out, are not equally liked among the citizenry.  Ironically, 

however, my study’s elected women and men, and its Democrats and 

Republicans, agreed upon on how all eight virtues ought to be emphasized or 

deemphasized in themselves.  In this chapter, I will examine those findings as 

well. 

In marked contrast with the way conviviality is treated, inclusiveness, 

the virtue that extols diversity and shows compassion, is common among virtue 

claims, as Chapter 4 illustrated.  By comparing newspaper ascriptions for 
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inclusiveness and conviviality, perhaps we can better appreciate the difference 

between what is routinely reported and what is not.  In the following example, 

the Bangor Daily News attributed inclusiveness to Maine Governor John 

Baldacci for his response to the closing of a leather-processing plant employing 

150 workers: 

Gov. John Baldacci expressed concern about the closure of the Berwick 

plant.  “It is difficult to see a facility shut down and hard-working 

Mainers facing economic uncertainty,” he said.  “We will continue to 

work with the company to ensure the valued employees, their families 

and impacted communities receive assistance.”  (Mack, 2008, p. B2) 

In the following instance of conviviality, the Hartford Courant reported that 

Senator Christopher Dodd and his wife, Jackie Clegg Dodd, hosted an overnight 

stay in their Connecticut home for three Michigan college students who were 

hiking from Miami to Boston to raise awareness of sexual violence.  Mrs.  Dodd 

issued an impromptu invitation to the hikers, via their website, upon reading in 

a local newspaper story that their trek had brought them to Connecticut: 

And after some home-cooked food, clean clothes and a night at the 

theater that included being introduced to the audience [all courtesy of 

the Dodds], the trio returned to the Dodd home, where the senator was 

waiting.  He stayed up and talked with them for a few hours about his 

work and government in general.  (Fillo, 2008, p. D2) 

The interplay between these claims shows that inclusiveness, as reported 

in a news section, is manifested as a policy virtue.  Conviviality, as reported in a 

lifestyle section, surfaces, in contrast, as a human virtue.  In seeming defiance 
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of Bailey’s (1978) notion that relationships are the essence of politics, however, 

political leaders claimed the relationship virtue only 5.5% of the time on their 

websites.  Conviviality accounted for just 4.6% of newspapers’ positive 

descriptions of leaders, and 4.2% of their negative claims.  (Most of the reputed 

shortfalls described GOP Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger’s stormy relations 

with state legislators, including members of his own party.)  

When my respondents were asked to formally judge a variety of political 

virtues, they seemed to think that conviviality merited only honorable mention.  

People collectively ranked it last among the eight virtues.  Oddly, however, when 

discussing what they cared about in political life, people revealed that they felt 

quite differently.  Here, they voiced an almost irrepressible desire for some 

sense of connection with their leaders.  That is, they dismissed the relationship 

virtue even as they demanded more of it.   

Witness Kassandra, who recalled what she was doing the first time she 

heard Barack Obama.  Then a state senator in Illinois, Obama was addressing 

the 2004 Democratic National Convention: “I was ironing when he started to 

speak.  I turned around.  I was fascinated by the man, by the same integrity of 

spirit I saw in John F. Kennedy.  I’m most taken with the man.” 

In acknowledging that she was “most taken” with Obama, Kassandra was 

conceding conviviality’s allure.  Captivated by his appeal, she perceived a slain 

president’s “integrity of spirit” resurrected in this promising newcomer.  Legions 

of other Democrats were smitten, too.  Record numbers of new voters energized 

by Obama would sweep him into the Oval Office four years later.  Despite her 
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passion and theirs, however, when Kassandra ranked my study’s political 

virtues from one to eight, she put conviviality second to last. 

As Kassanda’s comments reveal and as others echoed, when people do 

acknowledge conviviality, they also find integrity.  This seems counterintuitive, 

if not downright preposterous—as if Bill Cosby were somehow consubstantial 

with Mahatma Gandhi or the virtues of Ellen Degeneres were interchangeable 

with those of Mother Teresa.  Yet the lowest and highest of political virtues 

continually functioned as a pair in the data gathered here. 

Despite the decidedly masculine examples that opened this chapter, 

scholarship paints conviviality as a feminine virtue, associated with warmth 

and the communal.  In this, it contrasts sharply with agency and 

instrumentality, the masculine qualities long associated with leadership 

(Carroll, 2009, Eagly & Carli, 2003; Eagly, Makhijani, & Klonsky, 1992; 

Jamieson, 1995).  Conviviality’s feminine nature might account for attempts to 

suppress it in a masculine political world.  But what accounts for its refusal to 

be suppressed altogether?   

In addressing that question, this chapter will explore why my 

respondents volunteered great liking for two of my study’s female politicians but 

virtually none for the male leaders.  I also will address how newspapers 

translated the virtue profiles that politicians of both genders (and both major 

political parties) created for themselves.  In a final section, I will examine gender 

differences in how leaders used their websites to foster a kind of technological 

immediacy with their constituents.  Such instrumentalities matter in a culture 
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where citizens yearn to connect with political leaders and where technologies 

offer new promise for engaging in political life.   

Conviviality as a Gateway to Other Virtues 

Recall that Kassandra linked her intrigue with Obama to his “integrity of 

spirit.”  When asked to describe the virtues of her then-governor, Kathleen 

Sebelius, once again Kassandra merged conviviality with high-mindedness—

beginning with the lowest virtue and seamlessly shifting to the highest: 

She works well with almost any kind of person around.  She can talk to 

wheat farmers and talk to corporate leaders . . ..  You could walk up to 

Governor Sebelius . . ..  She’s very approachable.  She does have that 

same sense of integrity about her.  I don’t think she would sell out.  I 

think she’s in it for more than money.  She walks with integrity. 

Half a continent away, Columbia similarly opened with conviviality as she 

described the several virtues of Connecticut Governor M. Jodi Rell: “I do think 

she’s well-liked.  And I like her quite well myself . . ..  I believe she has a lot of 

integrity, she works with both sides very well, she’s intelligent and she thinks 

about what is best for the state.”  On the West Coast, Casper comingled the 

interpersonal with the lofty in a single breath as he spoke of Senator Dianne 

Feinstein: “I really do like her; I think she has a good deal of integrity.”   

Why would the most easily dismissed virtue be so intimately connected 

with the most revered?  Does this mean that people are attracted to leaders of 

integrity?  Alternatively, do they sense integrity in leaders who appeal to them?  

If so, which comes first?   
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Scholarship on interpersonal communication suggests that conviviality is 

logically prior.  An empirically proven stereotype—“what is beautiful is good”—

finds that physically attractive people are more likely than less attractive people 

to be credited with a host of favorable qualities (Dion, Berscheid & Walster, 

1972).  “[W]e believe that we really should not ‘judge a book by its cover,’” 

observes Leslie Zebrowitz (1990).  Yet, she adds, a range of positive traits—

including stronger character—are associated with people who simply look good 

(p. 70).  As Mark Knapp and John A. Daly (2002) explain it, this halo effect 

means “favorable judgments in one channel elicit similarly favorable judgments 

in the other, causing innumerable impressions to be influenced by 

attractiveness” (p. 263).  Extrapolating from this premise, we can hypothesize 

that politicians who strike constituents as personally appealing also may be 

perceived as selfless and high-minded in their political purposes. 

Conviviality differs from mere physical attractiveness, of course, by 

entailing qualities such as dynamism that emanate from the inner self.  Six of 

my 48 respondents actually rated personal appeal highly.  Among them were 

Cody and Kevin, who said leaders ought be genuinely people-oriented to attract 

enthusiastic followers.  “Gosh, it’s such a public job,” concurred Kaleb in giving 

conviviality favorable billing.  Agreed Kevin: “I think you’ve got to show you can 

lead.” 

Seventeen respondents gave conviviality a middle rating, but another 25, 

just over half of my sample, dismissed it completely.  As a result, as shown in 

Chart 1 in Chapter 3, conviviality received an unimpressive overall rating of 

only 1.6 on an adjusted scale of one to three.  By comparison, integrity rated a 
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near-perfect score of 2.94.  Cal, who gave conviviality a middling score, 

conceded it had some value: “To be an effective politician, yeah, they need to 

rub skin.”   

A Craving for Connection 

Even so, rubbing skin—meeting and greeting folks in the time-honored 

fashion of retail politics—would hardly seem a literal requirement in 

present-day America, where major campaigns typically are run through dueling 

political ads aimed at mass audiences.  Outside the cozy caucuses of Iowa and 

door-to-door primaries of New Hampshire, most Americans have little chance of 

chatting with a state or national political leader.  Given that Americans are 

notoriously ill-informed and apathetic about public affairs (Althaus, 2003; 

Neuman, 1986; Niemi & Weisberg, 2001), we might assume that most people 

would not care to chat with a politico anyway.  After all, citizens for decades 

have ranked politicians’ credibility below that of used-car salespeople (West & 

Orman, 2003).  Political columnist E. J. Dionne (1991) captured a distaste for 

all things political in his book’s title, Why Americans Hate Politics, hardly a 

clarion call for politicians to rush to press the flesh.   

As it turned out, however, my respondents did want politicians to “rub 

skin” with them.  They considered public life a shared experience, even if 

political communication often amounts to a one-sided conversation.  Meeting a 

politician, it seems clear, makes a difference.  Mitchell, for instance, said of 

Senator Olympia Snowe: “I’ve talked to her personally and I believe she’s 

sincere.”  Said Karl, speaking of Kathleen Sebelius: “I think that, socially, she 

has a very gracious presentation, she does.  I’ve shaken hands with her.”  Those 
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who had met a political leader claimed the experience had an enduring effect, 

even decades later.  Asked to name the politician he most admired, Casper 

relied: “Of the 100 people I could be thinking of, I’m going to name Hubert 

Humphrey.  I met him once, when I was in college.”  Had that made a 

difference?  Yes, Caster said, it had. 

Compton, who cited Senator Joseph Lieberman as the leader he most 

admired, recounted that Lieberman visited his daughter’s classroom after 

learning that the schoolgirl had written about the senator for an assignment.  

Compton and his wife were invited to school for the occasion.  “Before he went 

into her class, he talked with us for a few minutes,” Compton recalled of 

Lieberman.  “He seems like a very down-to-earth guy.”  Since then, Compton 

added, the senator has “kind of been on our good side.”   

Perhaps the most notable example of conviviality’s power to tap into 

higher-order virtues was recounted by Constance, who described meeting 

President George W. Bush in the Oval Office.  Their encounter stemmed from 

her work supporting families of U.S. military personnel killed in Afghanistan 

and Iraq.  Constance, a Republican, knew that Bush was unpopular, especially 

over leading the country into war.  But shaking his hand and speaking with 

him, she said, caused her to appreciate his humanity.  “I know a lot of people 

don’t approve of him and blame him for everything, but I sincerely in my heart 

believe he did what he thought was right.  Meeting him, I believe it even more,” 

she said.   

Montesquieu (1748/1977), in The Sprit of Laws, argued that the 

relationship between the citizenry and its republic is a kind of love story, 
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however stormy.  “Government is like everything else in this world: if it is to be 

preserved, it must first be loved,” he wrote.  “In republics, everything depends 

upon establishing such love” (Book IV, Chapter 5, p. 202).  Assuming this 

remains true an ocean away and 260 years later, how is political affection 

transmitted when leaders present themselves to hundreds of thousands, if not 

millions, of constituents?  “With difficulty,” seems the obvious answer.  But 

unrequited public love comes at a cost. 

Citizen letter-writers were frustrated with the mediated relationships 

that, as a practical matter, people are forced to have with their leaders.  Kevin, 

for instance, said he desired “basic honesty” in politicians but had no way of 

knowing whether it existed.  What an incumbent conveys, Kevin said, is “so 

convoluted and diluted by the time it goes into his office and comes out of his 

office, back through the filter going both ways, that you don’t know what he 

saw or thought or felt.” 

Karl, too, spoke of this lack of connectedness.  Messages “filtered 

through the political arena,” he said, “may or may not be an accurate portrayal” 

of a leader’s virtues.  He and others tried to bypass the filters by writing to 

politicians, attending functions, signing up for electronic newsletters and press 

releases, or even, in some cases, phoning or visiting their offices.  Karl 

recounted his failed attempt to interact with the leader he most admired, 

Ronald Reagan.  “I wrote him a letter, I think it was right before he went into 

his Alzheimer’s, and thanked him . . ..  I got one of those general replies back, 

you know, they get hundreds, thousands [of letters].  There was no personal 
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exchange.  But, anyway . . .,” said Karl, his voice trailing off, suggesting a story 

that lacked a satisfying ending.   

Conversely, Kelly praised Raj Goyle, a Kansas state representative, for 

his “beautiful” offer to engage with constituents through e-mail.  Mutual 

correspondence, she said, allows people to feel they are participants rather than 

political bystanders:  

He gave us an e-mail address . . ..  When we do have questions, when we 

do have needs, we could e-mail him and share our thoughts.  That was 

so beautiful; it’s like feeling we were part of the same system, that we 

were in this together.  And, realistically, the feeling is that we need to be 

in this together.   

The relationship virtue, then, is deceptively powerful.  When newspapers 

overlook it or when politicians fail to cultivate it, much more is lost than might 

be supposed.  In a culture explicitly critical of politics and politicians, 

conviviality holds the power to allure and transform, even if it is often given 

short shrift by outside observers.  What might account for this simultaneous 

attraction to, and rejection of, conviviality? 

The Need for Political Connection 

Scholarship on subjects from leadership to mediated messages helps 

explain why people can be drawn to their own leaders even as they are repulsed 

by the intractability of their political system.  Simply put, skills associated with 

winning elections—and even a politician’s proximity to power—can lend a kind 

of magnetism to officeholders.   
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A sense of shared identity naturally exists among voters already 

favorably disposed toward politicians of their own parties (Jarvis, 2005; 

Lewis-Beck et al., 2008; Polsby, 1983; Popkin, 1994).  But leaders adept at 

conveying an other-oriented vision can seem empathetic and intuitive, making 

them especially appealing to followers.  Writing in the Harvard Business 

Review, Abraham Zaleznik (1977) distinguishes between managers who run 

things and leaders who change things.  Most people, he posits, harbor a 

“longing for great leaders” (p. 68), who instinctively know how to connect with 

followers in ways that can elicit “strong feelings of identity” (pp. 73-74).   

Television’s personal nature arguably bestows or magnifies these 

qualities by transforming nearly anyone into an instant celebrity.  Darrell M. 

West and John Orman (2003) assert that, beginning with Dwight Eisenhower’s 

presidential quest in 1952, television has nurtured a culture of celebrity politics 

that seduces viewers by attaching fame and illusions of glamour to their 

leaders.  Works such as The Hidden Persuaders by Vance Packard (1957) and 

The Selling of the President, 1968 by Joe McGinnis (1969) document a rise in 

the mass-marketing of candidates aimed at enhancing their popular appeal.  In 

the ensuing years, expectations have cemented that political leaders ought to be 

dynamic celebrities, observes Anthony King (2002): 

Few political leaders before World War II were celebrities in the modern 

sense.  Now even the dullest of political leaders is treated as though he or 

she were a celebrity—or alternatively, is chastised for not being one.  It is 

a peculiarly modern indictment to say of a political leader that he or she 

“lacks charisma.”  (p. 10) 
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Television’s false intimacy lulls viewers into believing that they are 

personally connected with those who govern them, observes Roderick P. Hart 

(1999).  In a visual age, King (2002) adds, viable candidates must be “tolerably 

personable and tolerably well-equipped to appeal to voters,” so that any victor 

necessarily exudes some charm, some conviviality (p. 12).   

A somewhat related phenomenon, referenced by respondent Kirby in 

Chapter 3, finds that the electorate sometimes chooses “superman” candidates 

it hopes will rise above the foibles of human nature (Sullivan, Aldrich, Borgida, 

& Rahn, 1990).  This syndrome is, in turn, reinforced by the tendency of 

election winners to seem instantly more attractive (Foti, Fraser, & Lord, 1982).   

Despite all of this, however, politicians as a group remain decidedly 

unpopular.  In July of 2009, just 23% of Americans approved of the way 

Congress was conducting its business, while 58% disapproved, the Roper 

Center for Public Opinion Research reported.  Similarly, the Pew Research 

Center for the People and the Press in August, 2009, found that only 38% of 

people viewed their state governments favorably in a dozen states with the 

highest budget deficits, including California and Connecticut (two states in my 

study).  Given such negativity, the possibility that any member of a political 

body could be appealing still may seem puzzling.  Are there other explanations 

for the paradox? 

Here it becomes important to recognize that Americans typically fail to 

understand and appreciate that an inherently messy resolution of controversies 

lies at the core of their political system.  Because people believe that consensus 

among competing interests should be easy to achieve, Hibbing and 
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Theiss-Morse (2003) report, citizens object to politics as it is practiced in their 

statehouses and in Washington, D.C.  On the other hand, they are inclined to 

rate their own representatives more highly than they rate Congress as a whole.  

This irony likely is grounded in the person-positivity bias, a concept developed 

by David Sears (1983) that suggests people tend to view individuals more 

favorably than the groups to which those individuals belong—an oddity that 

seems especially pronounced in politics.  Sears found that “politicians 

considered separately were liked more than they were in the aggregate or as a 

group” (p. 245).  This, he explains, is because it is relatively easy to find 

qualities in an individual that are similar to our own.  We are biased toward 

liking what is similar to us—even when those qualities are found in our 

politicians.   

Female Politicians and Feelings of Liking 

Whatever the public myths about politics and politicians generally, 

people in my study voiced a particular liking for Senator Dianne Feinstein and 

Governor Jodi Rell.  Fully half of those interviewed in California and 

Connecticut expressed affection for these two women.  Put another way, a 

quarter of all respondents volunteered such sentiments.  In each of the two 

states, this occurred among equal numbers of men and women.   

Among my study’s eight leaders, only Senator Christopher Dodd received 

any acknowledgment of liking but he did so in far smaller measure.  A female 

respondent said she liked him.  Two others said they had liked Dodd in the 

past, an erosion that this chapter’s findings suggest was tied to the highly 

publicized allegations against him explored in Chapter 4. 
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Because liking is associated with integrity, we might suppose that being 

liked in politics would be a very good thing indeed.  If women politicians are 

expected to be better liked than male politicians, however, would that same 

conclusion obtain?  Is it possible that “liking” represents a kind of “soft bias” 

distinguishing male from female politicians?   

Of course, women no longer face the “hard bias” that once kept them out 

of politics altogether.  In 19th-century America, women were culturally 

consigned to a “cult of true womanhood” that assumed that female piety and 

purity (not to mention domesticity and submissiveness) naturally excluded 

them from the political arena (Campbell, 1989; Kraditor, 1981; Welter, 1966).  

The suffragists, as first-wave feminists, advocated a liberal democratic 

philosophy that Enlightenment principles ought to apply equally to everyone.  

More contemporary feminism, grounded in the second-wave movement of the 

1970s, counters that cultural and institutional overhauls are needed to 

recognize, celebrate, and accommodate gender differences.  Assimilating women 

into institutions that privilege “masculine ways of being,” this line of reasoning 

holds, requires women to behave like men (McLaughlin, 2003, p. 25).  

Threading among these philosophies, feminist theorists such as Susan Wendell 

(1987) opine that we cannot know how men and women truly differ until we 

know how they behave when treated equivalently. 

Yet female assimilation into the political patriarchy has proceeded slowly 

in the 90 years since American women won universal suffrage.  In 1979, just 

3% of the members of Congress were women.  Still, in a watershed “year of the 

woman” in 1992—when Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer together became 
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the first and second women ever elected to the U.S. Senate from California—the 

proportion of female members sent to Congress jumped from 6% to 10%.  While 

female victories have continued to set records in Washington, including Nancy 

Pelosi's ascendancy in 2006 as the first female speaker of the House, women 

comprised just 16.8% of the two houses of Congress in 2009, according to the 

Center for American Women and Politics at Rutgers.  Only six of the 50 states 

were governed by women that year, after Kathleen Sebelius left the Kansas 

Governor’s Office for the Obama administration and Sarah Palin stepped down 

from the governorship of Alaska.  Less than a fourth of state legislators were 

female. 

“When women run for office, women win elections,” observes Jennifer 

Lawless (2009, p. 78).  However, a body of research has found that women must 

overcome higher hurdles than male politicians in combating stereotypical media 

and electoral perceptions (Aday & Devitt, 2001; Carlin & Winfrey, 2009; Carroll, 

2009; Gidengil & Everitt, 2003; Huddy & Terkildsen, 1993a, 1993b; Kahn, 

1992, 1993; Kahn & Goldenberg, 1991). 

Given that stereotypically masculine qualities traditionally have been 

associated with leading, women leaders must work harder than men to prove 

themselves, report Alice H. Eagly and Linda L. Carli (2003) in a comprehensive 

review of literature on gender and leadership.  Still, it should be noted that 

female candidates may gain strategic advantages over their male rivals by 

targeting female voters and by focusing on so-called women’s issues (Herrnson, 

Lay & Stokes, 2003; Iyengar, Valentino, Ansolabehere, & Simon, 1997). 
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In view of these findings and speculations, it behooves us to explore 

whether the liking that people expressed for Feinstein and Rell was a political 

boon or a dismissive gesture.  Notably, people could say they admired my 

sample’s male incumbents without also expressing a liking for them.  Kate, for 

instance, was highly complimentary of Senator Sam Brownback, yet, like other 

Kansans, stopped short of declaring affection for him.  “I think he’s just a fine 

person . . ..  I think he’s a very decent person . . ..  He has a very nice family 

and they have adopted some children.  I have to think very highly of him,” she 

said.  People, then, did not need to like a male politician to appreciate his 

virtues.  Yet many seemed to want to like the female leaders they admired. 

This finding reflects a political Catch-22 described by Kathleen Hall 

Jamieson (1995) as a femininity/competence double-bind requiring women to 

negotiate the masculine world of politics while remaining acceptably, 

submissively, feminine.  As Jamieson explains it, woman are criticized as being 

too masculine when they seek to be assertive agents of action, yet are perceived 

as incompetent if they appear too feminine.  “Our expectations of women are 

more difficult to meet,” observes Jamieson.  “At the core of this bind is the 

assumption that woman is other and defective” (p. 18).  Eagly and Carli (2003) 

concur that women leaders must walk an especially fine line: “[A] female leader 

can be rejected because people perceive her to lack the agentic qualities 

associated with effective leadership or because she possesses too many of them” 

(p. 820). 

The double-bind memorably surfaced when presidential candidate Hillary 

Rodham Clinton grew misty-eyed when responding to a questioner during her 
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New Hampshire primary campaign in 2008.  She won the state’s contest the 

next day, despite opinion polls that had shown her trailing rival Barack Obama.  

“For years now, Hillary Clinton has tried to show how tough she is,” wrote 

Helen Kennedy (2008) of the Daily News of New York in reporting Clinton’s 

victory.  “But that didn't work.  Instead, her smashing primary success Tuesday 

came after showing a little female vulnerability, emotion and weakness” (p. 4). 

The desire for liking went on display, too, when Clinton was asked by a 

moderator during a New Hampshire debate against Obama why polling in the 

state indicated that some people disliked her.  “That hurts my feelings,” 

responded Clinton, prompting Obama to comment that she was “likable 

enough” (Weisman & Kane, 2008, p. A10).  In the aftermath of the presidential 

election, Susan J. Carroll (2009) wrote in the journal Politics & Gender that, 

more than a decade after publication of Jamieson’s (1995) book, Beyond the 

Double Bind, female politicians still 

can easily cross the line and appear to be insufficiently feminine—that is, 

not “nice” enough.  The trick, then, is that women who aspire to 

leadership must somehow find a way to strike a balance between agentic, 

masculine behavior and communal, feminine behavior.  (p. 6)  

Constituents in California and Connecticut apparently found Feinstein 

and Rell well-balanced on the agentic-communal scale—female politicians who 

were both effective and “nice.”  Constance’s praise for Rell, again comingling 

liking with integrity, focused on the feminine quality of warmth: 

I like Jodi Rell very much . . ..  I think she’s a very compassionate human 

being and looks at everybody in the same light. . . I have listened to her 
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speak in person and I think she’s for people . . . and wants to do her 

best . . ..  I admire her.  I know in my heart that I believe she’s honest. 

Cassidy, one of three men (but no women) who used the term “lady” in 

describing the virtues of Feinstein or Rell, said he would enjoy sharing a meal 

with Feinstein: “I like her.  I’d love to sit down and have a conversation with her 

over dinner, with a glass of sherry . . ..  [S]he’s a lady . . ..  She presents herself 

well and she listens.”  Cooper, in describing Rell as a lady, said: 

[M]aybe sometimes she’s too nice to people.  They’re not nice to her and 

she’s nice to them.  I don’t want to sound sexist.  I always sit there and 

say, “Why don’t you just tell them where to get off?” But she doesn’t do 

that because she’s a lady, and she’s a very nice lady. 

What did it mean that Rell and Feinstein were perceived as ladies?  Is it 

of interest that a fourth male, Cal, called Feinstein “a wise, respected, grand old 

dame”?  Did this language, seemingly laudatory, subtly imply that Rell and 

Feinstein were too nice or too grand for the gritty work of politics?  Cassidy, the 

Californian who coveted dinner with Feinstein, said more “ladies” could be 

elected if they relied on other people to “take the heat” for them: 

Please don’t hold this against me but there are broads, there’s women 

and there are ladies . . ..  I think more ladies, and there are plenty of 

them out there . . . what they need to do is get someone working with 

them, who will say, “Let me take the heat, and you just be a lady and . . . 

get elected.” 

Then-Governor Kathleen Sebelius and Senator Olympia Snowe had their 

admirers, too, although my respondents did not express a liking for these 
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women.  At first blush, we might think that Kansans and Mainers had moved 

beyond the double-bind in their perceptions of female incumbents.  Yet the bind 

surfaced in some respondents’ comments about Sebelius.  Said Kesia: 

Governor Sebelius needs to work on her speaking skills and people have 

undoubtedly told her that she’s got to smile more . . ..  I think the 

problem is she’s a very attractive woman.  Women who are pretty, to get 

to where she is, have to kind of put on their very masculine 

appearance . . ..  To present a serious appearance, women have a hard 

time with that. 

Kassandra, when asked, as all interviewees were, what virtues might be missing 

in her state’s governor, said this of Sebelius: “Perhaps if she were a man and 

6-foot-4, and weighed more pounds.  That’s all I can think of, more weight.  In 

every other way, she’s right at the top.” 

Given such commentary, it is somewhat remarkable that Snowe 

attracted neither proclamations of liking nor a litany of female shortcomings.  

On the contrary, as reported in Chapter 3, some Maine Democrats called Snowe 

a courageous risk-taker—attributes that are stereotypically masculine.  Among 

her Democratic enthusiasts was Mona, who declared: “I admire her, she keeps 

her head on.  She doesn’t get fooled or flustered or cajoled or bought.  She’s 

been very steady . . ..  I hand it to her for . . . integrity and knowing where she 

stands.”  Mac, a Maine Republican, expressed respect for Snowe without 

including liking, in much the same way people spoke of male politicians they 

admired: “I have a lot of respect, a great deal of respect, for Senator Snowe . . ..  

I consider Senator Snowe very trustworthy.  I believe what she says . . ..  I think 
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she’s been extremely effective for us in Washington over the years.  Maybe I’d 

like to see her run for president.”   

When a woman one day becomes president of the United States, perhaps 

she will be someone like Olympia Snowe.  The senior senator from Maine 

emerged from respondents’ descriptions (Chapter 3) and newspapers’ 

ascriptions (Chapter 4) as strong-willed, controversial, politically flexible, 

concerned about her constituents, and high-minded.  In the language of this 

chapter, she also avoided the double-bind.   

As long as these constraints exist, however, perceptions of conviviality 

will remain important for women leaders, even though the women in my study 

dismissed this virtue in themselves.  I found just nine conviviality claims among 

214 self-ascriptions on their websites, a proportion of only 4%.  Male 

politicians, however, devoted 7% of their 188 self-ascriptions to conviviality.  

Perhaps men claim this virtue less self-consciously than women because 

femininity is so often tied to perceptions of incompetence (Jamieson, 1995).  

Men, in contrast, are inherently assumed to possess the traits of traditional 

leaders (Eagly & Carli, 2003, p. 819) and, hence, can “risk” being convivial. 

Feinstein’s 53 self-assertions of virtue included only three referencing 

conviviality.  Rell had only two among her 53.  How, then, did so many citizens 

decide they liked Feinstein and Rell?  Do the news media portray women 

politicians as more convivial than men?  The answer, in my study, was yes.  

Newspapers awarded male politicians just five claims for conviviality, or 2% of 

their positive ascriptions for men, but gave female politicians 21 citations, or 

nearly 7%. 
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If women collectively received four times more conviviality ascriptions 

than men from newspapers, and if conviviality goes hand-in-hand with 

integrity, did newspapers also bestow more integrity upon my sample’s women?  

In fact, they did.  Actually, they awarded women a greater number of positive 

virtue claims overall.   

I counted 52 positive integrity ascriptions among 307 favorable claims 

attributed to the four women I studied.  This compared to 36 claims of integrity 

among the 257 positives ascribed to men.  (Recall that I counted a total of 

100 virtue ascriptions, positive or negative, from state newspapers for each 

politician, producing 400 for the women and 400 for the men.) Women leaders, 

too, made more virtue claims about themselves, a collective 214 compared with 

the 188 put forth by male leaders. 

It appears that a modern-day variation of the “cult of true womanhood” 

expects female politicians to not only be nicer than their male counterparts, but 

to also display more political piety in meeting the “higher standard of 

competence” required to prove their worth as leaders (Eagly & Carli, 2003, 

p. 819).  Although the “hard bias” is long gone and it is nice to be liked, women 

leaders must still be watchful given the masculine norms associated with 

political leadership.  As Thomas A. Bailey (1978) writes in Presidential 

Greatness, the nation’s greatest presidents were strong leaders who “did not 

hesitate to wield the immense powers of their office to achieve their goals.  They 

were take-charge, do-something leaders” who “could sway their party, the 

Congress, American public opinion, and even world opinion” (pp. 226-227).  

They were not, in other words, nice ladies.  My data suggest, in essence, that 
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surmounting the culture’s “soft bias” could be a tall order for a female 

presidential candidate given the expectations placed on women in power and 

given the norms associated with the U.S. presidency.   

Parallel Virtue Profiles  

Given the gender distinctions described here, we would hardly expect 

male and female politicians to operate similarly when describing their own 

virtues.  Theoretically, at least, interesting parallels might be thought to exist 

between the virtues associated with gender and those associated with party.  If 

the feminine is perceived as warmly communal and the masculine as assertively 

individualistic, one might expect that Democrats would vaguely mimic the 

feminine and Republicans emulate the masculine.   

My study did not show these distinctions, however.  Men and women, 

and Democrats and Republicans, mapped their own virtues in remarkably 

similar ways.  Male and female officeholders, for instance, gave equal weight to 

decisiveness, a seemingly masculine virtue.  Both groups made 50 

self-ascriptions for decisiveness among the nearly 50,000 words I reviewed on 

each group’s websites.   

Are women emulating male behavior in political life?  Perhaps so, but the 

true answer probably is more complex.  Why would Republicans knowingly 

imitate Democrats, or vice versa?  Democrats in my study proclaimed their 

decisiveness 51 times and Republicans similarly asserted theirs in 49 

self-ascriptions.  Whether male or female, Democrat or Republican, all groups 

saw themselves as equally firm and bold.  In fact, these groups imitated each 

other when embracing the full range of political virtues.  Chart 10 compares 
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how female and male leaders portrayed their own virtues; Chart 11 does the 

same for Democrats and Republicans. 

Chart 10 

Comparison of the Numbers of Self-Ascriptions of Eight Political Virtues on the 

Websites of Female and Male Politicians 
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Chart 11  

Comparison of the Numbers of Self-Ascriptions of Eight Political Virtues on the 

Websites of Democratic and Republican Politicians 
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At an individual level, Table 5 illustrates parallel patterns in the virtues 

claimed by Kathleen Sebelius, a Democrat, and Sam Brownback, a Republican, 

both of Kansas.  While Sebelius saw herself as possessing more idealism and 

flexibility than Brownback, he claimed more integrity.  However, they asserted 

equal amounts of inclusiveness—an other-oriented, “feminine” virtue—and 

similar doses of decisiveness.  Might politics, for all its apparent maleness, be 

more androgynous than one might have supposed?   

Table 5  

Comparison of Numbers of Virtue Claims Made by Gov. Kathleen Sebelius and by 

Sen. Sam Brownback in 12,000 Words Culled from Each of Their Websites 

Virtue Sebelius Brownback 

Conviviality 1 1 

Resilience 4 3 

Idealism 4 1 

Industriousness 4 5 

Decisiveness 18 21 

Integrity 4 9 

Inclusiveness 25 25 

Flexibility 4 0 

Total 64 65 
 

It appears that politicians generally agree on what weight to give each of 

the political virtues in their website claims.  We might wonder, then, whether 

gender or party distinctions might emerge when reporters translate these 

patterns for their readers.  It turns out that newspapers operate quite different 
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from politicians.  As Charts 12 and 13 illustrate, press coverage produces sharp 

differences between men and women, and Democrats and Republicans.   

Chart 12 

Comparison of Numbers of Positive Newspaper Claims for Female and Male 

Politicians 
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Chart 13 

Comparison of Numbers of Positive Newspaper Claims for Democratic and 

Republican Politicians 
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Newspapers found female officeholders to be far more industrious and 

considerably more flexible than male officeholders.  Republicans emerged as 

more decisive and higher-minded than Democrats.  On the other hand, 

Democrats were seen as much more industrious than Republicans.  Only in 

flexibility and inclusiveness—seemingly more Democrat-friendly virtues—did 

the virtues of the two parties merge in the newspapers.   

Politicians, it seems clear, see themselves differently than newspapers 

see them.  But if women must work harder than men to prove themselves as 

leaders, newspapers cooperate in that quest.  Women asserted their own 

industriousness only slightly more often than men did (31 self-claims versus  

26), but newspapers awarded women substantially higher marks for 

industriousness than their male peers (71 assertions versus 42).  Who should 

voters believe when the voices differ—their leaders or their newspapers? 

Technological Immediacy 

Male politicians as a group moved past the women in my study when it 

came to public displays of conviviality via the new communication technologies.  

This is an important finding, given that a facility for online interaction is 

becoming a mark of political virtue in the 21st century.  Citizens do wish to 

have some relationship with their leaders, yet have few options for achieving it.  

Thus, it matters that the Internet can afford a sense of immediacy—defined as 

communicative behaviors that enhance feelings of closeness (Mehrabian, 1969).   

While television can seduce its passive viewers into believing that they 

are involved in political culture (Hart, 1999), the Internet has evolved as an 

interactive medium facilitating users’ engagement with political life (Bimber & 
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Davis, 2003; Jankowski, Foot, Kluver, & Schneider, 2005).  The medium’s 

power to link citizens and leaders is epitomized in the Obama administration’s 

continued use of interactive technologies to keep in touch with the network of 

grassroots donors and volunteers who helped elect him (Talbot, 2009).   

For these reasons, we might expect politicians to devote plenty of online 

resources to promoting a kind of technological conviviality.  Surprisingly, 

however, the politicians’ websites I studied tended to fall considerably short of 

this potential.  I am not alone in observing such a gap between civic 

expectations and political realities.  Asserting that too many Congressional 

websites were stagnant, the nonpartisan Congressional Management 

Foundation (2007) gave a grade of “D” to the average Congressional website in a 

comprehensive review.   

To varying degrees, most of my subjects’ sites seemed to be vehicles for 

posting and archiving news releases—in other words, for speaking to 

journalists—rather than for inviting citizens into a public conversation.  The 

dazzling, multimedia exceptions were the sites of Arnold Schwarzenegger and 

Christopher Dodd—one sparkling with the California governor’s Hollywood-style 

showmanship and the other reflecting the Connecticut senator’s intrigue with 

state-of-the-art communication devices.  Their multimedia sites gave citizens 

front-row seats at goings-on in the state and federal capitals via frequently 

updated packages of videos, photos and transcripts.  Ordinary people could 

observe, albeit in a mediated way, the events that political reporters witnessed 

first-hand.  Epitomizing the contrast between the needs of reporters for newsy 

pieces of information and those of citizens for help in navigating the political 
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system, Dodd’s site offered more than 75 links to information services literally 

covering a life span—from birth certificates to veterans’ cemeteries.   

Technologically enhanced conviviality is not an entirely abstract 

construct.  It underscores politicians’ willingness to make their political worlds 

more accessible to their constituents.  Dodd’s website was lauded by the 

Congressional Management Foundation as one of the U.S. Senate’s four best in 

2007.  When I visited it in December, 2008, Dodd was experimenting with 

Twitter, and offered this explanation: 

As a member of the Senate Democratic High Tech Task Force, I am 

always eager to explore new ways of communicating directly with my 

constituents.  In an effort to provide more information on my activities 

here in the Senate and back home in Connecticut, I have set up an 

official profile on Twitter.  Please feel free to follow my updates. 

Conrad, when interviewed in March, 2009, said he recently had signed 

up for Dodd’s Twitter updates.  As we talked, Conrad still was marveling that he 

had just carried on a personal conversation with ABC’s “This Week” host George 

Stephanopoulos via Twitter.  Technology, Conrad told me, clearly had raised the 

bar on what citizens could expect from politics: 

People feel empowered now by the variety of news options, be it network 

or cable news, talk radio, the Internet, Facebook, Twitter, everything.  

People not only want instant answers, but the politicians have to 

respond, to do a good job, almost 24 hours a day. 

While the practicality of Conrad’s around-the-clock expectation might be 

debated, most of my study’s politicians seemed a long way from achieving a new 

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&rlz=1B3RNFA_enUS269US291&ei=xLRYSrmsG47wsQOBqe3WBg&sa=X&oi=spell&resnum=0&ct=result&cd=1&q=george+stephanopoulos&spell=1�
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kind of technological immediacy with their constituents.  Senator Snowe’s site 

seemed nearly neglected when I reviewed it in December, 2008, and again in 

February, 2009.  Its homepage welcome was geared solely for veterans.  The 

newest material under a prominent link to “Weekly Updates” ended in 2007.  

The most recent entry under “Articles” was dated 2005.  Under a link to “Recent 

Audio Clips,” one clip was posted for 2009 and five for 2008, while a high of 55 

had appeared in 2005.  It was as if someone on Snowe’s staff who cared about 

these postings in 2005 had left her employment, and the site had not received 

the same attention since.   

A lack of timeliness distanced other sites from their visitors, too.  Senator 

Feinstein’s homepage on February 23, 2009, offered a colorful link to “Dianne’s 

Newsletters,” but a “weekly” newsletter had petered out after five sporadic 

issues in 2008.  Linking to them had the unintended effect of pointing to 

Feinstein’s lack of consistency in producing a timely missive for constituents.  

Instead, her top-of-the-homepage priorities were oriented toward 

news-gatherers.  As of late February, 2009, only a single video of a Feinstein 

address was posted for 2009—compared, for instance, with 20 video-enhanced 

statements, hearings and other political activities by Dodd on his site.  Only 

near the bottom of her homepage did Feinstein convivially invite constituents to 

join her for breakfast should they visit Washington in the near future. 

Not all citizens are media junkies, of course.  But the doors opened by 

Web technologies arguably hold promise for making political life seem the kind 

of shared venture that Kelly had described, lessening the distance between the 
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political elite and everyone else.  Mittena, a U.S. Postal worker in Maine, 

wondered aloud just how politicians go about making policy:  

I would like to know just what exactly was said and how they came to 

that decision.  Even before they came to that decision, I would like to 

know their thinking, the pros and cons . . . and I think that a lot of other 

people would, too.   

When I asked how this might be done, she said: “The Internet, obviously.  Just 

about everybody does have a connection to the Internet.”   

In an information age, as new technologies replace old media, politically 

curious citizens conceivably could interpret a politician’s failure to make 

proficient use of the new options as a sign of disdain for communicating with 

them.   

Perhaps some differences I found in online conviviality between male and 

female politicians arise because women often consider themselves less 

competent than men in  a technical world (Hargittai & Shafer, 2006).  Yet, as 

the Congressional Management Foundation (2007) observes, devoting resources 

to a timely political website really is not about a leader’s aptitude but about the 

choices a leader makes.   

Senator Feinstein received more positive ascriptions from newspapers for 

integrity and conviviality than any other politician in my study.  Several of her 

conviviality claims, for instance, were linked to her hosting a reconciliation 

meeting between Barack Obama and Hillary Rodham Clinton in her Washington 

home after their long primary duel (Levey, 2008; Lochhead, 2008a).  Other than 

her breakfast invitation to constituents who were visiting Washington, however, 
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the impressions that emerged from Feinstein’s website were not especially 

convivial.  Site visitors had little way of getting to know Feinstein as a person.  

She included no welcoming message and no homepage portrait hinting at her 

persona.  Videos of her speeches were meager and their quality inconsistent.   

Governor Rell approached her site much differently.  Connecticut’s flag 

furled like a scarf alongside a photograph of her smiling face at the top of her 

homepage.  Below, 17 rotating soft-focus photos of Rell, typically with others, 

blended into a “Welcome to the Great State of Connecticut” heading.  Users 

could listen to an audio of her welcoming message, accompanied by text, or 

watch a more expansive video version that showed Rell in a leather chair, a 

fireplace behind her, gesturing to the camera as if she were talking to the visitor 

personally:  

Hello everyone, I’m Jodi Rell, governor of the great state of Connecticut 

and I wanted to personally say, “Welcome to my website.”  . . . I hope that 

you enjoy this website and I hope that you come back often.  We also 

hope, of course, that you find it helpful and resourceful . . ..  You can 

find all kinds of links on this website, so do not hesitate to check it out.   

Rell’s site conveyed a kind of civic joy, beginning with her request that 

citizens come back often.  Its videos included not only her news conferences but 

also a tour of the governor’s mansion, where she lived with her husband.  The 

site’s revolving homepage photos seemed designed to overlay the sedate policy 

orientation of Capitol governance with the broader human-interest dimensions 

of politics in practice.  Rell’s technological persona clearly conveyed a 

heightened sense of conviviality. 
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Conclusion  

Connecticut’s governor, however, had integrity go-rounds with both of 

the newspapers that I surveyed in her state.  As Chapter 4 showed, Jodi Rell 

emerged with a substantial integrity deficit of nine positives to 19 negatives.  

But unlike Senator Christopher Dodd’s alleged integrity lapses, accusations 

against Rell did not involve financial self-interest.  Instead, most of the 

complaints concerned questionable activities by her chief of staff on behalf of 

her gubernatorial campaign (e.g., Lender, 2008, p. B1).  The Rell negatives, 

seemingly lacking the personal potency of the allegations against Dodd, failed to 

stick among the constituents I interviewed. 

Did citizens perceive high-mindedness in Rell because they were drawn 

to her convivial nature?  If so, did reports of integrity lapses in the Governor’s 

Office create a kind of cognitive dissonance that forced her constituents to 

readjust their notions of integrity?  High-mindedness can be a remarkably 

indistinct virtue, after all, as Chapter 3 illustrated.  Conversely, might people 

have taken a liking to Feinstein because they perceived she had integrity, per 

reports such as those in the Los Angeles Times (see Chapter 4), rather than 

because she oozed convivial charm? 

The striking difference between Rell’s and Feinstein’s immediacy, along 

with the equally pronounced contrast in their newspaper integrity claims, 

suggest that the considerable regard constituents had for their respective 

leaders might have mirrored opposite sides of the integrity-conviviality coin: 

Feinstein was well-liked for her integrity; Rell’s perceived integrity was 

grounded in people’s affection for her. 
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Observations from one of my Connecticut respondents, Compton, 

reinforce this notion.  As if telling a fable that ended with a moral, he explained 

that his state’s citizens found the governor to be a welcome contrast to her 

predecessor, John Rowland, who was imprisoned for political corruption: 

The governor’s situation is very unique because she was lieutenant 

governor under Rowland . . ..  She has kind of a grandmotherly 

image . . ..  She had no aspirations to be governor when it just kind of fell 

into her lap when the former governor had to resign.  And the fact that 

she seems so diametrically opposed to the way he ran things . . ..  She 

just came out of the gate with very high approval ratings and it’s almost 

like, not that she can’t do any wrong, but she had so many good credits 

built up, so much goodwill with the state . . ..  She seems very 

down-to-earth, a very normal and unpolitical-type person, so that’s why 

her ratings have been so high.  They like her. 

Still, it remains peculiar that citizens voiced such strong liking for these 

two women, especially given the distrust that Americans supposedly harbor for 

their politicians.  Perhaps an explanation lies in the observation of 

communication scholar Roderick P. Hart (2000) that politics has a warm, 

feminine side and a darker, more masculine aspect.  “Politics is powerful, 

irresistible, because it contains both the maternal principle and the paternal 

principle,” he writes.  “That is, even though government collects our taxes . . . 

its ceremonies and traditions also fill us with feelings of destiny” (p. 141). 

The icons of Lady Liberty and a blindfolded Lady Justice, their 

symbolism dating to the goddesses of antiquity, can bestir American souls with 
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the prideful love of nation that Montesquieu found essential.  Perhaps some 

female politicians—when believed to possess an especially virtuous blend of 

integrity and conviviality—put faces on the maternal principle, becoming 

surrogate recipients of the affection that Americans feel, at heart, for their 

political system. 

When the double-bind is loosened in the future, perhaps the feminine 

style, the convivial style, will become commonplace in public life.  Scholars 

report that media coverage of male and female candidates may be growing more 

balanced as male contenders focus on health care, poverty, and honesty, 

address their constituents as peers, and assume a more personal tone in their 

campaigning—strategic qualities that all suggest the feminine principle at work 

(Bystrom, Robertson, & Banwart, 2001). 

In writing about GOP prospects for the 2012 presidential election, New 

York Times columnist David Brooks (2009a) marveled that admirers of U.S. 

Senator John Thune of South Dakota typically described him as “unfailingly 

genial, modest and nice.”  Elaborating on Thune’s communal approach to 

politics, Brooks reported that the Republican senator is “a gracious and 

ecumenical legislator, not a combative one.  The first person who told me I had 

to write a column about Thune was a liberal Democratic senator who really 

likes the guy” (p. A31).   

My data confirm findings by John R. Hibbing and Elizabeth Theiss-Morse 

(2003) that people do desire more androgyny in their politicians.  Does this 

mean that male leaders will increasingly face expectations that they become 

likable?  Or will the “soft bias” slip away as politics comes to reflect the 
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communal and the agentic?  If equity suffers when female politicians behave as 

men in a masculine political world, what is gained when political men emulate 

the feminine style? 

Politics does have an “affectionate side,” reports James David Barber 

(1992, pp. 486).  At its most compelling, political culture offers “a medium for 

the vicarious experience of fellowship” (p. 487).  Piotr Winkielman and Kent 

Berridge (2003) concur: “Citizens participate in the political process not only 

with their heads, but also their hearts” (p. 657).  Although politicians as a 

group might be disparaged as ego-driven and self-interested (Hibbings & 

Theiss-Morse, 2003), people nonetheless can develop feelings of warmth toward 

leaders they will never know.  Given that citizens perceive integrity in politicians 

with whom they feel some consubstantiality, political conviviality may well 

matter far more than people care to acknowledge. 

This chapter has explored the ironies of conviviality, a virtue both 

embraced and spurned.  It has illuminated, too, how virtue in the genders (and 

parties) is similarly and differently discussed.  But what, specifically, of my 

study’s other stealthy attributes: flexibility, resilience and idealism?  Do they, 

like conviviality, behave in unforeseen ways?  Indeed they do. Dismissed yet 

missed, they move in tandem with the rhythms of politics, as the next chapter 

explains.   
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Chapter 6 

The Paradox of Incumbency: Past is Rarely Prologue 

Do the election campaigns that lie at the core of democratic governance 

enhance the quality and meaning of public life?  Or, conversely, are they a 

curse upon all who must endure them—except, of course, for the political 

consultants enriched by them (Thurber & Nelson, 2000)?  Is there room for a 

middle ground in judging the virtues of this messy, contentious ritual of 

American political culture?   

Some would argue that even leaders who strive to govern wisely are 

compelled to campaign banally.  A great many citizens, joined by a sizable body 

of scholars, find election campaigns to be a source of civic distress.  As Thomas 

E. Patterson (2002) argues in The Vanishing Voter: “Americans have grown to 

dislike almost everything about modern campaigns.  They offer a litany of 

complaints: too much money, too much theater, too much fighting, and too 

much deception” (p. 25).  Project Vote Smart, a civic watchdog group, asserts 

that “Americans are increasingly frustrated with the attack advertising and 

empty rhetoric of many campaigns . . .”  (“Why is the political courage,” n.p.).  

Judith S. Trent and Robert V. Friedenberg (2000) begin their book, Political 

Campaign Communication, by conceding that its topic is frequently a target of 

slurs: 

It has become fashionable to criticize our electoral system.  Campaigns 

are too long and too expensive.  Candidates are dishonest, concerned 

only with the image they project, and speak only in sound bites.  Voters 
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are bored with the process, distrustful of government and politicians, 

and frequently do not vote.  (p. 3) 

Campaigns and elections can be downright mindless if not meaningless, 

Patterson (1994) asserts in his Out of Order.  “There is no purpose behind an 

electoral system in which the vote is impulsive and the outcome can hinge on 

random circumstance or minor issues,” he writes (p. 42). 

Critics especially bemoan a perceived rise in attack ads, which voters 

dislike (Hart, 2000; Parry-Giles & Parry-Giles, 2007) but which campaign staffs 

emphasize anyway.  “Political media consultants are virtually unanimous in 

their belief that negative ads can be successful,” report Lynda Lee Kaid and 

Anne Johnston (1991, p. 54).  Negativity has grown since 1980, they say, 

because simplistic, emotional appeals—including fear appeals—are easier for 

voters to remember than rational lines of argument.   

Negative ads discourage a significant number of people from voting, 

according to experimental findings by Stephen Ansolabehere, Shanto Iyengar, 

Adam Simon, and Nicholas Valentino (1994), although others question this 

association (Jamieson, 2000; Patterson, 2002; Thurber & Nelson, 2000).  Still, 

Patterson in The Vanishing Voter argues that negativity wears “some people 

down to the point where they simply want less of politics” (p. 51).   

As if all this were not enough, media coverage of campaigns can be 

“mean-spirited and ugly,” writes political media scholar Doris A. Graber (2007, 

p. 181).  Political scientist Bartholomew H. Sparrow (2001) similarly observes: 

Unfortunately, the media typically focus attention on the “horserace” of 

politics, criticize and deconstruct the statements and actions of 
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individual politicians and candidates, and exaggerate political 

information for the purpose of attracting readers and viewers.  (p. 15) 

In a study of the 1992 presidential primaries in New Hampshire, 

Kathleen E. Kendall (2007) found that candidates were forced to resort to clever 

and costly ways to compensate for media neglect of their goals and visions 

(p. 99).  Iyengar (1991) opines that television’s penchant for reducing political 

campaigns to “daily ten-second sound bites . . . is a powerful disincentive for 

candidates to take national issues seriously” (p. 142).  Graber (2002) concurs 

when she complains that staged media events promote “showmanship at the 

expense of substance” in campaigns (p. 248).   

Compounding candidates’ difficulties in getting their messages across, 

trivial issues can trump more important policy matters because voters have 

trouble weighing complexity when making their choices, reports Samuel Popkin 

(1994).  A host of scholars has documented the electorate’s ignorance of public 

affairs.  “Nuances aside,” write Richard G. Niemi and Herbert F. Weisberg 

(2001), “the general public is ill-informed and ideologically impoverished” 

(p. 101).  Most voters are “quite ignorant of what the issues are and of which 

party stands for what position,” agrees Murray Edelman (1985, p. 3).   

Even though voters may be chagrined by their own obsession with the 

negative, the trivial and the personal, say Trevor Parry-Giles and Shawn 

Parry-Giles (2007), a Freudian fascination prevents them from averting their 

eyes.  “Confusion results, as voters crave distant, heroic leadership while 

responding to strategies that manipulate the intimacy of contemporary politics,” 

they suggest (p.112).   
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Edelman (1985) blames the candidates for failing to do better.  “Most 

campaign speeches consist of the exchange of clichés among people who agree 

with each other,” he complains.  “The talk, therefore, serves to dull the critical 

faculties rather than to arouse them” (pp. 17-18). 

Are Election Campaigns Virtuous? 

Yet even those who point out their flaws acknowledge that campaigns 

matter.  “It does not follow that election campaigns are unimportant or serve no 

purpose,” observes Edelman (1985, p. 3).  American history represents, on the 

whole, a remarkable feat of self-governance, contend Trent and Friedenberg 

(2008).  “Nowhere in the world are more people more freely engaged in active, 

responsible participation in the choice of leadership than in the United States,” 

they write (p. 3).  Karen M. Kaufmann, John R. Petrocik, and Daron R. Shaw 

(2008) argue that media attention to political horseraces and the campaign 

skills of candidates misses the point of the exercise—that campaigns are central 

to defining public problems and exploring ways to address them. 

Roderick P. Hart (2000) in his book, Campaign Talk: Why Elections Are 

Good for Us, concedes that “campaigns make politics unpretty.”  Yet, he asserts, 

politics does not have to be lovely to get the job done.  “[W]e must also ask how 

tidy a democracy must be to be functional.  Somehow, after all, the American 

people have blundered through fifty-three presidential elections and still seem 

robust,” Hart writes (p. 8).   

Hart and Kathleen Hall Jamieson co-directed a Campaign Mapping 

Project that assembled tens of thousands of political messages from 

presidential-election years beginning with the Truman-Dewey contest of 1948.  
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Hart’s (2000) computerized content analysis of this database, he reports, finds 

that campaigns “teach” an awareness of issues, “preach” the enactment of 

democracy, and “sensitize” voters to the concerns of their leaders—and vice 

versa (pp. 9-10).  However imperfect campaigns might be, “a campaign never 

really fails unless it inspires silence,” Hart argues (p. 11).  This, he writes, is 

because elections give citizens a sense of political efficacy, a kind of civic 

self-knowledge that reminds them that voters do make a difference.   

Since elections typically are decided by swing voters, the influence of 

campaigns matters a great deal, asserts Jamieson (2000) in Everything You 

Think You Know About Politics . . . And Why You’re Wrong.  Attention to issues 

generated by campaigns allows people to question or affirm what they believe 

and to discern connections between politics and their own lives, she argues.  

Campaigns require candidates to go on record with their promises, says 

Jamieson, making them accountable to the electorate.  Contrary to popular 

assumptions, she asserts, research shows that presidents do keep most of their 

campaign pledges.   

Jamieson (2000) also turns conventional wisdom on its head when 

asserting that longitudinal data from the Campaign Mapping Project and other 

sources show attack ads are not on the rise in the modern era.  She argues that 

so-called negative ads that contrast a candidate with an opponent are useful in 

giving voters information about issues and portraying differences between 

contenders.  “Indeed, despite the low repute in which they are held, supposedly 

negative advertisements actually contain more relevant issue content than ads 
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containing no information about the sponsor’s opposing candidate,” Jamieson 

writes (p. 104).   

Scholars, then, disagree about the value of political campaigns.  At issue 

are the rhetorical choices of the candidates, how the media cover them, and 

how voters make their decisions.  Do campaigns function to illuminate 

candidates’ virtues or merely to get them elected?  In this chapter, I argue that 

the virtues showcased in campaigns are not the virtues typically found in 

officeholders.  Does this suggest a disconnect between what the voters endorse 

and what the campaign delivers?  I believe that it does.  In politics, it seems, the 

qualities required for auditioning are not those needed for performing.   

Campaigns are preoccupied with consistency, so a candidate’s flexibility 

is usually deemphasized until elections are over.  As a result, resilience and 

idealism are typically featured on the stump, casting candidates as hardy 

survivors who are willing to fight with passion.  Once the victors are sworn in, 

however, resilience and idealism are stowed away with the bunting and political 

flexibility again emerges.   

Consistency as a Campaign Watchword 

“Flip-flopping,” as the term derisively implies, is a cardinal sin along the 

campaign trail.  Candidates who shift policy positions expose themselves to 

ridicule as indecisive bumblers.  As popular wisdom has it, a campaigner who 

changes his or her mind, who strays off message, surely could not be the sort of 

self-assured leader who—as presidential candidate Hillary Clinton professed 

herself to be—is ready to lead from Day One.   
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President George W. Bush’s campaign for reelection in 2004 ran a 

television ad that accused his Democratic opponent, U.S. Senator John Kerry, 

of flip-flopping on a host of policy issues.  It featured a video of Kerry zigzagging 

across the water on a sailboard while an announcer’s voice implied that the 

wind-surfing senator from Massachusetts lacked the wherewithal to steer a 

straight policy course: 

In which direction would John Kerry lead?  Kerry voted for the Iraq war, 

opposed it, supported it, and now opposes it again . . ..  He voted for 

education reform and now opposes it.  He claims he’s against increasing 

Medicare premiums, but voted five times to do so.  John Kerry.  

Whichever way the wind blows.  (Jamieson, 2006, p. 46) 

Far from winning kudos as open-minded leaders, candidates who demonstrate 

intellectual flexibility can be labeled downright devious.  The Washington Post 

quoted Robert Feldman, a professor of psychology at the University of 

Massachusetts at Amherst, saying during the 2008 presidential primary season 

that flip-flopping was not merely human but deceitful: 

“Politicians are like the rest of us,” he said.  “In everyday life, we say 

things to make ourselves look better, get people to like us, get a job.  We 

all lie, to a greater or lesser extent.  It’s the same with politicians.”  

(Dobbs, 2008, p. A4)  

As a sidebar to that story, the newspaper published five “top flip-flops” 

committed by Barack Obama and five by Hillary Clinton as their primary 

campaigns against one another were building to a crescendo.  Obama’s worst 

violation, The Post reported, was describing donations to Clinton’s campaign 
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from labor unions as “special interest” money—that is, until Obama “changed 

his tune as he began gathering his own union endorsements.  He now refers 

respectfully to unions as the representatives of ‘working people’ and says he is 

‘thrilled’ by their support.”  For her part, Clinton’s most flagrant flip-flop, 

according to The Post, was her declaration in 2004 that the North American 

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was “good for New York and good for America”—

followed by her assertion on the stump that she had “long been a critic of the 

shortcomings of NAFTA” (“Top Obama,” 2008, p. A4). 

Flip-flopping is considered strategically dangerous as well as politically 

embarrassing because campaigns strive to transmit consistent, well-tested 

messages from candidates who want to convey strong core values.  As reporter 

Michael Riley (2008) of The Denver Post told his readers, successful campaigns 

are about repeating themes that support images tailored for popular appeal:  

An entire industry has developed to decide what images will best catch 

the imagination of voters and how to effectively distribute them.  Political 

marketers help develop those images; pollsters and focus groups test 

them.  And for better or worse, it works (p. A1). 

If inconsistency is the hobgoblin of campaigning, we might reasonably 

expect that flip-flopping would be just as ill-advised once a politician takes 

office.  After all, as noted in Chapter 4, decisiveness was the virtue most 

frequently applauded in politicians by newspapers.  If journalists focused 

exclusively on leaders who made bold, firm, reasoned and timely judgments, 

they would be quick to point out when a leader wavered or waffled on some 

earlier decision.  This supposition is reinforced by the observations of Timothy 
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E. Cook (2005), who argues that political journalists report their stories as 

unfolding events that move from one episode to the next, emphasizing the 

process for getting to a goal versus the goal itself (p. 105).  So, for example, a 

sitting president who changes policies or strategies mid-stream on health-care 

reform would throw a story off course, inviting reporters to note the disruption.   

Surprisingly, however, I found that newspapers had little interest in 

reporting flip-flops once politicians took office.  “Flip-flop” did not appear in any 

of the negative virtue claims that I culled from newspapers.  The papers did 

make 21 allegations of lapses in decisiveness, but these typically concerned 

perceived weaknesses in a politician’s leadership rather than his or her 

backpedaling.  The Bangor Daily News, for instance, called into question the 

appropriateness of Governor John Baldacci’s support for lower state income 

taxes.  “This leaves the governor in the same position he was in last summer: 

calling for tax relief without a workable plan to do it,” the paper editorialized 

(“Tax reform,” 2008, p. A12). 

Flexibility as a Post-Campaign Virtue 

Far from deriding officeholders for changing their minds, newspapers 

actually pointed to 54 positive instances of flexibility among politicians—a 

respectable 9.5% of the papers’ favorable claims.  These stories implied that it 

was wise for leaders to bend and accommodate.  The Portland Press Herald, for 

instance, reported this response from Baldacci’s office to changes made by a 

legislative committee in his proposed reform of driver’s-license procedures: 

Baldacci supports the committee bill, according to spokesman David 

Farmer.  “Good work by the committee,” Farmer said.  “We think the bill 
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is stronger and the funding mechanism is cleaner” than in the original 

governor’s bill, he said.  (Carrier, 2008, p. A1) 

In another example, James Carlson (2008d) of The Topeka 

Capital-Journal cast then-Governor Kathleen Sebelius in a positive light for 

showing bipartisan flexibility in a story that speculated on her political future.  

As outlined in Table 1 in Chapter 2, demonstrating flexibility in politics can 

mean brokering coalitions, negotiating compromises, strategizing and 

persuading, as well as taking into account opposing viewpoints.  Carlson 

approvingly suggested that officeholder Sebelius was adept at these 

manifestations of flexibility:  

Sebelius was thought to be on the short list of Obama’s vice presidential 

choices because of her image as a bipartisan politician, a Democrat who 

has had success in one of the most Republican-heavy states in the 

union.  You only have to look at the most recent legislative session to 

have witnessed her political savvy.  (p. A1) 

Sometimes flexibility meant voting for something that was unpleasant but 

deemed necessary, as when the San Francisco Chronicle reported Senate Dianne 

Feinstein’s explanation for her vote on a $700 billion bailout of Wall Street: 

“None of us wants to be in this position, and there are no good options 

here,” Feinstein said.  “Nobody likes the idea of spending massive sums 

of government money to rescue major corporations from their bad 

financial decisions.  But no one also should be fooled into thinking this 

problem only belongs to the banks and that it’s a good idea to let them 

fail.”  (Lochhead, 2008b, p. A1) 
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In this section, I examine the paradoxes inherent in a political virtue 

whose upsides can double as downsides.  In subsequent sections, I probe the 

other two bivalent virtues—idealism and resilience.  Of the three, flexibility is 

the most complex because, as was observed in Chapter 3, it seems at odds with 

the consistency that people associate with political trust (Carter, 1996).  As 

shown above, flexibility can be portrayed as a political plus, although even 

these examples may depend on who is examining them.  Too much flexibility 

can morph into wishy-washiness.  As a result, it would be surprising to find 

citizens vigorously singing the praises of flexibility.  Why would a quality 

derided during campaigns be sought out in a political leader once he or she 

takes office?   

As it turns out, my respondents said they appreciated a leader’s flip-flops 

if the shifts meant an officeholder was applying new information to important 

problems, adjusting to change, or simply growing in the job.  Arnold 

Schwarzenegger—who was elected governor of California in 2003 when voters 

recalled his predecessor, Democratic Gray Davis—was a case in point.  A 

letter-writer in the San Francisco Chronicle even accused the Republican 

governor of not being “man enough” to flip-flop on his longstanding opposition 

to increases in the state’s vehicle-registration fees: 

I would think that Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger would come to the public 

and say: “I ran on reducing the car tax, but that was years ago and our 

situation has changed.  We are now desperate for the money and so I am 

reversing myself.”  I don’t believe that he is man enough to do this.  

(Dorin, 2008, p. B4) 
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For the record, however, Schwarzenegger did reverse himself by signing 

legislation to raise the car tax in February, 2009, as the state’s fiscal situation 

grew increasingly dire (“Something for,” 2009).  Some of my Democratic 

respondents praised his shifted stance, along with the governor’s vow, earlier in 

his tenure, to work more effectively with the Democrat-controlled Legislature 

after voters defeated four ballot measures that Schwarzenegger had supported 

as a way to circumvent lawmakers (Marelius, 2005, p. A1).   

“When all of the [ballot] propositions that he supported got shot down, he 

was chastened,” said Casper.  “He admitted his mistakes and [said he] would 

try to learn from them, and I thought that was very good.”  Agreed Carlyle: “I 

think Governor Schwarzenegger has come a long way.”  Carlyle added: 

I give him credit.  It wasn’t working, it didn’t look good for him, and he 

decided that—he was still a Republican of course—but he would take a 

more middle-of-the-road approach, a more pragmatic approach . . . and 

he did.  He became a much better governor and someone who I respect.   

When Schwarzenegger ran for a full term in 2006, “I voted for him because I 

think he had learned a lesson,” said Carlyle, a Democrat.  Catherine, also a 

Democrat, similarly said she felt “quite proud” of Schwarzenegger for “the way 

he has grown in office” since 2003.  “Not more than a few weeks ago, I was 

commenting to some friends that I was very pleased that he has changed his 

opinions on some things,” said Catherine.   

My respondents in California included just two Republicans, but both 

also praised Schwarzenegger for honesty and, said one, a willingness to mediate 

conflicting views in Sacramento.  My interviews took place a few weeks after one 
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of the state’s episodic budget crises was resolved through a compromise 

package of spending cuts and tax increases.   

Ironically, then, the governor was applauded by interviewees for just the 

kind of flexibility that would have been derided on the stump.  Does this mean 

that people are willing to accept a measure of trial and error in governing?  Are 

citizens open to acknowledging that leaders are fallible in understandably 

human ways?  My respondents indicate that the answers to both questions are 

yes.  They suggest that people may even be turning a corner by accepting that 

leaders inevitably will make mistakes.   

As evidence, they pointed favorably to President Obama’s admission that 

he “screwed up” in his initial nomination of former Senate Majority Leader Tom 

Daschle as head of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.  

Revelations that Daschle owed $146,000 in back taxes and interest (Fletcher & 

Connolly, 2009) spurred his withdrawal from the job and prompted Obama’s 

concession that the nomination was an error.  As the president, who would 

later replace Daschle with Kathleen Sebelius, told CBS’s Katie Couric: “I think I 

messed up, I screwed up . . . even though this is an honest mistake” (Sweet, 

2008, p. 19). 

“When have we ever heard a president say, ‘I screwed up’?” marveled 

Kirby, a political independent.  “Obama is setting a new style of candor that I 

appreciate very much.”  Casper, in agreeing, opined that “the public is far more 

willing to forgive someone their foibles when they’re honest about it, when 

they’re humble about it.”  Obama’s candor, asserted a third respondent, Caitlin, 
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contrasted with George W. Bush’s “lack of openness about when mistakes were 

made—an inability to really examine those, admit to those.”   

In comments that reinforced the observations of Democrats Casper and 

Caitlin, Kirby said that a seeming reluctance by George W. Bush to 

acknowledge errors made him appear “cocky.”  As a result, Kirby said, people 

appreciated Obama’s admission of error even as they remained unforgiving of 

perceived mistakes by Bush.  “There was a kind of braggadocio about him that 

became less and less appealing,” Kirby said of the former president.  “And so we 

look back now and are more negative than if he hadn’t been in that mode of . . . 

chin out.” 

Given this popular appreciation for open-mindedness and human 

fallibility, do officeholders feel comfortable proclaiming their own flexibility?  

They do not.  Politicians referred to flexibility in just 6% of the claims on their 

websites.  Perhaps they feared it contrasted the qualities of firm, decisive 

leadership that—as Chapter 4 showed—journalists judged to be first among the 

virtues.  Surely these leaders were conscious of navigating the squishy terrain 

between consistency and inconsistency, of a need not to appear too rigid or too 

elastic.   

Americans do seek reliability in their leaders as a condition for placing 

confidence in them.  “Although we Americans tend to be cynical about our 

political leaders,” Stephen L. Carter (1996) observes, “the need for reliability is 

at least as great in politics as in business” (p. 31).  It is, he says, a means of 

earning the trust in which integrity is rooted.  Thus, even though voters 

appreciated open-mindedness, do they necessarily want to count on flexibility in 
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a leader?  Perhaps they seize on a leader’s consistency when casting their 

ballots and hope that, as the need arises, flexibility will emerge.  

Changefulness, the pragmatic virtue, is a political chameleon by necessity. 

As Chart 1 in Chapter 3 showed, my respondents ranked flexibility fifth 

among the eight virtues, narrowly ahead of decisiveness, as if they sought some 

balance between yielding and holding firm in politics.  People were much more 

certain of the worth of resilience, another virtue in my trio of chameleons.  They 

ranked it second in importance, behind only integrity.   

Do People Find Resilience in Their Leaders? 

People who watch politics from a distance are much less enamored of 

decisiveness than are the journalists who crave action for their stories.  My 

respondents were more impressed by a leader’s ability to roll with the punches, 

to take criticism, to survive setbacks, than with his or her ability to make 

reasoned and firm decisions.   

This is not surprising when we consider that the very fiber of American 

culture is infused with resilience, with what Cora du Bois (1955) calls an 

“optimistic activism.”  It is illustrated, she reported in American Anthropologist, 

by expressions such as 

“If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again,” or, in the more 

contemporary idiom, “Let’s get this show on the road.”  The optimistic 

quality that pervades the American mood is clearly conveyed by the 

“bigger ergo better” mentality; the “never say die,” the “up and at ’em.”  

(p. 1234)  
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What is surprising is that journalists paint resilience mostly as a 

campaign virtue, as a quality worth noting when candidates are locked in battle 

over their political futures, with victory or defeat the only plausible outcome.  

As Kendall (2007) reports in her study of the New Hampshire primaries, 

journalists and candidates find great worth in fighters and survivors.  

Candidates who are perceived to lack viability are not likely to get media 

attention (Graber, 2002).   

My respondents, too, prized resilience as a hallmark of the campaign.  

Said Courtney: “That’s what Obama has, and what probably got him elected.”  

But they also valued the notion of resilience in officeholders long after elections 

were over.  If this virtue were judged on a scale of 1 to 10, quipped Conrad, it 

ought to be rated 15, “because there’s pressure every day” in political office.  

Kirby observed that political leaders need “a certain upbeatness in maintaining 

confidence in spite of difficulties, and an ability to hang in there, to perform 

over the longer haul.”   

The literature concurs that resilience ought to matter in day-to-day 

politics.  The greatest American presidents—among them George Washington, 

Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, Franklin Delano Roosevelt—all “displayed 

equanimity to an unusual degree,” reports Thomas A. Bailey (1978).  Their calm 

temperaments and inner strength were “prime reasons” these leaders were 

great (p. 173).  Although history has yet to fully judge Bill Clinton’s tenure, his 

“resiliency and coolness under pressure” helped keep the country on track 

during his impeachment in the House and trial in the Senate (Greenstein, 2004, 

pp. 174, 184).  While resilience is a virtue epitomized in Harry Truman’s famous 
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line, “If you can’t stand the heat, get out of the kitchen” (McCullough, 1992, 

p. 633), it also surfaces in these comments from Bill Clinton’s (2004) 

autobiography: “Usually, I didn’t even read what the Republicans were saying 

about me, and if a harsh comment came to my attention I tried to ignore it.  

People hire presidents to act for them; getting agitated about personal slights 

interferes with that” (p. 761).  Resilience is a quality that says something about 

all Americans, as does this description of Andrew Jackson: “His was a strong, 

self-reliant personality . . . which fitted well . . . into a prevalent Protestant ethic 

which valued striving, determination, purpose, and success” (Chambers, 1971, 

p. 85).   

Republican presidential nominee John McCain and the dueling 

Democratic rivals, Barack Obama and Hillary Rodham Clinton, were variously 

described as self-reliant during the campaigns of 2008.  Just days before the 

November election, with opinion polls showing McCain headed for defeat 

against Obama, the Associated Press reported that a “resilient John McCain 

aptly picks up his campaign in the Ohio town of Defiance, battling long odds to 

victory” (Feller, 2008, n.p.). 

Even after her own presidential campaign had died away, Hillary Clinton, 

stumping for Obama in Nebraska, described herself as a person of fortitude.  

Reported the Omaha World-Herald: “Clinton, who turns 61 on Sunday, said she 

feels good, has a ‘resilient constitution’ and is energized to make the 

Obama-Biden case for change” (Kelly, 2008, p. B1).   

Given that American culture prizes resilience, then, we certainly would 

expect officeholders to tout it in themselves off the stump.  But this did not 
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happen.  Once in office, my study’s politicians boasted of resilience less often 

than any other virtue.  It surfaced in just 3.5% of their 402 claims.  Newspapers 

mentioned it in a scant 5% of their 564 positive ascriptions, and only three 

times among their 236 negative claims.  Resilience, although clearly necessary 

for the horserace, goes oddly missing after the swearing-in.   

Resilience may well mimic integrity as a quality one rarely touts in 

oneself.  Yet it is treated differently from integrity, since, as Chapter 4 showed, 

journalists were quite willing to bestow integrity on political leaders.  In marked 

contrast, resilience rarely surfaced in day-to-day coverage of most officeholders.   

Men and Women Differ in Valuing Idealism 

Intuitively, we might suspect that idealism, the third in my trio of 

“variable virtues,” would behave differently from either resilience or flexibility.  

After all, idealism has little to do with fighting and surviving a campaign the 

way resilience does, nor does it threaten to embarrass a candidate as flexibility 

might.  Instead, idealism focuses on encouraging Americans to embrace a set of 

shared values and a hopeful vision for the future.  Idealism matters because 

people admire leaders who can “appeal to their better selves,” in the words of 

presidential scholar Thomas Bailey (1978, p. 223).  Merely recalling the 

eloquent idealism of revered presidents such as Jefferson or Lincoln, for 

example, can inspire.  As Richard N. Current (1971) writes of Abraham Lincoln, 

the president bedeviled by a Civil War: “And he gave point and meaning to all 

the bloodshed by symbolizing and putting into deathless words the ideals 

which, alone, were worth fighting for” (p. 137).   
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Journalistic appreciation of the inspirational was on display in 2008, 

when Barack Obama proved himself a poster candidate for eloquence.  In 

covering the Democratic National Convention, Dan Balz (2008) of the 

Washington Post declared that Obama’s message “has galvanized a generation 

of younger voters and re-instilled a sense of idealism in at least part of the older 

generation” (p. A15).  New York Times op-ed columnist Frank Rich (2008) 

pointed to Obama’s “complex mixture of idealism and hard-knuckled political 

cunning” (p. WK10), while columnist E. J. Dionne (2008) equated Obama and 

Reagan as charismatic leaders who exuded “eloquence, idealism and hope” 

(p. B7).   

Yet idealism was by far the least-reported virtue in my study.  It merited 

only 15 mentions, all positive, among the 800 virtue claims I counted in the 

newspapers I examined.  Most officeholders also shrugged it off.  They described 

themselves as idealistic less than 4% of the time, collectively putting idealism 

only a single claim ahead of resilience at the bottom of the virtue hierarchy. 

Recall from Chapter 4 that I compiled 16 lists of 50 virtues—two lists for 

each politician—from the two leading newspapers in each of their states.  

References to idealism went missing from nine of these lists.  In other words, 

more than half of the time, idealism was never mentioned in news coverage of a 

political leader. 

Journalists and politicians may dismiss idealism in officeholders, but 

what about citizens?  Do they think it matters?  The answer depends on the 

gender of the person being asked.  Women rated all virtues except decisiveness 

and conviviality higher than men did, but they rated idealism much higher.  
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Charts 14 and 15 show the respective orders of virtue preferences among 

female and male respondents. 

Chart 14 

Order of Virtue Preferences among Female Respondents  
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Note.  Idealism, resilience and industriousness are rated equally. 

Chart 15 

Order of Virtue Preferences among Male Respondents 
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After integrity, my female respondents most valued inclusiveness.  In a 

third-place tie, they embraced idealism, resilience and industriousness.  Men, 

however, ranked both resilience and industriousness higher than women did—

tied for second place.  They put inclusiveness in a relatively distant fifth place 

and ranked idealism second-to-last among the eight virtues. 

I also looked at the way virtues were rated among male and female 

Democrats, the largest political group in my study.  This was done to gauge 

whether differences about idealism would surface between men and women 

even if they held similar ideological views.  Here the differences were 

pronounced, although they may be skewed somewhat by the greater number of 

Democrat women (18) than Democrat men (7) in my sample. 

Chart 16 compares the virtue ranking of Democratic women and men in 

order of female preferences.  Chart 17 does the same for male preferences.  As 

both show, Democratic women rated all virtues more highly than Democratic 

men did.  However, women rated idealism far more highly—at 2.5 on an 

adjusted scale of one to three compared with the 1.5 rating that idealism 

received from men.  

Idealism ranked third for Democratic women, but second-to-last for 

Democratic men.  Reflecting a male skepticism over this inspirational virtue, 

Conrad told me: “I don’t think that [idealism] is necessary to be successful.  You 

need to be pragmatic.”  Carlyle opined that “idealism can lead someone to be 

rather blind to the realities.”  Echoed Casper, “It can get in the way of things.”   
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Chart 16 

Comparison of Virtue Rankings between Female and Male Democrats, by Order of 

Female Preferences  
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Note.  Female ratings for resilience, industrious and flexibility are equal. 

Chart 17 

Comparison of Virtue Rankings between Female and Male Democrats, by Order of 

Male Preferences  
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Note.  Male ratings for resilience and industriousness, and also for 

inclusiveness and decisiveness, were equal. 
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Given that the emotions stirred by idealism emerge from the warmer, 

feminine side of politics, perhaps it is not surprising that the sexes view this 

virtue so differently.  But what does it mean if the warmth emphasized during a 

campaign goes missing when the policy work begins? 

Senator Sam Brownback’s four attributions of idealism in The Wichita 

Eagle marked the most that any leader received.  Although Brownback was not 

a candidate himself, these references reinforced the notion that idealism, like 

resilience, is more prevalent on the stump than in the halls of governance.  Half 

of Brownback’s idealism claims were linked to his promotion of presidential 

candidate John McCain at the Republican National Convention.  The Eagle, for 

instance, reported that convention delegate Susan Estes found Brownback’s 

convention address on behalf of McCain “inspirational” because he “took the 

time to remind us of our spirit” (Wistrom, 2008, p. A1).   

Absent a campaign, does the language of idealism simply fall flat?  

Perhaps so.  Whatever their other virtues, Senator Christopher Dodd and 

Governor John Baldacci received no newspaper claims for idealism at all.  

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger received just one from the Los Angeles Times 

and another from the San Francisco Chronicle, yet even these had a pragmatic 

quality to them, citing Schwarzenegger’s vision for an environmentally friendly 

energy future.   

Prototypically, campaigns focus the attention of voters and give political 

reporters ready audiences for covering rousing rhetoric (Hart, 2000).  Between 

elections, perhaps the lofty language of idealism fails to mesh with story frames 

favoring conflict and disorder (Bennett, 2007).  Alternatively, perhaps idealism 
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goes uncovered because its manifestations become harder to discern, harder to 

quantify. 

My review of political websites suggests that most politicians make few 

idealistic utterances in the day-to-day.  Aside from Dianne Feinstein and 

Kathleen Sebelius—who became my study’s most idealistic politicians with four 

self-ascriptions each—the other officeholders referenced their idealism not at all 

(Rell), just once (Baldacci, Brownback and Schwarzenegger), or only twice (Dodd 

and Snowe).  If politicians do not see themselves as particularly inspirational—

as leaders who promote hopeful visions for the future—reporters no doubt will 

have difficulty seeing them that way as well.   

Does it make any difference that the soaring virtue of idealism is 

showcased during campaigns but abjectly dismissed between elections?  Media 

criticism of President Obama’s early months in office suggests that 

baiting-and-switching in this way may matter greatly. 

Some pundits who had lauded Obama’s ability to inspire on the 

campaign trail questioned—after his January, 2009, inauguration—what 

happened to the qualities that had once roused his followers so dependably.  

New York Times op-ed columnist Frank Rich (2009), for instance, wrote nine 

months after Obama’s election of “a persistent, anecdotal drift toward 

disillusionment among some of the president’s supporters” based on fears that 

Obama could not deliver on his idealistic pledges (p. WK8). 

A front-page analysis in the New York Times of the new president’s early 

weeks in office began this way: “President Obama is well known for bold 

proposals that have raised expectations, but his administration has shown a 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/o/barack_obama/index.html?inline=nyt-per�
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tendency for compromise and caution, and even a willingness to capitulate on 

some early initiatives.”  It quoted presidential historian Robert Dallek describing 

Obama: “He made all these promises during the campaign, he talked so boldly, 

he stirred all our hopes, and now he is not following through” (Herszenhorn & 

Calmes, 2009, p. A1).   

Washington Post columnist Eugene Robinson (2009) complained that 

Obama’s lack of passion in addressing controversies that brewed from 

coast-to-coast over his ideas for reforming health care had drained emotional 

energy from his followers.  Wrote Robinson: “Where are the million who so 

passionately chanted ‘Yes, we can!’ at Obama’s campaign rallies?  Where are 

the legions who cried tears of joy on Election Night and tears of pride on 

Inauguration Day?” (p. A25).   

If Barack Obama’s perceived idealism could so quickly slide away, 

perhaps it is not surprising that it rarely surfaced among the other officeholders 

in my study.  Once experienced, however, idealism may be a virtue that 

becomes sorely missed when absent, even among hardened political journalists.   

Conclusion 

As we have seen in this chapter, flexibility behaves as a stealth virtue, 

hovering beneath the political radar when a candidate runs for office.  Once the 

legislating and governing begin, however, it moves more readily into view.  

Idealism and resilience, on the other hand, take their leave when the hoopla of 

the campaign fades away. 

Aristotle’s insistence that true virtue is a mean between extremes offers a 

possible explanation for the puzzling behavior of this trio.  Conviction matters 
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in politics, but accommodation also matters.  It is what makes politics the 

pragmatic art of the possible.  On an Aristotelian continuum, we might find 

political pragmatism lying somewhere between the extremes of rigid ideology 

and populist pandering. 

Locating the mean between any two extremes is no easy task, as Aristotle 

(1987) tells us in his Ethics: “That is why it is so hard to be virtuous; for it is 

always hard work to find the mean in anything” (p. 62).  The best bet, he 

advises, is to head in a direction opposite the more problematic of the two 

extremes: 

As it is difficult then to hit the mean exactly, we must take the second 

best course, as the saying is, and choose the lesser of two evils, and this 

we shall best do in the way that we have described, i.e.  by steering clear 

of the evil which is further from the mean.  (p. 64) 

It follows that flexibility, the virtue of accommodation, lies closer to 

pragmatic governing than does idealism—the articulation of a dream.  Idealism, 

then, becomes the extreme that must be spurned if the mean is to be achieved.  

When pragmatism comes to the fore, idealism necessarily moves offstage.  Yet 

an idealist who loosens his or her grip on an articulated vision can seem weak 

and caving—quite the opposite of resilient.  Fleeing the “extreme” of idealism 

seemingly means abandoning a buoyant inner voice, effectively deserting two 

virtues. 

As one of my respondents, Cambria, told me, idealism can be “a 

psychological barrier to having some of those other virtues” that matter in a 

leader.  “Too much idealism goes against flexibility, and the ability to 
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compromise,” she suggested.  “The political philosophy of idealism can go way 

too far, and I think some of the chickens coming home to roost are idealistic 

chickens.” 

In politics, then, some virtues must yield to other virtues.  Is this why 

decisiveness, industriousness and inclusiveness, along with doses of integrity 

and flexibility, often win the day in journalistic coverage?  Cambria likely would 

say yes.  As she sees it, success in political office means “being able to 

distinguish what’s important and what’s not important and to be able to 

compromise on the small things to get the big things done . . ..  You can’t be a 

puritan.” 

In the same article that questioned President Obama’s commitment to 

pressing for the idealistic goals of his campaign once he had taken office, New 

York Times journalists David M. Herszenhorn and Jackie Calmes (2009) argued 

that it “was inevitable that Mr.  Obama’s lofty pledge to change the ways of 

Washington would crash into the realities of governing, including lawmakers 

anxious to protect their constituents and an army of special-interest lobbyists” 

(p. A1). 

What are citizens to make of this seemingly inevitable collision between 

political idealism and practical reality?  Must stirring rhetoric invariably yield to 

calculated deal-making when a campaign is over?  If so, perhaps the lofty virtue 

of integrity also is at stake.  As described in Chapter 3, integrity comes into play 

when the pull of honoring core values is tested by the push of competing policy 

options. 
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President Obama—the leader in whom a number of my respondents said 

they put great hope—seemed wedged during his first year in office between an 

idealistic pledge to overhaul Washington, D.C., and an inclination to work 

flexibly within its constraints.  As New York Times op-ed writer Ross Douthat 

(2009) explained: 

He campaigned as a post-partisan healer who would change the cynical 

ways of Washington—as a foe of both back-room deals and 

ideology-as-usual.  But he’s governed as a conventional liberal who 

believes in the existing system, knows how to work it and accepts the 

limitations it imposes on him.  (p. A23) 

Is this a breach of faith or simply politics?  If it is politics, might it help 

explain why people dislike or distrust political culture?  Was Stephen L. Carter 

(1996) exaggerating or was he cynically on target when he opined about an 

uneasy intersection of integrity, politics and media? 

Scarcely a politician kicks off a campaign without promising to bring it 

[integrity] to government; a few years later, more often than is healthy for 

our democracy, the politician slinks cravenly from office, having been 

lambasted by the press for lacking that self-same integrity; and then the 

press, in turn, is skewered for holding public figures to a measure of 

integrity that its own reporters . . . could not possibly meet.  (p. 6) 

This chapter opened by highlighting scholarly disagreements about 

campaigns and the journalists who cover them.  Kathleen Hall Jamieson (2000), 

for instance, has argued that campaigns put politicians on record with 

promises that, research shows, are often kept.  But Doris A. Graber (2002) 
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counters that reporters may push candidates into making unintended, 

ultimately indefensible, commitments.  Campaign consultants, for their part, 

insist that they stop short of encouraging candidates to do whatever is 

necessary to win (Thurber & Nelson, 2000).   

Against this backdrop, we might ask whether voters believe that they are 

electing flexible policymakers or resilient, inspirational political leaders.  If a 

campaign persuades them of the latter but delivers the former, what political 

virtues are lost to the culture?  Might the electorate be coarsened when the 

virtues it favors go missing?   

Near the end of Barack Obama’s first year in office, columnist David 

Brooks (2009b) urged his readers to simply accept that Obama’s deliberative 

style of governing differed from his impassioned style of campaigning.  “I loved 

covering the Obama campaign,” Brooks acknowledged.  “But amid problems 

like Afghanistan and health care, it simply wouldn’t do to give gauzy speeches 

about the meaning of the word hope . . ..  Embrace the complexity.  Learn to 

live with the dispassion” (p. A35). 

Brooks not withstanding, such admonitions may be especially 

unpleasant for voters who had, indeed, relished the passion.  Can lost virtue 

ever be reclaimed? 

There is, it turns out, more to the Obama story.  As his poll numbers 

sank amid angry town-hall debates over his health-care pledges in the first 

summer of his presidency (Balz & Cohen, 2009), the man who had been called 

resilient as a candidate now was derided for not being tough enough.  “The 

sense of letdown is palpable,” wrote Howard Kurtz (2009) in the Washington 
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Post (p. C1).  Concurred columnist Paul Krugman (2009) in The New York 

Times: “Mr.  Obama was never going to get everything his supporters wanted.  

But there’s a point at which realism shades over into weakness, and 

progressives increasingly feel that the administration is on the wrong side of 

that line” (p. A27). 

Whatever the impetus for change, Barack Obama abruptly shifted gears 

by rallying in September of 2009 to reclaim both resilience and idealism.  In a 

nationally televised speech to Congress outlining his health-care proposals, the 

president once again prompted journalists to praise his eloquence and 

endurance.  Tom Shales (2009), writing a post-mortem of Obama’s address for 

the Washington Post, observed: “Obama came across like Jimmy Stewart in ‘Mr.  

Smith Goes to Washington’: a bright-eyed young idealist up against entrenched 

power, old ideas and obstructionism” (p. C1).  Wrote Adam Nagourney (2009) in 

The New York Times: “It was an attempt by this still-new president to display 

his authority to a Congress that had begun to question his fortitude, to show 

that he was as strong a political leader as he was a political candidate” (p. A27).  

The lesson here is that dormant virtues can be resurrected, at least temporarily, 

amid populist and media demand. 

Roderick P. Hart (2000), in his analysis of decades of political rhetoric, 

finds that campaigns make politicians’ thoughts more uplifting, engaging and 

easier to grasp.  In contrast, the language of non-election years sounds more 

like government-speak, a consistent medley of abstractions.  Campaigns, in 

other words, are embodied in idealistic rhetoric, whereas governance may be 

reduced to the jargon of policy. 
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When elections are over, political and journalistic messages change.  

Media agendas move from illuminating the qualities of the candidate to 

reporting the actions of the officeholder.  Do political virtues shift as media 

agendas shift?  The answer is yes.  Stories that report on legislation, policy 

deliberations, and the ministrations of governance convey workhorse, not 

racehorse, virtues.  In this rhetorical environment, the Republic goes on, 

flexibly—as it must until the next campaign.   
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

  On Christmas Day of 2009, a passenger on Northwest Airlines Flight 253 

reportedly ignited a powdery substance that he had concealed in his underwear 

as the international flight approached its Detroit destination.  The alleged 

bombing plot failed.  Another passenger leapfrogged over a middle row of seats 

to put out the fire and lead a posse of passengers and crew in restraining the 

suspected terrorist, a Nigerian who later was charged with attempting to bring 

down the airplane (Shane & Lipton, 2010, p. A1). 

  Although homeland security chief Janet Napolitano initially said the 

system had worked, President Barack Obama interrupted his Hawaiian vacation 

three days after the incident to tersely declare that it had not.  He ordered an 

examination of security failures to be completed in two days.  Oversights that 

had allowed an individual who should have been under suspicion to board a 

Detroit-bound flight in Amsterdam were unacceptable, Obama said (Baker & 

Hulse, 2009, p. A1). 

  Critics later would debate the speed with which Obama responded.  But 

his defenders observed that a vacationing President George W. Bush waited six 

days to address a failed attempt to bring down an American flight by a man who 

concealed an explosive agent in his shoe (Baker, 2010, p. MM30; Rucker & 

Shear, 2009, p. A4).  Debated, too, was the appropriateness of the U.S. Justice 

Department’s decision to bring the Christmas-Day suspect to trial in criminal 

court rather than charging him as a war criminal in military proceedings that 
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would permit more intensive interrogation (Savage, 2010, p. A14; Krauthammer, 

2010, p. A17). 

  This incident, striking at modern America’s deep-seated fears of 

vulnerability on an especially cherished holiday, put on display the country’s 

particular brand of political virtue.  Questioning whether Obama responded 

diligently enough—whether he showed sufficient industriousness while 

vacationing in Hawaii—is emblematic of an American work ethic that values 

productivity.  Illustrative of an American regard for decisiveness and resilience 

was Obama’s insistence that breaches in homeland security were intolerable 

and that weaknesses would be corrected.  Debates over how the suspect should 

be tried—balancing the nation’s security needs against its constitutional 

processes and protections—reflected uniquely American notions of integrity. 

  Galvanizing scenarios such as these raise genuine questions about virtue 

in American political life.  Do stricter security regulations and full-body 

scanning violate common decency and personal privacy?  Is it ever justifiable to 

single out an individual for extra scrutiny because of his or her nationality and 

stated beliefs?  When should treasured standards governing an individual’s fair 

treatment and due process be sacrificed to ensure the safety of the masses?  

  Americans do notice and debate virtue in their political leaders and 

public life.  An awareness of political industriousness, decisiveness, resilience, 

and integrity moved to the forefront of the nation’s collective consciousness for a 

time beginning on that Christmas Day.  The irony is that even clear 

manifestations of political virtue do not prevent people from wondering whether 

politics has any virtue at all.  Americans harbor a collective sense of lapsed 
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public virtue, grounded in the failure of their political system to perform 

impeccably.  In this final chapter, I will outline the premises that have driven my 

exploration of virtue in politics, how I went about searching for it, what I found, 

and what those findings suggest about American political life.  I will offer areas 

for future research as well as pragmatic and pedagogical applications based on 

my discoveries. 

  In this study I have argued that Americans are engulfed in a crisis of 

political virtue, evidenced by abundant literature that has, for decades, 

disparaged the civic-mindedness of citizens, questioned the motives of political 

news media, and castigated the behavior of politicians and the moneyed special 

interests that fuel political campaigns.  W. Russell Neuman (1986) complained 

of an “ignorance and apathy” among the electorate so profound that it is 

“remarkable that the American democratic system works as well as it does” (p. 

8).  Thomas E. Patterson (1994, 2000, 2002) berated a relentless media 

negativity for fostering civic disinterest and distrust.  “For years on end,” 

Patterson (2002) wrote in The Vanishing Voter, “journalists chose to tell their 

audience that their leaders were self-interested, dishonest, and dismissive of the 

public good.  It was a one-sided story that had a predictably negative effect on 

Americans’ beliefs about their leaders and institutions” (p. 82).  Elizabeth Drew 

(2000), contending that politicians and the influence of special-interest money 

are the true culprits in a virtue deficit, cited a “decline in statesmanship and 

leadership, civility and quality” in Washington politics beginning in the late 

1970s (p. vii).   
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  Barack Obama’s landmark election in 2008 on a platform of hope and 

change, propelled by his idealistic rhetoric and an army of volunteers and small 

donors (Jamieson, 2009), confirmed that many Americans believed something 

was deeply amiss in their political culture.  This sense of unease, too profound 

for a single election to remedy, would persist into Obama’s presidency.  More 

than a year after his inauguration, the president identified it for the record, 

giving the crisis a new prominence in the nation’s rhetorical archives.  In his 

2010 State of the Union address, Obama (2010) confirmed that people’s faith in 

their core institutions was being sorely tested: 

We face a deficit of trust—deep and corrosive doubts about how 

Washington works that have been growing for years.  To close that 

credibility gap we have to take action on both ends of Pennsylvania 

Avenue—to end the outsized influence of lobbyists; to do our work 

openly; to give our people the government they deserve. . . . 

Unfortunately, too many of our citizens have lost faith that our biggest 

institutions—our corporations, our media, and, yes, our government—

still reflect these same [American] values. . . .   

Each time lobbyists game the system or politicians tear each other down 

instead of lifting this country up, we lose faith.  The more that TV 

pundits reduce serious debates to silly arguments, big issues into sound 

bites, our citizens turn away.  No wonder there’s so much cynicism out 

there.  No wonder there’s so much disappointment. (n.p.)   

  Summing up the virtue crisis from the vantage point of ordinary 

Americans, John R. Hibbing and Elizabeth Theiss-Morse (2003) contrast what 
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citizens want from their political system, as evidenced by surveys and focus 

groups, with what people think they actually are getting.  Citizens, they write, 

hope for politicians who are “caring, other-regarding, common-good-oriented 

decision-makers.  They want empathetic, non-self-interested decision-makers” 

(p. 161).  What people believe they have, instead, are self-interested leaders 

concerned with their own gain.  Therefore, say Hibbing and Theiss-Morse, 

“political participation in the United States is often connected to resentment, 

dissatisfaction, and puzzlement rather than to legitimacy, trust, and 

enlightenment” (p.10).   

  This is not an abstract concern.  Loss of trust is emblematic of a decline 

in political capital that threatens people’s fundamental belief in their own 

system.  At a perilous moment in geopolitical history—when President Obama 

(2009b) could speak of the necessity of waging war even as he accepted a Nobel 

Peace Prize—the times themselves demand political leaders who behave 

prudently, virtuously.  How else, amid the contradictions, are people to know 

what is right or decent about their own self-governance? 

  Contributing to this disquiet, American political history fails to offer a 

clear means for recognizing the presence or absence of virtue in political life.  In 

response, I have examined which political virtues matter in American culture 

and where they might be found (or not found).  As a starting point, political 

virtues were defined as the internalized attributes of leaders that facilitate 

successful outcomes in political office, with “successful outcomes” a proxy for the 

general good associated with virtue displays.  To pursue answers to some of the 

troubling concerns raised here, I have addressed four overarching questions: 1) 
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Do Americans yearn consistently for a core set of political virtues in their 

leaders? 2) If so, what are these virtues?  Are they typically manifested explicitly 

or implicitly in American political culture?  Are they seen as being harmonious 

with, or rivaling, one another?  3) When communicating, do different groups – 

male politicians, female citizens, Republicans, Democrats, political journalists – 

prioritize political virtues differently?  4) By better mapping the display of 

political virtues, how can we better understand issues of inclusion, 

disconnection and difference in American political life?  

How and Where Political Virtues Might Be Found 

  To identify what political virtues matter most, I reviewed popular and 

scholarly literature about American presidents and noted which positive 

qualities repeatedly surfaced in these descriptions.  I pared this list to eight 

comprehensive but individually distinct virtues: conviviality, decisiveness, 

flexibility, idealism, inclusiveness, industriousness, integrity, and resilience.  

Clearly, this list represents only a slice of a wider, ongoing discussion of 

political virtue in American public life. 

 Next, I searched for references to the manifestations of these virtues on 

the websites of, and in newspaper articles about, a sample of eight governors or 

senior U.S. senators balanced by gender, party, office and region.  These 

politicians included Republican Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger and 

Democratic U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein of California, Republican Governor 

M. Jodi Rell and Democratic U.S. Senator Christopher Dodd of Connecticut, 

Democratic Governor John Baldacci and Republican U.S. Senator Olympia 

Snowe of Maine, and Democratic Governor Kathleen Sebelius and Republican 
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U.S. Senator Sam Brownback of Kansas.  (After I had completed my data-

gathering, Sebelius was confirmed by the U.S. Senate on April, 28, 2009, as 

President Obama’s secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services.) 

  I looked for virtue references in materials dated October 30, 2008, or 

earlier, to avoid skewing my findings with potentially abrupt political shifts after 

Barack Obama’s election as president on November 4, 2008.  None of the 

politicians in my study was running for re-election that year, permitting me to 

study how virtue surfaces in a leader absent a campaign.  I compiled 50 virtue 

references to each politician from each of the two highest-circulation 

newspapers in their states, and also counted virtue references in 12,000 words 

of individual-specific materials culled from each of their government websites.   

  Finally, I interviewed 48 randomly selected writers of letters, on any 

topic, that had been published in the eight newspapers in my study.5

         While newspaper letter-writers are older, better educated, better off 

financially, and more likely to be white than the average population (Reader, 

Stempel, & Daniel, 2004), their demonstrated interest in public affairs made 

them particularly well-suited for my project.  My sample sizes of politicians, 

newspapers and citizens were small, but the vertical nature of this exploration, 

  My 

respondents included six letter-writers – three men and three women – from 

each newspaper for a total of 12 interviews in each of the four states.  In 

quoting them, I have used pseudonyms that begin with the first letter of their 

state or, in the case of California and Connecticut, the first two letters.   

                                                 
5 Respondents were interviewed by telephone with the exception of three who agreed to 
answer my interview questions by e-mail because of schedule constraints. 
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in manageable dimensions, enabled a study of political virtue in considerable 

depth.  Merging quantitative and qualitative approaches produced, I believe, a 

richly textured examination of how virtue is projected in public life.      

Tracking Political Virtues Positively and Negatively 

  Integrity’s puzzling nature.  People readily identify integrity as the 

paramount virtue of politics, but they lack consensus on what it ought to look 

like in practice.  As reported in Chapter 3, some believe integrity should honor 

consistency above all else.  Others, however, argue that high-minded leaders in 

a republic ought to be open to accommodating anyone’s legitimate ideas—that 

integrity should not be a rigid, unyielding virtue.  If integrity means adhering 

steadfastly to one’s own principles, a Californian observed, then more integrity 

would be undesirable in political foes.  People of all political persuasions— 

Republicans, Democrats and independents – told me that they wanted morality 

and uprightness in politics.  Problem-solving ought to come ahead of partisan 

ideology, people frequently said.  But ideology, it turns out, colors people’s own 

perceptions of political integrity, morality, and courage.   

Where Democrats saw courage when Republican Senator Olympia Snowe 

sided with Democrats to provide crucial support for President Obama’s 

economic stimulus package in February of 2009, for instance, Republicans 

complained of deception or betrayal.  Political philosopher Jason A. Scorza 

(2001) argues that displays of true political courage are essential for the 

preservation of social justice.  Yet citizens, lacking any means of discerning 

whether a politician’s motives are rooted in self-interest or public interest, can 
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find the highest and lowest of intentions interchangeable.  Their perceptions 

are guided by their political views.   

          Paradoxically, too, Republicans and Democrats see similar virtues in 

leaders of polar-opposite ideologies.  Conservative Ronald Reagan, the late GOP 

president, was described by his admirers as moral, principled, idealistic, 

gracious, and decent.  Fans of the progressive Democratic President Obama 

find him ethical, committed, visionary, compassionate, and steady.  It likely 

would occur to neither group of loyalists that their descriptions of Obama and 

Reagan were transposable.  But that people of disparate views find common 

virtues in separately admired leaders suggests that citizens may see virtue 

where they most want to see it.  If so, this would be consistent with political 

scientist Anthony King’s belief that people are drawn first to a leader’s ideology, 

then to his or her personal traits (2002).  My findings raise the troubling 

possibility that people are mostly blind to virtue in politicians whose ideologies 

they oppose. 

 High-mindedness in unexpected places.  Given the premium that 

people put on political integrity, we might assume that politicians—hardly a 

bashful lot—would loudly trumpet their own high-mindedness.  But they do 

not.  Officeholders referenced integrity only 8.5% of the time on their 

government websites.  As Aristotle explains in the Ethics, one cannot boast of 

being high-minded without appearing self-aggrandizing.  Thus political leaders 

need the credibility of third parties to project their own integrity.  Oddly, their 

watchdogs in the press are willing to fill that role.  Journalistic mores and 

norms, it turns out, readily permit it.  As Chapter 4 reports, newspapers were 
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more than twice as likely to ascribe integrity to my study’s officeholders as the 

leaders were to claim it in themselves.  Surprisingly, too, journalists were more 

likely to report integrity present rather than missing.  For every integrity lapse 

that they alleged, journalists conveyed 1.34 claims of displayed integrity.  

Adding non-journalistic commentary to the mix reversed this ratio, however.  

For all the criticisms about a cynically negative press, citizen letter-writers and 

partisan commentators proved far more disparaging of leaders than were 

journalists.  Unrestrained by news mores grounded in even-handedness and 

distance, letter-writers by a ratio of 5 to 1 vented a righteous wrath against 

politicians they considered self-interested, duplicitous, or simply wrongheaded.    

 Nevertheless, people can find integrity in their leaders—especially if they 

personally like them.  Exemplifying this was Casper’s comment about Senator 

Dianne Feinstein: “I really do like her; I think she has a good deal of integrity.”  

An interpersonal phenomenon known as “what is beautiful is good” finds that 

attractive people are perceived to possess a host of other favorable qualities.  

Extrapolating this concept to politics suggests that politicians who are 

appealing also seem motivated by public-mindedness. 

 Craving and spurning conviviality.  People like to like female 

officeholders, I discovered.  Most notably, half of my California and Connecticut 

respondents, evenly divided by gender, volunteered that they liked Dianne 

Feinstein and Governor M. Jodi Rell.  Similar feelings of affection did not 

surface for male leaders in my sample, even when people expressed respect or 

admiration for them. 
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 Politicians of both genders, however, were recipients of an unexpected 

craving for some tangible sense of connection, reported in Chapter 5.  Echoing 

Montesquieu’s (1748/1977) observation that governance is something of a love 

affair, people seem to yearn for a two-way relationship with their leaders, 

somehow bypassing the mediated nature of most political communication.  

Even brief encounters with officeholders matter, for they allow a first-hand 

assessment of virtue.  Mitchell told me of Olympia Snowe: “I’ve talked to her 

personally and I believe she’s sincere.”  Kelly, speaking of her e-mail exchanges 

with a Kansas state representative, explained that “realistically, the feeling is 

that we need to be in this together.”   

         This seemingly flies in the face of Americans’ supposed distaste for all 

things political.  Yet research finds that people can feel an affinity for their 

political leaders as individuals despite a disdain of politics generally (Sears, 

1983).  That is why political consultants work hard to make their candidates 

seem personally appealing (Packard, 1980; McGinnis, 1969).  In a visual age, 

television can bestow celebrity status on nearly anyone, making even politicians 

alluring (Hart, 1999; West & Orman, 2003).  As political psychologist Drew 

Westen (2007) puts it, “We are not moved by leaders with whom we do not feel 

an emotional resonance” (p. 16, italics in original).     

Still, citizens, politicians, and newspapers all dismiss the worth of 

conviviality, the interpersonal virtue of charm and appeal.  My respondents 

rated conviviality the least important of the eight attributes.  Officeholders 

devoted a scant 5.5% of their self-descriptions it.  Newspapers gave it just 4.5% 

of their mentions, whether positive or negative.  Only implicitly did people 
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acknowledge a place for the personal warmth that gives politics its human 

dimension.  

         Given that this craving for connection exists, however, we would expect 

officeholders to attempt to engage citizens through new communication 

technologies.  Yet the websites of my study’s officeholders were more stagnant 

than dynamic.  Two notable exceptions—the sites of Senator Christopher Dodd 

and Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger—exuded a sense of immediacy that 

offered citizens virtual front-row seats at daily Capitol doings in Washington 

and Sacramento.  Twitter postings from both leaders reinforced this sense of 

citizens being there, too. 

 Workhorses virtues overtake racehorse virtues.  Is politics a virtuous 

enterprise, or is it not?  A remarkable 70.5% of the 800 virtue claims that I 

tallied in newspapers were positive.  For every alleged integrity shortfall, for 

instance, newspapers made three positive claims of decisiveness, inclusiveness, 

or industriousness—the three workhorse virtues that ensure the day-to-day 

functioning of governance.  Politicians, too, touted these workhorse virtues in 

themselves, although with a different emphasis.   

 Showcasing action in their stories, newspapers put decisiveness first 

among the positive attributes that they identified in officeholders (22.7%), 

followed closely by industriousness (20%) and inclusiveness (19.9%).   

 But politicians preferred to stress their own inclusiveness, the virtue of 

valuing others and showing compassion.  They devoted fully a third of their 

descriptions to it.  Trailing rather distantly were decisiveness at 25% and 

industriousness at 14%.  By emphasizing decisiveness, newspapers distort the 
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other-oriented focus that politicians seek to project and that citizens deeply 

value. 

What people most value is integrity, however.  This was the only virtue to 

receive more negative than positive ascriptions from newspapers in combined 

tallies from journalists and non-journalists.  Among all 800 virtues, integrity 

received 15.4% negative and 11% positive claims.  Because integrity matters so 

greatly, and because dozens of these negative claims appeared in popularly read 

letters to the editor and colorful commentaries, allegations of integrity lapses 

likely were more salient to readers than the greater number of positive virtue 

ascriptions overall.  As agenda-setting theorist Maxwell McCombs (2004) 

observes, some attributes “are more likely than others to be noticed and 

remembered by the audience quite apart from their frequency of appearance or 

dominance in the message” (p. 92). 

 Oddly, the virtues of resilience and idealism, traditionally spotlighted 

during the horserace of political campaigning, all but disappear from daily 

political life, as discussed in Chapter 6.  Citizens certainly value the optimistic, 

can-do nature of resilience, a quality ingrained in the American psyche.  My 

respondents, as a group, ranked resilience second only to integrity in 

importance among the virtues.  Idealism, too, colors the American self-image, 

for people admire leaders who can “appeal to their better selves,” as presidential 

scholar Thomas A. Bailey (1978) puts it (p. 223).   

Yet officeholders gave resilience the least attention of any of the eight 

virtues, citing it just 3.5% of the time.  Idealism fared little better.  Echoing this, 
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newspapers noted resilience in less than 4% of their positive and negative 

claims.  Idealism merited just 15 newspaper mentions, all positive.  No virtue 

received less newspaper attention than idealism.  Resilience and idealism, so 

valued on the campaign trail, are not the virtues of governing and legislating. 

Politics is a Marvel of Power and Fragility 
 
 At its rawest, the practice of politics is about taking power, whether 

besting competitors for office, outmaneuvering opponents in floor flights, or 

vanquishing enemies at war.  Brute power was on display when Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt rallied the nation to respond to the destruction at Pearl 

Harbor by joining a global conflict that crushed Japan in the Asian Pacific and 

Adolf Hitler in Europe.  Political muscle was showcased, too, in the pair of Gulf 

War invasions of Iraq that ultimately toppled Saddam Hussein. 

 This is the same power that domestically constructs and fills county jails, 

state prisons, and federal penitentiaries.  But it also creates universities, 

engineers highways, and provides food stamps to families.   

          For all this, politics is inherently, continually fragile.  A politician’s 

romantic dalliances may be irrelevant to the ability to craft sound public policy, 

but illicit love affairs time and again have undone the politically powerful.  Gary 

Hart saw his quest for the presidency collapse under the weight of a 

photograph—a snapshot of him with bikini-clad Donna Rice on his lap, aboard 

the vessel Monkey Business.  Former U.S. Senator John Edwards cut short his 

political career with a belated admission that he had fathered a child during his 

2008 presidential campaign with a woman other than his cancer-stricken wife.  

President Bill Clinton overcame persistent allegations and even veiled 
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admissions of adultery until Monica Lewinsky’s semen-stained dress led to his 

impeachment by the House of Representatives.  

         Politics is so fragile that California voters could recall Democrat Gray 

Davis from office only 11 months after re-electing him as governor even though 

he was accused of no crime—beyond, perhaps, living up to his first name.  His 

replacement, Republican Arnold Schwarzenegger, was flashier.  But six years 

later, only 7% of Californians believed Schwarzenegger would leave the state in 

any better shape than it had been under Davis (Yamamura, 2010, p. A3). 

        The practice of politics is so precarious that, after the 2009 death of the 

venerable Democratic Senator Edward Kennedy, Massachusetts voters could 

replace him with a Republican—throwing into jeopardy by a single vote 

President Obama’s entire agenda, including health care reforms long 

championed by Kennedy.   

 How can something as seemingly powerful as politics be so intrinsically 

and persistently fragile?  My exploration of political virtue suggests four deep-

seated reasons, and I explain each below. 

 Absolute integrity is impossible to maintain in politics.   People will 

never agree on which political leaders or acts reflect integrity if they cannot 

agree on the nature of integrity in the first place.  Here Aristotle’s advice to find 

virtue in the mean between extremes fails us, for the ideal of absolute integrity 

is an extreme itself.  Deception and self-absorption are its opposites.  My 

respondents made clear that where a political act falls along this continuum is 

subject to interpretation, colored by the observer’s own political biases.   
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 Although literature such as John F. Kennedy’s Profiles in Courage (1956) 

implies that leaders of integrity should remain true to themselves whatever the 

political cost, some people doubt the value of this.  They see such behavior as a 

stubborn adherence to ideology, interfering with practical problem-solving.  

Others, however, believe that straying from conviction signals a spineless lack 

of fortitude.   

 Cambria, a retired lawyer, thought an ideal leader ought to be both 

effective and independently minded—but acknowledged that independent 

thinkers were unlikely to achieve results in a political world dominated by 

coalitions.  “I don’t think I’m cynical about it,” said Cambria, “but I do think if 

every politician had all the virtues I’d like them to have it might not work out 

very well.” 

Can the practice of politics ever match the definitions of integrity that 

people carry in their heads? Or does its very nature—its give-and-take, its 

thorny disputes, its dependence on campaign donations from special interests—

run inherently counter to popular assumptions about uprightness? If people 

seek morality in politics and consider themselves moral, can they ever perceive 

uprightness in their political foes? My findings suggest they generally cannot, 

boding poorly for the bipartisan commonality that people also say they want. 

          Stephen L. Carter (1996) in his book, Integrity, writes that high-

mindedness is marked by commitment and steadfastness.  If so, how does this 

square with the tenuous balance between flexibility and consistency required 

for the serial compromises that make politics function?  Absolute integrity 
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becomes an impossible virtue if it expects consistency from allies but demands 

flexibility from foes. 

           Compounding the conundrums raised here, true political courage seems 

to be unknowable in the moment.  Kenneth Burke observes that motives shift 

as the emphasis shifts among the several parts of a rhetorical drama.  In the 

political drama, too, a leader’s motives can appear selfish or selfless, depending 

on the focus of the observer.  Friedrich Nietzsche believed that friends and foes 

alike within a system contribute to one another’s character.  The courageous 

and the self-interested, then, color the character of America’s political 

institutions, blurring the intentions of all players.  The indistinguishable nature 

of high and low political motives, I believe, explains why so many Americans 

paint politicians with a single brush, and why they find courage so elusive in 

politics.   

 While absolute integrity is an illusion, then, the news media are 

nonetheless charged with safeguarding high-mindedness in public life.  

Scholars variously accuse media watchdogs of behaving as lapdogs (Herman & 

Chomsky, 2002; McChesney, 1999, 2004) or attack dogs (Patterson, 1994, 

2000, 2002) when approaching their mission.  I find, however, that journalists 

are neither predictably positive nor uniformly negative when characterizing 

officeholders.  News frames are capable of finding integrity present as well as 

missing.  As evidence of this, my sample’s journalists found four politicians—

two Democrats and two Republicans, two women and two men—to be 

remarkably high-minded.  They labeled four other leaders—also equally 

balanced by gender and party—lagging.   
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 Instincts and rationality send conflicting messages.  When it comes 

to judging politics, people are guided by emotions and suspicions.  As Drew 

Westen (2007) writes: “The political brain is an emotional brain.  It is not a 

dispassionate calculating machine, objectively searching for the right facts, 

figures, and policies to make a reasoned decision” (p. xv, italics in original).  On 

the contrary, says Westen, “In politics, when reason and emotion collide, 

emotion invariably wins” (p. 35). 

  Because citizens believe that ordinary people like themselves would be 

self-serving if elected to office, they fear the same thing about officeholders, 

report Hibbing and Theiss-Morse (2003).  This fuels an impassioned brand of 

negativity well-known to editors of opinion pages.  Letters and e-mails to the 

editor can be half-baked, out of line, and downright ugly (Wahl-Jorgenson, 

2007, p.100).  Contrasting this free-wheeling citizen emotion, stories on the 

news pages are ostensibly constrained by norms grounded in facts, first-hand 

observations, direct quotations, and fairness to both sides of a controversy.   

  These two radically different approaches to filtering public affairs formed 

a yin of studied detachment versus a yang of opinionated outrage in the 

newspapers I reviewed, especially when it came to controversies embroiling U.S. 

Senator Christopher Dodd of Connecticut.  Juxtaposing the pathos of opinion 

and the logos of reportage proved instructive, for it illustrated how the reporters 

who covered Dodd first-hand spoke past citizens who decried his intentions 

from afar.     

 Certainly Dodd, as chair of the Senate Banking Committee, did not help 

his cause by accepting favorable loan treatment from Countrywide Financial 
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Corporation and $13 million in campaign donations from the finance industry, 

among other alleged breeches (Walsh, 2008, n.p.).  What people especially 

dislike, Hibbing and Theiss-Morse report, is a notion that “decision makers—

for no reason other than the fact that they are in a position to make decisions—

accrue benefits at the expense of non-decision makers” (p. 2).  But Newsweek, 

in airing the accumulated complaints against Dodd, reported that “none of the 

allegations has added up to much” (Thomas, Hosenball & Smalley, 2009, p. 

47).  Nor did the Senate Ethics Committee find a case to bring against Dodd 

(Olivarez-Giles, 2009, p. B2).  Yet polls showed that citizens remained 

unconvinced (Dixon, 2010). 

 The ambiguity of Dodd’s case illustrates the fragility of politics quite well.  

It shows how rationality and instinct—how a politico’s acknowledged 

industriousness and the public’s worries over integrity—can dance around 

each other.  While reporters awarded Dodd more industrious claims than any 

other politician in my sample, opinion-writers attacked his perceived virtue 

failures.  Courant letter-writer John A. Alexander (2008), for example, blamed 

the senator for the Wall Street and home-foreclosure crises that were draining 

citizens of assets and equity: “He is no longer a credible civil servant for 

Connecticut! He oversaw the loss of a third of my lifetime accumulation of the 

value of my home and my conservative investments. . . .  Dodd failed in his 

most important oversight responsibility and should resign” (p. C2). 

  A stockpile of lesser virtues cannot offset a perceived loss of integrity.  

Politics is so delicate an enterprise that Dodd, a powerful five-term senator, 
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chose not to run for re-election, citing “my present political standing” among the 

factors in his decision (“Text of Dodd remarks,” 2010, n.p.).  

  Reporters who cover the nuts and bolts of policymaking hardly fall under 

the “all skepticism and criticism all of the time” tenor of some voices in the 

mass media (Kaufman, Petrocik, and Shaw, 2008, p.192).  But the rationality of 

public-policy reporting makes dull competition for the righteous wrath of an 

impassioned citizenry.   

  As newspapers continue to shed journalists, and the Internet magnifies 

the growing number of opinion-givers who do not gather their information first-

hand, there is ample reason to believe that instincts could trump rationality in 

political culture.  Newspaper gatekeepers who sort citizen correspondence 

stand, for the moment, at a threshold between civil debate and what Karin 

Wahl-Jorgenson (2007) calls “the ugliness of actual public discourse” (p. 100).   

      Inherent gender tensions are unresolved.  Whether they were male or 

female, Democrat or Republican, my study’s political leaders concurred that 

inclusiveness was their most important virtue.  Citizens may suspect politicians 

of self-interest, but politicians label themselves other-oriented and empathetic.   

         Inclusiveness is the kind of warm, communal quality stereotypically 

associated with the feminine (Carroll, 2009; Eagly & Carli, 2003).  Yet politics is 

historically and culturally a masculine endeavor, devoted to the agency and 

instrumentality of making things happen.  Hillary Clinton’s competitive race for 

the Democratic presidential nomination notwithstanding, American women have 

never come close to achieving parity with men in the top echelons of power.  In 
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2010, just six of the nation’s 50 governors were women.  Female representatives 

and senators made up less than 17% of Congress. 

  The rise of women in politics is marked by tensions between the 

masculine and feminine, for women must prove themselves adept at the agency 

of leadership without being too masculine.  Nor can they shed the submissive, 

feminine qualities that are culturally expected of women (Jamieson, 1995; Eagly 

& Carli, 2003). 

  At first blush, then, we might believe that politics is fragile because it 

requires female politicians to do more accommodating than male politicians.  

Oddly, however, politics requires its male players to be flexible as well.  If 

women must mimic men in politics, it also appears true that men must assume 

some stereotypically feminine behaviors for politics to function optimally.  Not 

only do people want androgyny from their politicians (Hibbing & Theiss-Morse, 

2003), but politicians try to give it to them, I find. 

 This is especially notable because male citizens do not value 

inclusiveness as highly as male officeholders do.  My study’s female 

respondents ranked inclusiveness second only to integrity among the eight 

virtues, while male respondents gave it a relatively distant fifth ranking.  

Seemingly, then, the value that politicians of both genders and parties give to 

the supposedly feminine quality of inclusiveness requires male leaders to adjust 

their own stereotypical notions of masculinity.  Men do not have to prove their 

leadership skills, report Alice H. Eagly and Linda L. Carli (2003), but it appears 

they must master an inner communication with a feminine side. 
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 In politics, I find, the genders share one another’s virtues.  After 

inclusiveness, the virtue of decisiveness—the stereotypically masculine quality 

of strong, bold leadership—was self-described most often by both male and 

female officeholders.  Tensions between these two qualities—the other-oriented 

nature of inclusiveness and the take-charge aura of decisiveness—reflect an 

endless interplay between what Roderick P. Hart (2000) calls the masculine and 

feminine principles of politics. It is this interplay that makes politics so 

compelling, Hart posits.   

 Research suggests that people with androgynous qualities are more likely 

to achieve day-to-day success, a finding that mirrors how politics melds the 

maternal and paternal to achieve some sense of overarching cohesion.  In their 

Handbook of Interpersonal Communication, Mark L. Knapp and John A. Daly 

(2002) observe that some theorists believe that the two genders share a 

common emotional culture, but “men have not learned the social skills that 

women often have” (p. 141).  In line with this reasoning, Robert Jensen (2007) 

writes that institutional patriarchies have harmed the dominating gender, as 

well as those subjected, by inhibiting men from achieving their full human 

potential (p. 9).  As women move into political institutions, my findings suggest, 

political culture may become more like them.     

 Newspapers awarded Democratic Governor John Baldacci of Maine more 

ascriptions of inclusiveness, at 26 of 100 claims, than any other leader in my 

study.  In second place was Republican Senator Sam Brownback of Kansas 

with 19.  Despite its stereotypical connotations, inclusiveness readily translates 

as a male political virtue or even as a Republican or Democratic one.    
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 This is not to say that political culture has shed all gender stereotypes.  

Male and female politicians collectively made a precisely equal number of 

decisiveness claims on their websites.  Yet newspapers awarded more 

decisiveness to the male leaders, led by former bodybuilder Governor Arnold 

Schwarzenegger. 

 American women vote more faithfully than men do, yet ordinary women, 

I found, still seem outsiders in the world of politics.  Letters published from 

men outnumbered those from women in the newspapers that I surveyed by 

ratios as high as 5 to 1.  Six of my female respondents told me that they were 

unsure they would have anything of value to contribute to my study; no male 

respondent said this.  Men sometimes described politics as if they were 

following sports; women more often voiced frustration about penetrating the 

process.  Where men enjoyed politics, women approached it as civic work.   

    Ironically, the female politicians in my study touted a greater number of 

virtues in themselves than male leaders, newspapers attributed more virtue to 

female leaders, and female citizens valued virtue more highly than their male 

counterparts.  Why, then, if people desire a virtuous politics, are women so 

underrepresented in it? Scholarship has pondered this question without 

resolving it (Huddy & Terkildsen, 1993; Parry-Giles & Parry-Giles, 1996).  But it 

is telling that women respondents could view themselves as outsiders—

underscoring the fragility of a politics that paradoxically values inclusiveness.  

This fragility surfaces, too, in the “liking” that people express for female leaders.  

Seemingly benign, this emphasis on affection represents a “soft bias” that 

subtly places women leaders above—and therefore outside of—the political fray.   
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 The job application and the job can never coincide.  It would be odd, 

indeed, if an actor’s audition differed from the role to be performed, if a 

character cast as a compelling Romeo were instead to play a mischievous Puck 

when the curtain rose.   

 Yet politics is much like this.  Voters may elect a candidate of resilience, 

fortitude, consistency, and idealism.  Upon the swearing-in, the script changes.  

Performing as an officeholder requires agility and deftness.  The candidate’s 

strength, conviction, and vision give way to the leader’s cajoling, dealing, and 

accommodating. 

           Do Americans feel shortchanged when campaigns sell them one set of 

qualities but deliver another? Perhaps they do. 

 Within months of President Obama’s heady inaugural festivities, 

journalists were reporting a dearth of the resilience and idealism that had 

characterized Obama on the stump (Herszenhorn & Calmes, 2009, p. A1).  

Pundits continued to bemoan what they saw as Obama’s lost passion and 

fortitude into the summer (e.g., Rich, 2009, p. WK8; Robinson, 2009, p. A15).  A 

year after his inauguration, a Newsweek cover featured a somber-faced Obama 

next to the headline, “The Inspiration Gap.” Inside, Jon Meacham (2010) opined 

that Obama “has grandly failed so far in doing what presidents must do, which 

is to lead the nation emotionally as well as rationally” (p. 21). 

 I find, however, that this divide between the racehorse and the workhorse 

virtues—the eloquence of idealistic inspiration versus the plodding adaptability 

of governing—is a staple, not an aberration, of politics.  Reporters are drawn to 

competitive survivors; resilience wins the campaign coverage (Kendall, 2007; 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/h/david_m_herszenhorn/index.html?inline=nyt-per�
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Graber, 2002). At the same time, campaign rhetoric replaces the dull jargon of 

governance with loftier, headier language (Hart, 2000).  Yet both resilience and 

idealism seem to get in the way of crafting policy, when the virtue of flexibility 

replaces the consistency that is a hallmark of most political candidacies.   

 Barack Obama’s equanimity was so remarked-upon during his long 

quest for the presidency that one of my respondents, Courtney, suggested 

Obama’s resilience was a reason he was elected.  His eloquence, too, attracted 

great attention.  Katrina said she was “quite taken with the man” from the 

moment she heard Obama speak at the 2004 Democratic National Convention, 

prompting her to turn from her ironing to stare at her television.  Beyond 

propelling voters to the polls, inspirational campaign rhetoric by its very nature 

infuses politics with meaning (Hart, 2000).   

 Why, then, cannot resilience and idealism stick around, mingling with 

the workhorse virtues?  It turns out that messages change in the wake of a 

campaign.  Media agendas shift from probing the qualities of the candidate to 

reporting the actions of the officeholder.  Political virtues shift with them.  

Newspapers, so preoccupied with publicizing flip-flops in a candidate, accept 

flexibility in an officeholder.  They reported 54 positive instances of flexibility 

among my study’s sitting politicians, a respectable 9.5% of their favorable 

ascriptions.  The term “flip-flop” appeared in none of the 236 negative claims.  

What would be considered a faux pas in the audition is a requisite of the 

performance.   

 Still, politicians are even more uncomfortable discussing their flexibility 

than their own integrity.  Officeholders, perhaps wary of appearing indecisive, 
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mentioned flexibility only 6% of the time.  Surely they sensed that consistency 

is foundational to trust in leaders, as Carter (1996) writes in Integrity.  

Contradictions between the predictability, resilience, and idealism that voters 

are promised and the flexibility they actually get raise serious questions about 

trust, faith and integrity.  Everyday workhorses are not showy racehorses.  All 

eight political virtues, however valued, cannot be present at the same time.   

 Is this what makes the public so doubtful about a virtuous politics?  If 

trust in government resides in consistency, but the practice of politics is forever 

accommodating, what could be more inherently, continually fragile?   

 Politics is precarious for fundamental reasons, then. It cannot achieve 

the sort of high-mindedness that people collectively desire but are unable to 

universally define.  Occasional acts of bravery are a lofty need in American 

democratic life, yet true political courage is an ambiguous, unknowable, even 

assailable virtue. Politics is fragile because instincts can overrule rationality. 

Politics is delicate because male and female politicians are treated differently 

yet pressed to emphasize their virtues similarly. It is tenuous, too, because it 

fails to deliver the virtues that it showcases in candidates.  

 For all this, the marvel is not that politics is precarious, fragile, delicate, 

or tenuous, however.  The marvel is that the American political system 

stubbornly and persistently endures.     

What Comes Next? 

 Exploring discussions of virtue by the broadcast media.  I chose to 

examine reports of virtue in newspapers because they cover politics in greater 

depth than do the broadcast media, because they set an agenda for broadcast 
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news, and because they drive content for the Internet as well.  However, 

television is a more pervasive medium, almost universally watched.  Given that 

political virtue is a topic of discussion in American culture, it becomes 

important to ascertain how television goes about conveying its presence or 

absence.  There are ample reasons to believe the results would be quite different 

from the newspaper findings reported here.  Television, writes Hart (1999), has 

changed the nature of politics by creating a kind of feel-good intimacy that 

seduces passive viewers into believing themselves politically engaged—however 

ignorantly, self-righteously, or cynically.  Speaking in a language of feelings, 

television “makes us feel good about feeling bad about politics,” Hart argues (p. 

10).   

         As a visual medium, television necessarily personalizes its coverage of 

politics so that its stories emphasize players rather than actions.  Thus the 

virtue of industriousness, so prominent in day-to-day print coverage, likely 

fades from the screen while conviviality—barely noticed in newspaper 

portrayals—moves to the forefront.  It matters to know whether or not this is 

true, because my respondents implicitly sought some relationship with their 

leaders even thought they explicitly downplayed the value of conviviality.  Does 

television’s artificial intimacy satisfy—or perhaps heighten—this craving? 

Potentially more troubling, given that workhorse virtues can be the stuff of dull 

policy stories, does television all but abandon virtue coverage once the 

campaign horserace is over? Here, Hart (1999) seems less than hopeful.  In 

Seducing America: How Television Charms the Modern Voter, he writes: 
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For their part, television reporters have largely reduced political 

character to face-watching and political discourse to body language. . . . 

In the hands of a television journalist, character comes into being the 

moment it is discussed.  It then hovers around a candidate and ceases to 

exist only when it no longer creates interest. (p. 36)   

 How might a study of televised virtue coverage be conducted?  It could 

start at a level similar to my newspaper study before possibly moving later to 

television networks.  News coverage by network affiliates could be analyzed in 

capital cities, where state political news and audience interest are denser than 

elsewhere, and in a state’s largest cities, where audiences and station resources 

are greater than in other markets.  Also mimicking my study, this research 

could focus on a sample of leading politicians balanced by gender and party, 

and compare their coverage with their own virtue descriptions.  The third 

component of my study—interviews with writers of letters to the editor—would 

be difficult to replicate vis-à-vis television, since broadcasters do not host 

forums comparable to those of newspaper opinion pages.  However, televisions 

stations might agree to assist researchers in publicizing and organizing focus 

groups among their viewers to discuss political virtue.  This approach could 

attract participants from a broader demographic than did my study. 

 Exploring patterns in virtue projections and media coverage.  I have 

illuminated the contrasts between virtues valued on the campaign trail and 

those conveyed by sitting politicians.  Future research should empirically 

explore similarities and differences in how specific politicians project virtues as 

candidates and later as officeholders.  Their campaign and government 
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websites, as well as the media coverage they receive during election campaigns 

and afterward, should be compared and contrasted to track how virtue 

messages shift as the politicians shift from candidates to elected leaders.  This 

could be done for the eight officeholders in my study by analyzing the virtue 

coverage they received when running in previous elections, and comparing 

those tallies with the virtue counts that I found in the same newspapers in 

2008, when they were not up for election.   

 Resilience and idealism, in addition to being campaign virtues, perhaps 

are retrospective virtues, more easily projected after politicians leave office—

when the challenges they faced, and how they handled them, are better 

understood.  Is it possible that former presidents, for instance, are perceived as 

more virtuous over time?  Is this why some revered chief executives are 

remembered in the literature as resilient, idealistic, and convivial although my 

study seldom found these qualities referenced in day-to-day public life, either 

by politicians or newspapers?  Comparing how the news media ascribe virtues, 

positively and negatively, to sitting officeholders with how the same leaders are 

remembered in media descriptions in later years could be instructive.  Opinion 

polls would offer interesting supplemental data as well.   

 Unexpected discrepancies, and some similarities, surfaced between how 

politicians portrayed their virtues and how the print media conveyed them.  For 

example, newspapers found female leaders to be harder-working than their 

male counterparts, although men and women described themselves as similarly 

industriousness.  Republicans awarded themselves more integrity—and so did 

newspapers.  The papers found my sample’s Democrats and Republicans 
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equally inclusive and flexible, but Democrats reported more of those qualities in 

themselves.   

 If women face barriers to careers in politics, as scholarship suggests 

(Eagly & Carli, 2003), do they simply work harder than men to prove 

themselves?  Do Republican principles resonate with American notions of 

integrity more readily than Democratic ideals do?  Does politics require an 

equal measure of flexibility from Democrats and Republicans despite their 

distinctly different ideologies? 

 Sometimes newspapers reinforced stereotypes, as when they portrayed 

female politicians as more convivial than males, although women did not 

describe themselves that way.  What, however, might account for a kind of 

reverse stereotype—that the communal virtue of inclusiveness was attributed 

61 times to men but only 51 times to women in newspapers?  Do men work 

harder at demonstrating inclusiveness because they must? 

 To discern reasons for these phenomena, a follow-up exploration could 

more fully probe the content and context of newspaper articles in which virtue 

claims appear.  The same could be done for officeholders’ posted materials.  

Such research could create a better understanding of what contributes to these 

patterns.   

 Similarly, it would be useful to explore whether virtue patterns in other 

sample groups of leaders balanced by gender, office, and party would echo 

those that surfaced in my study.  This is especially true in view of the stack of 

negative integrity claims against Senator Christopher Dodd.  In nearly any 

sample of eight politicians, would one leader typically receive a disproportionate 
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share of negative coverage?  Alternatively, is almost any politician over time a 

recipient of negativity in cycles?  Greater knowledge about such patterns, and 

how they compare with an officeholder’s own messages, would improve 

understanding of virtue’s relative presence in contemporary political life. 

 Exploring links between controversies and negative claims.  Finally, 

it would be important to know whether politicians who tackle controversial 

issues accumulate more negative virtue claims than do lower-profile 

officeholders.  Bartholomew H. Sparrow (1999) observes that the role of 

reporters can shift from watchdogs to attack dogs when controversies become 

heated, meaning that politicians who attempt to spearhead solutions to tough 

issues may pay a price in negative ascriptions.  It matters whether or not this is 

true, given that negative integrity claims, especially, can be damaging to 

political careers. 

 Senator Dianne Feinstein, who chaired the Senate Rules Committee 

during my newspaper study in 2008, received the highest number of positive 

integrity ascriptions in my sample.  Christopher Dodd, chair of the Senate 

Banking Committee, received the fewest.  If their leadership roles had been 

reversed, would their integrity ratios have stayed essentially the same?  Or 

would Feinstein’s relative high-mindedness have been put to the test if she had 

led Congress in negotiating a massive Wall Street rescue plan?  On the other 

hand, might Feinstein’s integrity have remained unassailable, even to letter-

writers?  In what ways does tackling controversial, high-profile issues make a 

virtue difference?  Does it diminish perceptions of a leader’s attributes or might 

it conceivably enhance them? 
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 One approach to addressing these matters would be to select the most 

controversial problem-solving bills in a legislation session based on the amount 

of coverage they receive, the historic intractability of the policy issues, and the 

narrowness of the votes on them.  Virtue profiles of the leaders who shepherd 

them could be compared with those of lawmakers (of the same political parties) 

who carried less controversial measures.  While the higher-profile lawmakers 

would receive more coverage, the tenor of the coverage would be the issue here.  

It matters whether or not media attention—including citizens’ letters—penalizes 

would-be problem-solvers with a loss of virtue.  Conversely, perhaps more 

visible legislators tend to attract more positive virtue claims regardless of the 

degree of policy controversy they generate.  This would be equally telling in 

American political culture. 

Other Next Steps 

 Pragmatic Approaches.  Politicians should practice their art with an 

awareness that positive ascriptions of integrity are, indeed, conveyed by the 

news media for acts and statements that appear to be in the public interest.  

Contrasting—or perhaps complementing—scholarship that suggests news-

gathering and reporting norms can threaten political capital (Entman, 1997; 

Bennett, 2007; Patterson 2000), I find that conflict frames and media mores can 

report integrity present.  This is because policy stories may frame a politician 

who argues on behalf of the public interest as a high-minded leader pitted 

against some threatened evil.  As third parties, journalists can extract and 

convey high-minded quotes from politicians that would sound self-serving if 

relayed by news releases. Similarly, the accepted media practice of quoting 
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spokespeople means that staffers, acting as third parties, may convey a 

politician’s motives more credibly than can the politician.   

 All of this matters because citizens care more about integrity than any 

other political virtue, yet newspapers contained more negative than positive 

integrity claims overall, officeholders were reluctant to assert their own high-

mindedness, citizens had trouble discerning motives behind actions, and 

published citizen opinion decried the absence of integrity.  While manipulating 

the media is self-serving and detested by reporters, an awareness that media 

norms are open to conveying acts and motives of integrity ought to encourage 

genuine demonstrates of it. 

 Although citizens crave some interaction with their leaders, officeholders 

can be surprisingly tone-deaf to such matters.  For instance, the website of 

Senator Dianne Feinstein on February 7, 2010, featured a tab at the top left of 

her homepage labeled “About Dianne.”  It offered several links that began with a 

biography, followed by an item called “Dianne’s Journal.” Clinking on “Dianne’s 

Journal” —seemingly a feature intended to engage with citizens given its 

convivial title and prominence—revealed only two entries, both nearly three 

years old.  The first, from March 21, 2007, was titled, “Welcome to Dianne’s 

Journal” (2007), and opened with this statement: “Hello, I’m Dianne Feinstein.  

I would like to welcome you to my new website.” The other, dated April 10, 

2007, began: “Last week, while the Senate was in recess, I traveled to California 

to visit citrus growers and packers impacted by the January freeze” (“A first-

hand view,” 2007).  Thus, what seemed the most welcoming top-of-the-fold 

feature on the Feinstein website—and one that likely attracted many first-time 
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visitors—instead illustrated a disinterest in maintaining a conversation with 

ordinary citizens.  Rather than engaging users, “Dianne’s Journal” abandoned 

them.  Quite clearly, that is, officeholders should use technology, with its 

potential for conveying a sense of intimacy, to invite people into political life 

rather than reinforcing notions that citizens are outsiders to what can seem an 

opaque process. 

 Pedagogical approaches.  If there were a single aspect of politics that 

my respondents universally detested, it would be the influence of moneyed 

special interests on political leaders and processes.  People believe that their 

power is usurped by these interests and that leaders arrogantly accept favors 

that ordinary people do not get.  Connecticut constituents likely were less 

impressed that the Senate Ethics Committee cleared Christopher Dodd than 

they were with a need to investigate his actions in the first place.  It was the 

appearance of special-interest influence that persuaded my respondents Dodd 

had turned against them after 30 years in the Senate.   

 Perceptions, then, matter to a suspicious citizenry whose responses are 

guided by emotions (Westen, 2007).  Political leaders should avoid appearances 

of conflicts of interest as scrupulously as the conflicts themselves.  Once lost, 

integrity cannot be reclaimed by showcasing one’s other virtues.  Behaviors that 

shun what the public despises can be learned, and lawmaking bodies should 

teach these behaviors to their members.  Laws may permit the receipt of gifts 

and donations from special interests, but even self-made laws can seem self-

serving.  When it comes to perceptions, citizen instincts trump legal rationales. 
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        President Obama in his 2010 State of the Union address illuminated two 

prongs of a multipronged crisis of virtue in political culture.  One was the 

behavior of institutions.  The other was the inherent messiness of politics.  

While addressing the former could entail a great deal of time and fundamental 

rethinking, addressing the later might be a matter of pedagogy.  As Obama 

(2010) matter-of-factly stated in his address: “Democracy in a nation of 300 

million people can be noisy and messy and complicated.  And when you try to 

do big things and make big changes, it stirs passions and controversy.  That’s 

just how it is” (n.p.).  Surely it is past time to question why Americans must 

struggle to square their ideals about their political system with what seems to 

them its sordid nature in actual practice.  If politics is disorderly, then 

democratic governance should be taught as an intentionally conflicted, untidy 

process.   

 My respondents sometimes looked back to their school years when asked 

to name the most important political virtues.  Said Candice, a retired attorney 

who lives in the San Francisco Bay Area: “I feel like an elementary school kid.  

This is a very interesting topic, one that I feel unpracticed in.  I think I’ve given 

up on the system in a profound way, so I can’t be too intelligent about this.”  

 That people’s knowledge of politics is grounded in grade-school 

classrooms is telling.  It helps explain why citizens have trouble appreciating 

how their political system is supposed to work, with all its noise, complexity, 

and false starts.  This is a worrisome knowledge gap, for it means that 

Americans do not know themselves.   
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 Given the contradictions and struggles that drive public life, perhaps it is 

too much to ask of anyone to define what political integrity ought to look like in 

everyday practice.  Yet scholars and educators surely could do a better job of 

melding the theoretical with the pragmatic to provide students with a better 

understanding of their political system.  As Carter (1996) writes in Integrity, 

reasonable, problem-solving reflection likely is what citizens want, but this 

premise seldom is acknowledged amid the commotion of political life.   

 When U.S. Senator Evan Bayh of Indiana in early 2010 abruptly declared 

he would not seek a third term because he found the Senate dysfunctional, he 

was complaining that it lacked the underrated virtue of flexibility.  “There is too 

much partisanship and not enough progress—too much narrow ideology and 

not enough practical problem-solving,” Bayh groused (Nagourney, February 16, 

2010, p. A1).  Yet how could it be otherwise, if citizens trust predictability, 

candidates embrace consistency, officeholders fear mentioning flexibility, and 

accommodation is tied to a loss of vision and fortitude? Despite such 

conundrums, Americans have little to fear from better understanding how their 

political system is supposed to function when working optimally.  I find that, in 

spite of everything, political leaders are mostly virtuous.   

Conclusion 

  Politicians and journalists work together to protect fragile political 

institutions.  Both are vested in these systems; both seek to engage with 

audiences who care about them as well.  Journalists have reason, then, to 

positively convey political virtues where and when they find them, although they 

may aggressively dig up and report the lapses. 
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  Citizens, who do not make their living this way, have a less personal 

stake in a political system that functions day to day.  Thus citizen opinion-

writers feel free to assail politicians they presume to be guilty of trading on the 

public trust.  They act as self-appointed watchdogs.  Because citizens are 

inherently suspicious of politicians but trust their own instincts, their 

published commentaries were overwhelmingly negative in my study. 

 Oddly, however, my respondents—supposedly disgruntled newspaper 

letter-writers themselves—generally could find virtue in politics when asked to 

find it, even occasionally across party lines.  When requested to describe the 

virtues of Republican Senator Sam Brownback, Kesia, a Democrat, told me: 

“For a right-wing Republican, he’s not a bad guy in terms of virtues.  He seems 

to be honest. . ..  He’s shown great concern for the problems of Africa, which I 

respect.  He seems to be able to be a fairly inclusive person.”  Cambria, also a 

Democrat, said of Republican Arnold Schwarzenegger and Democrat Dianne 

Feinstein, “I admire both of them very much as politicians.”  

         All of the citizens I interviewed, even those who were pessimistic about 

finding much virtue in politics, could name a political leader they held in high 

regard.  Some people admired some politicians considerably, as quotations 

throughout this study attest.  Every respondent could name a set of virtues that 

he or she believed mattered in public life, typically centered around honesty, 

integrity, compassion, and putting the public good first.  Surprisingly often, 

people identified these qualities in their own governors or U.S. senators.   

  I find that, on the whole, political leaders collectively display the virtues 

that American culture has admired from the beginning.  Politics is unappealing, 
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but also irresistible.  It is a fray, but an American fray—spectacular, troubling, 

vital, frustrating, grand.  For all the distrust and suspicion that haunt the 

citizenry, my respondents were drawn to political culture.  This was evident in 

their willingness to discuss their leaders’ virtues and flaws with a stranger.  But 

their conversations also revealed that they desired, however implicitly, more 

than some abstract connection to their self-governance.  They wanted, at a gut 

level, to feel part of it all.   
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Appendix A 

Interrogating the Official Websites of Politicians 
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INTERROGATING THE OFFICIAL WEBSITES OF POLITICIANS 
 

Purpose and Goals 
 

The purpose of examining the official websites of politicians is to ascertain how 
politicians self-ascribe political virtues.  The goals of my analysis are: 
 

• To determine which virtues politicians attribute to themselves through 
the written texts, spoken words, and visual images on their websites.   

• To examine how politicians’ projected images invite audiences to think of 
virtue. 

• To analyze similarities/differences in the way virtues are framed across a 
website. 

• To explore similarities/differences in the way politicians of different 
genders and parties portray their virtues.   

 
Critical Probes 

 
Critical probes that I will use in conducting this analysis, with the aim of 
describing the personas that emerge from these websites, will be: 

 
• Which political virtues are conveyed through the written texts, audio 

messages, audiovisual feeds and photographs on websites?  How does 
the tone of a website convey virtue?  How are virtues framed?  How are 
audiences invited to think of them?   

• How frequently are virtues referenced, either explicitly or implicitly?  How 
do they cluster?  Which are most valued?  Which are least valued?  What 
do “I” statements convey about virtue? 

• How do the vocal and visual characteristics of audio and audiovisual 
messages contribute to perceptions of virtue?   

• What do photographs reveal about virtue?  Why were particular 
photographs chosen for posting? 

• Are virtues framed consistently across a website?  If not, what explains 
the variability?   

• What similarities and differences emerge between senators and governors 
in the expression of virtue?  How are virtues shaped or constrained by 
roles? 

• What persona emerges from website references to virtue?  What 
motivations might lie behind the persona? 

• How does the expression of virtue compare/contrast across gender and 
party?  What might be the explanations?   

 
Limitations 

 
The limitations of analyzing politicians’ official websites for self-ascriptions of 
political virtues are that: 
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• A politician’s staff may create and post materials on his/her website with 

the goal of manipulating his/her image.   
• Virtues associated with policy accomplishments may be subjective.   
• Senate websites have similar features, but gubernatorial websites have 

no uniformity. 
• Some websites have more content than others. 
• Some legislatures have longer sessions than others; some address more 

contentious issues than others. 
• Senators and governors serve in different branches of government, with 

different roles and responsibilities. 
 

Compensating for Limitations 
 

To compensate for limitations, I will: 
 

• Rely for this analysis on a politician’s individual-specific messages, 
including speeches, policy statements, radio addresses, and 
audiovisuals.   

• Omit policy accomplishments from an analysis of virtue. 
• Analyze sufficient material from each website to permit valid 

comparisons across sites.  This may mean analyzing all relevant material 
in 2008 on small sites but material from only part of the year on large 
sites.  Periods of especially contentious disputes between a governor and 
legislature should be avoided. 

• Accept that the similarities in the design of Senate websites will facilitate 
comparisons and contrasts.  Recognize that the individual nature of 
gubernatorial websites means some governors have higher-quality sites 
than others, and that this also may be a statement of virtue.   

• Note that this study compares senators and governors because they win 
statewide elections, not because they have similar duties and 
responsibilities. 

 
Website Materials to be Interrogated 

 
Material to be interrogated on Senate websites will include: 
 

• Welcome messages 
• Biographies 
• Statements of priorities/Positions on issues  
• Journals/blogs attributed to the politician  
• Speeches/audio archives/video archives/podcasts  
• News releases 
• Op-ed pieces/newsletters 
• Photographs 
• Unusual/unique features of the website  
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Material interrogated to be on gubernatorial websites will include: 

• Welcome messages 
• Biographies 
• Information on governor’s spouse/family  
• Position statements on issues/initiatives  
• Speeches/radio addresses/news conferences 
• News releases 
• Columns/newsletters 
• Executive orders 
• Photographs 
• Unusual/unique features 

 
Website Materials Omitted from Interrogation 

 
The following materials will be omitted from an analysis of Senate websites: 
 

• Constituent services,  
• Committee assignments and voting records, 
• Legislative accomplishments, 
• Legislative and bill information, 
• Programs for students, 
• Instructions for seeking government appointments, 
• Information on touring Washington, 
• Information on the states represented by senators, 
• Kids’ corner, 
• Awards. 

 
The following materials will be omitted from analysis of gubernatorial websites: 
 

• Proclamations and public notices, 
• Bill signings, 
• Constituent services and links for children, 
• Blogs & interactive media involving people other than the governor, 
• Names of staff & other government officials, 
• Information about agencies, boards and commissions, 
• Frequently asked questions about government, 
• Information on applying for government appointments, 
• Information about the state and its people. 
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Interview Section 
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INTERVIEW SECTION 
 

Purpose and Goals 
 

My study’s interview section is intended to elicit a perspective from users of the 
news media, who also are constituents of statewide politicians, regarding the 
political virtues that matter most to ordinary citizens.  It also is intended to 
facilitate comparisons of the values and perspectives of political constituents 
and media consumers with the virtues that are projected by politicians and with 
those that preoccupy the news media.  I will be interviewing 48 writers of 
published letters to the editor, six from each of the eight newspapers in my 
study.  Each sample will be composed of three women and three men. 
 
The purpose of these interviews is to better understand:  
 

• How citizens think about political virtue, and where they find it. 
• How virtues cluster, positively and negatively, in the perceptions of 

citizens.   
• In what ways perceptions of political virtue may be inflected by gender or 

party 
 
The goals of my interview questions are: 
 

• To encourage citizens to reflect upon, identify, and describe their 
perceptions regarding political virtue in political leaders.   

• To explore the extent to which male and female interviewees — and 
Democrats, Republicans and others — may perceive political virtues in 
different ways. 

• To have citizens rank the eight political virtues I have identified in this 
study to help ascertain in what ways their prioritizing may be inflected 
by gender and party. 

 
Question Schedule 

 
1) Please think of a political leader you admire who holds, or has held, an 

elected state or national office.  This person may be living, or perhaps no 
longer is living.  Please describe, in as much detail as you can, the qualities 
that you admire in this person.  How has this person demonstrated these 
qualities?   

 
2) Who is this politician?  Name?  Gender?  Party? 
 
3) Now please think of a politician you do not admire.  Why do you feel this 

way?  What important qualities does this person seem to be missing? 
 
4) Who is this person?  Name?  Gender?  Party? 
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5) Thank you for those answers.  Now let’s move away from discussing any 
specific person, and take a more general approach.  In my study, I call the 
qualities that help political leaders perform well in office political virtues.  
Overall, which three political virtues would you say are the most important 
for any politician to succeed in office? 

 
6) Do you believe that these most important qualities are found frequently, 

occasionally, or seldom in American politics?  Please explain. 
 
7) Which political virtues do you believe are too often missing?  Examples? 
 

7a) If more political leaders possessed these missing virtues, what might 
change?   

 
8) Let’s look at two of the top politicians in your state, Governor 

_____________________ and U.S. Senator _______________.  Both have 
repeatedly won statewide elections.  What are some of the political virtues of 
the governor?  What are some of the political virtues of the senator? 

 
9) What qualities do you believe are missing in the governor that you would 

make her or him a better political leader?  What qualities do you believe are 
missing in the senator that would make him or her a better political leader? 

 
10) Now let’s consider eight general virtues in political leaders.  All of them are 

desirable.  However, I’m going to ask you to rank these eight according to 
which would be in roughly the top third of importance, in the middle, and in 
the lowest third of importance.  They don’t divide evenly into thirds, so I’m 
asking for just a general sense of where they would rank in importance.  I’ll 
list them in no particular order, and briefly describe each.  (You may write 
them down if you like.) Then I will name each one again, and you can tell me 
if it should be 1) in the top third, 2) in the middle, or 3) in the bottom third 
of the list, OK? Note: After the 16th interviewee, the instruction portion of this 
question was revised to state: “However, I’m going to ask you to rank these 
eight on a scale of 1 to 10, according to their importance, with 10 being the 
most important . . ..  Then I will name each one again, and you can tell me 
how you would rate it on that scale, OK?” 

 
10a) Conviviality.  By conviviality, I mean attractive to others, liking others, 

and able to form relationships easily. 
 
10b) Resilience.  By resilience, I mean having confidence, inner strength, and 

staying cool under pressure. 
 
10c) Idealism.  By idealism, I mean inspiring people and stirring passion 

with a vision for the future.   
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10d) Industriousness.  By industriousness, I mean working hard, staying on 
top of the job, and keeping informed and knowledgeable.   

 
10e) Decisiveness.  By decisiveness, I mean taking charge and making firm, 

well-reasoned and timely judgments.   
 
10f) Integrity.  By integrity, I mean honesty, and putting the public good 

ahead of self-interest.   
 
10g) Inclusiveness.  By inclusiveness, I mean showing concern for others, 

valuing others, and staying in touch with the people.   
 

11) The following questions are for statistical purposes; when compiled for all 
the interviewees, this demographic information will add dimension and 
depth.  First, may I ask your age?  ____  

 
11a) If reluctant to state an age: Are you under 25 years old, between 25 

and 34, between 35 and 44, between 45 and 54, between 55 and 64, 
between 65 and 74, between 75 and 84, or over 85? 

 
12) Male/female?  What is your race or ethnic background?  

_____________________________ .   
 
13) Are you a registered voter?  Yes/no.   
 

13a) If yes: Are you registered as a Democrat, Republican, with another 
party, or as an independent/decline to state? 

 
13b) If age 25 or older: There are many reasons why it can be difficult 

for people to vote in every election, given the number of local, 
state and federal elections, the need to register, and the complex 
many issues involved.  Looking back, would you say that since 
becoming eligible to vote, that you have tended to vote: Always__ 
Usually__ Occasionally__ Very rarely__ Never __.  Would you like 
to elaborate on your answer? 

 
13c) If younger than 25: There are many reasons why it can be difficult 

for people to vote in every election, given the number of local, 
state and federal elections, the need to register and the many 
complex issues involved.  Looking ahead, how regularly would you 
expect to vote in the future: Always__ Usually__ Occasionally__ 
Very rarely__ Never __?   

 
13d) If not registered to vote: Which group do you most identify with: 

Democrats, Republicans, with another party, or as an independent? 
 

13e) Are you a U.S. citizen?  Yes/no. 
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13f) If no: Of what country are you a citizen? 
 

14) Within the last two years, have you participated in a politically related 
campaign or activity by donating money?  Yes/no.   

 
14a) By volunteering your time?  Yes/no.   
 
14b) By attending an event?  Yes/no.   
 
14c) By joining, leading or assisting in some other way?  Yes/no.   
 
14d) If yes to any of the above, please briefly describe.   

 
15) Do you consider yourself politically engaged?  Yes/no. 

 
16) Do you consider yourself politically active?  Yes/no. 
 
17) Level of education: high school or GED __________, years of 
college__________, most recent degree_________. 

 
18) Occupation: ___________________________________. 

 
19) Household income: Less than $25,000, between $25,000 and $50,000, 

between $51,000-$75,000, between $76,000 and $100,000, between 
$101,000 and $150,000, between $151,000 and $200,000, between 
$201,000 and $300,000, over $300,000.   
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Appendix C 

Interviewee Demographics and Level of Political Engagement by State, Gender 

and Age 
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Pseudonyms Begin with First Letter or First Two Letters of State of Residence. 

Pseudonym State Age Gender Party Household 
Income* 

Years of 
Education 

Politically 
Engaged 

Politically 
Active 

Caitlin CA 43 F Dem 5 22 Yes No 
Cadence CA 55 F Dem 2 16 Yes No 
Cambria CA 60 F Dem 3 19 Yes Yes 
Candice CA 72 F Dem 2 19 Yes Yes 
Cara CA 73 F Ind DS 16 Yes Somewhat 
Catherine CA 85 F Dem 3 12 Yes Yes 
Cal CA 54 M Dem 4 16 Yes No 
Carson CA 56 M Rep 7 16 Yes Somewhat 
Cary CA 62 M Ind 5 18 Yes No 
Carlyle CA 64 M Dem 6 18 Somewhat No 
Casper CA 67 M Dem DS 20 Yes Yes 
Cassidy CA 70 M Rep 6 18 Yes Somewhat 
Collette CT 43 F Dem 5 18 Yes No 
Columbia CT 50 F Dem 8 16 Yes No 
Constance CT 58 F Rep 6 12 Yes Somewhat 
Cora CT 58 F Dem 4 18 Yes No 
Coreen CT 64 F Dem 2 12 Yes No 
Courtney CT 68 F Rep 3 14 Yes Yes 
Cody CT 40 M Ind 6 13 Yes Yes 
Coleman CT 52 M Ind 3 14 Yes No 
Collin CT 57 M Ind 3 12 Yes Yes 
Compton CT 57 M Ind 5 16 Yes No 
Conrad CT 58 M Dem 5 19 Yes Yes 
Cooper CT 62 M Rep 5 18 Yes Yes 
Karen KS 64 F Dem 4 16 Yes Yes 
Kassandra KS 67 F Dem 1 14 Yes Yes 
Kate KS 70 F Rep 2 12 Somewhat Somewhat 
Kelly KS 70 F Dem DS 18 Yes Yes 
Kesia KS 75 F Dem 3 22 Yes Yes 
Kimberly KS 83 F Dem 1 12 No No 
Kaleb KS 49 M Rep 2 15 Yes No 
Karl KS 55 M Rep 2 16 Yes Yes 
Keaton KS 61 M Rep 3 13 No No 
Kenneth KS 67 M Ind 4 18 Yes No 
Kevin KS 74 M Rep 3 12 Yes Yes 
Kirby KS 76 M Ind 3 16 Yes No 
Maddy ME 45 F Rep 5 16 Yes Yes 
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Pseudonym State Age Gender Party Household 
Income* 

Years of 
Education 

Politically 
Engaged 

Politically 
Active 

Megan ME 46 F Dem 3 22 Yes No 
Meredith ME 55 F Dem 2 18 Yes Somewhat 
Mittena ME 55 F Ind 2 14 No No 
Moya ME 68 F Dem 3 19 Yes Yes 
Muriel ME 77 F Dem 1 12 Yes No 
Max ME 45 M Rep 3 12 No No 
Mario ME 48 M Dem 6 18 Yes Yes 
Mark ME 58 M Rep 2 13 Yes No 
Mel ME 66 M Dem 3 22 Yes No 
Mike ME 68 M Dem 4 16 Yes Yes 
Mitchell ME 74 M Rep 2 13 Yes No 

* 1 = Less than $25,000. 
2 = $25,000 to $50,000. 
3 = $51,000 to 75,000. 
4 = $76,000 to $100,000. 
5 = $101,000 to $150,000. 
6 = $151,000 to $200,000. 
7 = $200,000 to $300,000. 
8 = over $300,000. 
DS = declined to state. 
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Appendix D 

Politicians Identified by Respondents as Leaders They Admire 
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Interviewee State Age Gender Party Leader Admired 
Caitlin CA 43 F Dem Barack Obama 

Caddy CA 55 F Dem 
Jerry Brown, Adlai Stevenson, 
Barbara Boxer, Dianne Feinstein 

Cambria CA 60 F Dem Barack Obama 
Candice CA 72 F Dem Maxine Waters, Dennis Kucinich 
Cara CA 73 F Ind Barbara Boxer, Joe Lieberman 
Catherine CA 85 F Dem Franklin Roosevelt 
Cal CA 54 M Dem Barack Obama 
Carson CA 56 M Rep Abraham Lincoln 
Cary CA 62 M Ind Barack Obama 
Carlyle CA 64 M Dem Barack Obama 
Casper CA 67 M Dem Hubert Humphrey 
Cassidy CA 70 M Rep Thomas Jefferson 
Collette CT 43 F Dem Ann Richards, Barack Obama 
Columbia CT 50 F Dem Barack Obama 
Constance CT 58 F Rep Her brother, a local alderman 
Cora CT 58 F Dem Christopher Dodd 
Corrine CT 64 F Dem Franklin Roosevelt 

Courtney CT 68 F Rep 

Lowell Weicker, Barry Goldwater, 
Ted Kennedy, Barack Obama, 
Harry Truman 

Cody CT 40 M Ind 
Mohammed (as chosen by his 
people) 

Coleman CT 52 M Ind 
Joe Lieberman, Bob Simmons, 
George W. Bush 

Collin CT 57 M Ind Ronald Reagan 
Compton CT 57 M Ind Joe Lieberman 
Conrad CT 58 M Dem Mario Cuomo 
Cooper CT 62 M Rep Ronald Reagan 
Karen KS 64 F Dem Barack Obama 
Kassandra KS 67 F Dem Barack Obama 
Kate KS 70 F Rep Ronald Reagan 
Kelly KS 70 F Dem Kathleen Sebelius 

Kesia KS 75 F Dem 
Wm.  Proxmire, Russ Feingold, 
Jeannette Rankin 

Kimberly KS 83 F Dem Barack Obama 

Kaleb KS 49 M Rep 
Les Aspin, Wm.  Proxmire, Pete 
Domenici 

Karl KS 55 M Rep Ronald Reagan 
Keaton KS 61 M Rep Jim Inhofe 
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Interviewee State Age Gender Party Leader Admired 
Kenneth KS 67 M Ind Jimmy Carter 
Kevin KS 74 M Rep Dwight Eisenhower 
Kirby KS 76 M Ind Barack Obama 
Madeleine ME 45 F Rep Ronald Reagan 
Megan ME 46 F Dem Barack Obama 
Meredith ME 55 F Dem Barack Obama 
Mittena ME 55 F Ind George Mitchell 
Mona ME 68 F Dem Tom Allen 
Muriel ME 77 F Dem George Mitchell 
Max ME 45 M Rep Ronald Reagan 
Mario ME 48 M Dem Tom Allen 
Mark ME 58 M Rep Ronald Reagan 
Mel ME 66 M Dem Barack Obama 

Michael ME 68 M Dem 
Barack Obama, Margaret Chase 
Smith 

Mitchell ME 74 M Rep Susan Collins 
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